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PREFACE

This is the final report of a study of the potential effects of changes

in the special Federal tax provisions relating to the oil and gas industry

on the level of domestic petroleum reserves. The study was performed

under U.S. Treasury Contract No. TAS68-8.

The final report was prepared by Dr. Robert Byrne, Project

Director, and Dr. Robert Karg. Other CONSAD personnel contributing

to the study include Dr. Jacqueline Anderson, Mrs. Sally Strieter,

Mr. Luke Sparvero, Mr. David Marshall, and Mr. Dennis Green.

Dr. Wilbur Steger served as Program Director.

Dr. Dale Jorgenson, of the University of California at Berkeley.

Mr. Simon M. Simon of New York University, Dr. Robert Lucas of

Carnegie-Mellon University, and Mr. Arthur Wright of Yale University,

served as consultants during the study.

Numerous contributions were made by Treasury Department per-

sonnel during the progress of the study, in particular, by Dr. Gerard

Brannon, Dr. Richard Pollock, and Dr. Seymour Fiekowsky.
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Special Federal tax provisions which, in effect, favor the oil and

gas industry have been supported partly on the grounds that they provide

the extra economic incentives required to stimulate the exploration and

development of domestic petroleum reserves. In this study, the question

under investigation is whether a change In special Federal tax provisions

concerning the oil and gas industry would have a substantial effect on the

level of known domestic petroleum reserves (through changes in the level

of expenditures for expenditure and development).

The special tax provisions in question are:

1. Percentage depletion, a standard deduction of 27. 5%
of gross income from oil and gas production, which
results in a reduced effective tax rate for the industry.

2. The option to deduct as current expense certain
exploration and development costs which, by most
criteria, would be considered investment in capital
assets and would, therefore, be subject to gradual
depreciation. This results in a deferred tax liability.

To answer the questions posed, the study investigated the inter.

actions among three components:

1. The size and nature of the petroleum reserves,

2. The structure and operation of the petroleum
industry, and

3. The special Federal tax provisions affecting
the industry.
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Although much had been written about each of these elements indi-

vidually, little study based on empirical evidence of the relationships

among them had previously been undertaken. Thus, much of the instant

research was devoted to establishing the links and relationships between

the major components and the elements within the components themselves.

It is recognized that the effects of a change in the tax laws would

not be limited to changes in reserves, since producers might react in

a variety of ways. The study was aimed at determining the reserve

change which might occur if producers reacted to the change solely by

modifying their reserve holdings, which provides an estimate of the

maximum reserve impact.

1.2
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11. CONCLUSIONS

The study develops numerical estimates of the changes in liquid

hydrocarbon and natural gas reserves which would occur if the percentage

depletion allowance were reduced (or eliminated) and if the option to

expense intangible drilling costs were removed, and the resultant tax

increase was absorbed by the petroleum producers.

It seems clear that reduction of the percentage depletion allowance

or elimination of the option to expense intangible drilling costs will tend

to result in a reduction in reserves. It is more meaningful, however,

to compare the magnitude of the reserve decrease with the tax loss

required to avoid it. Such a comparison may indicate that theie are

less costly methods for achieving the objective of maintaining desired

levels of reserves.

Although it is evident that the available data concerning the level

of reserves, as well as data on various economic factors, such as

finding cost, are such that a perfect prediction of the effects of changes

is not possible, the approach taken in the study was to develop as good

a numerical prediction as possible and thus provide a base point for

consideration of the further effects of changes in tax policy.

The study was limited to estimating the effects of tan changes on

reserve levels under the assumption that any resultant tax increase was

2. 1
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absorbed by petroleum producers and not passed forward to consumers

or backward to landowners.

The major conclusions of this study are:

1. The elimination of percentage depletion as an
option would reduce existing reserve levels by
3% and result in an additional $1.2 billion in
tax revenue at current production levels.

2. Elimination of the option to expense intangible
drilling cost would reduce existing reserve
levels by from 1.9% to 4. 0%, depending on
the alternative tax policy.

3. Percentage depletion is a relatively inefficient
method of encouraging exploration and the
resultant discovery of new domestic reserves
of liquid petroleum. This is in part due to tie
low sensitivity of desired reserve levels to the
price subsidy represented by percentage
depletion, and in part to the inefficiency of the
allowance for this purpose, since over 40% of
it is paid for foreign production and non-operating
interests in domestic production.

These estimates represent what might be expected if producers

were unable to shift the tax increase resulting from the indicated tax

law changes, I. e., if the increased taxes were paid entirely out of

after-tax profits. They thus represent maximum, or "worst case"

impacts, since there are a number of other ways in which producers

might react to these tax changes, all of which would lessen the effect

of the changes on the profitability of holding reserves and, consequently,

on reserve stocks. That is, if the net increase in tax payments by the
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producers of domestic crude and natural gas can be passed on to con.
0

sumers, or be compensated for by a reduction of costs, then the effect

on reserve stocks will be smaller than that estimated in this study. In

actuality, the probable result of such tax changes will be a combination

of all possible effects discussed here.

As such, care should be taken in analysing the possible impacts

of tax changes one at a time. Quantitative estimates of such impacts

are almost certain to be in excess of actual impacts.

The most obvious of these methods of reducing the impact of tax

changes is the sale of reserves as capital assets. In such a case, the

difference between sale price and discovery cost would be taxed at

capital gains reates, anti the new owner would obtain a cost basis approx.

imately equal to true value to be recovered through cost depletion deduc-

tions. * In this manner, the difference between the actual cost of dls.

covery and the discovery gain under present tax policy would be taxed

at a maximum 25% (capital gains) rate, rather than at the 48% (or higher)

rate which would otherwise prevail if percentage depletion were elimi.

nated. The lack of data on the discovery value of deposits makes it

impossible to determine the extent to which this method might be used

*Deductions based on the actual cost of obtaining reserves. For
a detailed explanation, see Section V. B.
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in the event of elimination of percentage provisions. As a rough estimate,

however, one might expect the sale of reserves as capital assets to re-

duce the increase in tax revenues to about one-half the projected amount

and, similarly, to halve the percentage change in reserves.

There are two methods by which producers might, in reaction to

changes in tax policy, effectively shift to others the total burden of

paying the additional taxes. One would be to shift the burden forward

by increasing prices to ultimate consumers of petroleum and natural

gas products. The other would be to shift the burden backward by

reducing the royalties paid to landowners. To the extent that either or

both of these occurred, the economic effect of the tax changes on the

producers would be reduced, as would be the consequent effect on

reserves.

Davidson* has presented a case for the backward shift, based pri-

marily on the weaker bargaining position of royalty owners. Various

industry sources indicate that the.forward shift will take place, *

perhaps in an effort to enlist public support of the present tax laws.

*Davidson, P., "Public Policy Problems of the Domestic Crude
Oil Industry," American Economic Review, 53, March, 1963, pp. 85-
108.

**E. g., Minor Jameson, Executive Vice-President of the Independ-
ent Petroleum Association of America, news service interview,
September 11, 1968.
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The industry might also react by attempting to reduce direct costs,

for example, by shutting down excess wells in overdeveloped fields.*

There is considerable evidence that substantial cost reductions could be

made by this method, ,* and the impact of a substantial increase in tax

payments may be sufficient to overcome some of the resistance to cost

cutting. Another possible reaction might be an attempt by the integrated

major producers to recoup the tax increase from other parts of their

operations, such as refining. This is a possibility owing to the large

share of production controlled by these firms. The economic power of

these firms may be great enough to enable them to force independent

producers to bear the burden of the increased taxes, by reducing field

prices and thus increasing the profitability of refining operations.

In assessing the desirability of any specific tax change, one role.

vant question is whether the economy as a whole benefits from the change.

even though certain groups may be adversely affected. This question

was not specifically addressed in this study. However, the investigations

reviewed during the course of the study were in substantial agreement

*Such attempts have been made, see, e. g., Oil and Gas Journal,
August 22, September 26, and December 5, 1962.

**Sao, e.g., Oil and Gas Journal, June 21, 1965, p. 100, and
Journal of Petroleum Technolog, 10, 1958, p. 12..
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that the current situation was one of economic inefficiency, and that any

changes were almost certain to be beneficial to the economy in the long

runs

Another important consideration in evaluating these estimates is

the accuracy of the economic models used to explain past changes in

reserves (and then to project future changes as the result of modification

of tax policies). The existence of a significant relationship between

changes in reserves and technological changes in oil production, as has

been suggested, * would effect the accuracy of models explaining reserve

behavior in economic terms. Data on well productivity** shows that,

in the period from 1948 to 1965, the average capacity of non-stripper

wells*** has risen from 35 barrels per day to 55 barrels per day, or

57% over the 17-year period.

This large increase in well productivity, when combined with a

fairly stable value of average-proved reserves per well, implies that

*U.S. Department of the Interior, United States Petroleum
Through 1980, Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, July,
1968.

**Ibid., p. 30.

***A stripper "; a well which is unable to produce more than ten
barrels of oil a da. Non-stripper wells provide over 90% of United
States production.
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the reserves needed to support a given level of production on a techno.

logical basis have declined by 36% since the period 1944 to 1948, four

years during which crude oil capacity and production were virtually

identical. The economic significance of this point is stated in a Depart-

ment of the Interior report:

"In view of this fact, it no longer appears necessary
to maintain a ratio of proved reserves to production in the
vicinity of 12 to I to insure the producibility of reserves at
required rates. Since there are substantial costs attached
to creating and maintaining inventories, whether above or
below ground, it might be expected that operators would
avail themselves of opportunities to reduce the portion of
their assets so invested, and this appears to be occurring.
Proved reserves of crude oil have been stable at around
31 billion barrels since 1959, while production has risen
by 2A%. As a result, the ratio between reserves and pro-
duction has declined slowly from 12. 7 to 10. 4. This
follows by several years a similar reduction in the pro-
portion of above ground crude oil inventories to production,
made possible by increased efficiency and capacity in trans-
portation and processing facilities, including the important
contribution of Lease Automatic Custody Transfer to the
reduction of lease storage requirements. In 1930 there
was a five months' supply of crude oil held in tanks and
pipelines. By 1940 the stock had decreased to 74 days.
By 1950 this figure had dropped to 42, and in 1966 the
above ground crude inventory averaged 28 days' production. "*

If this analysis is correct, the reserve ratio should be expected

to drop further even if there is no change in tax policy or other eco-

nomic factors.

*United States Petroleum Through 1980, ibid., p. 31.
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, There are three major reasonsfor holding reserves:

1) To support (technologically) the anticipated
production requirements,

2) To provide a buffer stock in the event of
unanticipated increases in demand,

3) Because of substantial profits accruing to
discoverers of reserves.

The last of these is the only one which is greatly affected by the relative

profitability of production, and the results of this study support the con-

clusion that (1) is the major reason for holding reserves.

It should be noted that if it is desired to increase reserves from

their present levels, increasing the profitability of petroleum production

will be a very inefficient way to accomplish this objective. Some method

of direct payment for the "service" of holding reserves (similar in con-

cept to stockpiling of strategic materials) would be a much more efficient

approach.
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IM. STUDY METHODOLOGY

The overall study approach was to be as empirical and as quanti-

tative as was possible within the limitations imposed by the data. The

emphasis was on determining what relationships apparently existed

between the relevant economic factors and the level of reserves in

order to project the effects of certain changes in tax policies.

In approaching a project of this scope, there are several alterna-

tive study methodologies from which to choose. The number of alter-

native approaches which merited exploration is here larger than might

normally be encountered because of a lack of generally accepted theory.

This lack in turn results partly, but not entirely, from the lack of suf-

ficient data to support conclusively or refute any of several currently

proposed theories. Consequently, three different approaches were

utilized in this study. Each approach has its good and bad points, and

the idea in utilizing three different ones was to determine whether all

three would be mutually supportive. To the extent that they are, of

course, we may feel more comfortable about the conclusions reached.

A. Neoclassical Economic Approach

The first approach used was the calibration of models based on

neoclassical economic theory, in which reserves are treated as a
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capital stock and the level of reserves is taken to be a function of price

of output, interest rate, finding cost, and production level. The histor-

ical values of these variables were used to determine the relative effect

of each in determining observed levels of reserves under the assumption

that the industry reserve totals reflected the effects of the economic

variables in competitive markets. Based on a prior reasoning, the

effects of possible changes in tax policy on these basic causal variables

were then estimated, and from the altered values of the variables new

levels of reserves were projected.

This approach assumes that the observed values of variables are

those existing under a close approximation of economic equilibrium

and, consequently, that the projected levels of reserves represent those

which would exist after the industry had made a full adjustment to the

tax change. Since some of the possible tax policy changes evaluated

are of greater magnitude than any observed past changes, it may well

be that the adjustment of the industry to changes of this magnitude may

not be completed for a period of years.

This approach was unsuccessful in estimating changes in natural

gas reserves, at least in part due to the fact that the historically ob-

served reserve values do not represent a state of equilibrium.
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B. Behavioral Approach

The accond approach utilized was to construct a more behaviorally

oriented model in which a series of time-dependent relationships between

a number of possibly relevant variables (such as gross income, numbers

of wells drilled, barrels of reserves discovered, and expenditures for

exploration and development) are derived, based on a combination of

economic theory and empirical data. The model itself, then, is a con-

structed logical relationship among these variables (in this case reserves)

given the values of the input variables (in this case production, price of

crude, and percentage depletion rate).

C. Individual-Producer Approach

The third approach used was to develop a model of an individual

crude oil producer and refiner. This model was based on empirical

relationships as to the results of exploration and development activity

and the assumption of rational economic behavior on the part of the

operator. Since very few data on the activities of individual firms

were available, many of the relationships in the model were based on

estimates.

The objective of this model was not to predict the actual changes

in reserve levels which woid result from a change in certain tax
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policies but. rather, to examine how an individual firm might react to

a change in tax policy and then to observe whether this reaction was con-

sistent with the predicted aggregate behavior of all firms. For instance,

if the aggregate prediction of the result of a specific tax change were a

10% decrease in reserves, one would not expect each individual firm in

the industry to decrease its reserves by 10%. Rather, some firms might

not decrease reserves at all, while others might decrease them quite

drastically. If, however, the firm model were to predict that an indi.

vidual firm would substantially increase its reserves, this would be

inconsistent with the conclusion of the aggregate model and indicate the

need for further analysis. The idea behind the firm model, then, is

more to provide clearer understanding of reserve changes than to pro-

ject the actual changes in reserve levels which would occur.

Another feature of this model is that it is dynamic. It reflects

the decisions made by the firm over time; and, consequently, it can be

used to estimate the pattern in which firms will modify reserve levels

as the industry moves toward a new equilibrium point in reaction to a

tax policy change.
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D. Data

This study was hampered (as are most quantitative studies) by lack

of data in many areas. For example, the petroleum industry is a hetero-

geneous group of firms which range from large, integrated companies

(which explore, develop, produce, refine, transport, and market all the

final products, both domestically and abroad) to special-interest oper-

ators who perform only one aspect of the total process. In addition,

there are non-operating interests which provide capital and accept risks

but do not bear operating expense. Each type of firm would be affected

in different ways by changes in the tax provisions; and, ideally, a model

of the industry would allow for the changing mix of operators and their

differing responses.

E. Summary

The results of the economic model and the individual producer

were mutually supportive. The industry simulation model could not be

developed.

The numerical values generated by the neoclassical economic

model are the projected Impacts. The effects of the micro-model

require some interpretation. The impacts must be determined by com-

paring the simulated behavior of the firm under current tax policies
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with those under alternative policies. Under current policies, the indi-

cated behavior is a small increase in development activity and a con-

comitant decrease in reserves over the ten year simulation period.

This is not surprising, as it coincides with the observed behavior of the

industry during recent years. The impacts of tax changes then are eval-

uated on a comparative basis with this result.
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IV. THE INDUSTRY, OIL AND GAS RESERVES,
AND THE TAX PROVISIONS

The answer to the question of whether a change in the special

Federal tax provisions would affect the level of domestic petroleum

reserves can be answered only through understanding of the context

within which the question is embedded, namely, the special tax pro.

visions, the structure of the petroleum industry, and the size and

nature of the domestic petroleum reserves.

This section presents the background which is directly relevant

to the problem under investigation. First, the structure of industry is

described, indicating the various kinds of firms which comprise the

industry and the activities that are undertaken. Next, a quantitative

description of the amount and nature of petroleum reserves is given,

including a comparison of alternative measures. Finally, the present

special Federal tax provisions are discussed and the various options

available to the industry are outlined.

A. Industry Structure

The industry which finds, develops, and produces crude petroleum

in the United States is composed of a heterogeneous group of firms which

cannot be completely separated from the industry which refines, trans-

ports, and markets domestic petroleum, nor from the industry which
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finds, develops, and produces foreign crude oil.

The petroleum industry has a number of fairly distinct functional

stages. Any particular firm may be engaged in one or more of these

stages; some firms are engaged in all. For background purposes, these

stages may be though of as:

Predrilling: These activities include geological-geophysical

surveys to determine areas of potential production,

acquisition of leases, and location of promising

drilling sites.

Exploratory drilling: This is undertaken to find new occurrences

of oil or gas. Wildcat. wells are drilled outside

existing fields: approximately 10% are successful.

Other exploratory wells are drilled in fields where

oil or gas has been found, in a search for new

pools. The success rate is higher, around 20%. *

Development drilling: This is undertaken in the area of a

successful exploratory well to determine the

nature and extent of the deposit, and to provide

appropriate productive capacity. When fully

*See Table A. 19.
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developed, the producing area is covered with

producing wells and ringed with dry holes.

Production: This is the process of getting oil up to the well.

head. The chief costs of production are labor

and repair costs.

Transportation and refining: This stage prepares the crude

oil for the market in many different forms.

The study limits its attention to determining a quantitative picture

of activities which occur in the first four stages, namely, predrilling,

exploratory and development drilling, and production.

The oil and gas producing industry accounts for about 1. 5% of the

Gross National Product of the United States. By most conventional

standards, it is not a highly concentrated industry, but with so enorm-

our an output, each of the largest firms is a giant in the economy. The

five top domestic producers together account for 20% of output, the top

20 for 50%. Thousands of smaller operators make up the rest of the

industry; many of them work under contract or a farm-out arrangement

with the larger firms or are partially subsidized by them by means of

so-called "dry hole" or "bottom hole" contributions -- payments for

geological information.
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The industry is hedged about with regulations and special provi.

sions. The regulations are mainly imposed by agencies within each

states set up to prevent overproduction and wasteful dissipation of gas

pressure which may be caused when many competing producers try to

take oil from a field too quickly. The state agencies have effectively

become price-fixing agencies, as they operate by restricting production

to "market demand" to prevent oil from lying unsold on the market. The

method of operation of the regulations has induced a large over-capacity

in the industry. Both Texas and Louisiana could, for example, increase

production by I -1. 5 million barrels daily (daily United States production

is about 7 million barrels), a'id total excess capacity stands at approx-

imately 40%.

At the same time, the United States is a net importer of foreign

oil, which is considerably cheaper, even after transportation. The

quantity is restricted to 12. 2% of domestic demand, a restriction

imposed in 1959 on national security grounds.

The industry also benefits from special tax provisions, which are

the subject of this report and those are discussed in detail in Section IV. C

and Chapter V.

Demand for crude oil, which had increased rapidly since the

beginning of the century, began to level off after 195h and at the present
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time is rising at a slow rate. However, productive capacity has contin-

ued to rise and since 1958 has outstripped production at an increasing

rate. *

Demand for natural gas has, however, increased very rapidly

(Table 4. 1), and stood at more than three times the 1946 figure in 1965,

while domestic crude oil production had only increased by 50%. The

leasing of offshore properties In 1962 opened the prospect of new sources

of oil and gas.

Profit rates or rates of return are, at best, difficult to measure

and must be viewed with caution. Figure A. I (derived from Table A. 17)

shows alternative patterns of profit rates computed by various economists

for the petroleum industry; other Industries are shown as a comparison.

These rates all indicate to a greater or lesser extent that the profit rate

declined until approximately 1958. The rate then began a slight upward

trend. (Alternative profit rates for the domestic crude oil Industry,

which will be presented later, suggest that the upward movement has

continued.)

As far as can be determined from the data, the decline in profits

has affected the smaller operators and particularly the smaller explorers.

*See Figure A. 3.
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This can be seen from the pattern of drilling. * The number of wells

being drilled reached a peak in 1955-56 but has since declined steadily

back to its 1949 level, over 30% below the peak. Exploratory wells

have followed the same pattern: 16, 000 were drilled in 1956 and 10, 700

in 1964. The wildcat boom produced 918 new fields In 1955; 701 were

found in 1965. This has been taken by some to show that exploration

is dangerously declining.

Fewer wells are being drilled now than formerly, but the average

depth of exploratory wells has increased steadily from 4, 560 in 1953 to

5, 164 in 1964. The number of wells in the middle levels has declined,

but the number of wells over 15, 000 feet increased by more than 700%

in that period (Figure 4. 1). The total number of feet drilled has de.

lined far less than the number of wells, and has recently begun to

show an upward trend.

As the average depth of wells has increased, there has been a

marked increase in the importance of the larger companies in explora.

tion activity; this is presumably derived from the fact that exploration

has become a costlier business and smaller companies cannot compete.

The marginal cost of an explorational foot increases greatly with depth.**

*See Table A. 19.
**See Figure 4.2.
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FIGURE 4. 1
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FIGURE 4. 2

COST PER FOOT BY DEPTH RANGE
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A 15, 000-foot well costs over four times as much as three 5, 000-foot

wells. Although the average-per-foot cost has remained stable, the

pattern of expenditures has moved heavily toward the deeper wells (see

Table A. 22).

This accounts for the fact that the 30 large companies covered by

the Chase Manhattan Bank's surveys now spend more than 68% of all

domestic exploration and development outlays, a proportion which has

increased from 52% in 1956. * The payment of large bonuses to the

Federal government in off-shore exploration has also contributed to

this. At the same time, 65 companies, ranked by the number of wells

they drill, can only account for 30% of the total wells drilled. ** This

indicates that the larger companies are drilling deeper wells and thus

spending more per well, a point confirmed by the Census of Mineral

Industries for 1963, which shows that the first 200 companies drill an

average of more than 70% deeper than other companies. The smaller

companies also drill very few wells per company, since the 65th-ranking

company (by wells drilled) is drilling only 18 wells, while there are

more than 3, 000 companies engaged in drilling activities. ***

*See Table A. 1.
**Seo Table A. 23.

***See Tables A. 28 and A. 29.
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The apparent shift of exploratory activity from small to large

firms is probably accentuated by technology, for the larger companies

benefit first from technological developments, since they are able to

afford a more extensive predrilling program and also more research

into drilling and recovery methods. This shift of exploratory activity

to larger companies is supported by the fact that, while the total number

of wells drilled declined by 11.6% between 1961 and 1965, the wells

drilled by larger companies declined only by 8%, and those drilled by

smaller companies by 12.9%. *

The smaller companies are spending considerably loss on explor.

ation and development in absolute terms. At the same time, their share

of the production is diminishing, but at a much slower rate. This could

be the result of their being bought out by larger firms or going out of

business; either reaping capital gains on past expenditures or simply

producing what reserves they have previously discovered.

Typically, the larger companies also have substantial interests

abroad: The largest domestic producer produces four times as much

abroad as at home. Although foreign operators cannot import more

than a limited amount to the United States market, the faster growing

European and Asian markets provide an outlet for United States producers

*See Tables A. 29 and A. 30.
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and make foreign investment increasingly attractive. There has been a

marked shift to foreign production since 1961, * with almost all large

producing companies increasing the percentage of their total production

derived from foreign fields.

B. Reserves

There is little agreement as to the size of reserves. In the first

place, different attempts to measure reserves have used different defi.

nations, but even where the same definition is used, estimates differ by

as much as 50%.

Reserves, it must be emphasized, are that part of the original oil

in place in the crust of the earth which are expected to be recoverable

under a given set of economic and technical conditions. Definitions vary

in their tolerance of uncertainty and their assumptions about the progress

*of technology.

The American Petroleum Institute (API), in a series of estimates

beginning in 1946, confines itself to virtual certainty of recovery.

Although the estimates represent, as the authors stress, "a strictly

technical Judgment, not knowingly influenced by policies of conservatism

*See Table A. 28.
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or optimism, " the definition of reserves is limited to "the volumes of

crude oil which geological and engineering information indicate beyond

reasonable doubt to be recoverable in the future from an oil reservoir

under existing economic and operating conditions." These crude oil

estimates do not include oil which may become available by known

methods of extraction, such as fluid injection, which have not yet been

applied to particular fields, nor do they include natural gas liquids,

shale oil or other substitute sources. It must, therefore, be regarded

as a minimum estimate.

There are, as the API warns, additional amounts of oil which will

eventually be recovered from known fields, which informed men "know"

to exist. Table 4. 2 gives the API estimates divided into now reserves

from exploration and new reserves from development which shows that

development of fields yields S to 6 times the reserves originally esti.

mated for a field. It seems virtually certain that the present estimate

of reserves in known fields will be revised substantially over the course

of their development.

The National Petroleum Council (NPC) published in 1965 a series

of data* which allocates crude oil discoveries back to the year of original

*Proved Discoveries and Productive Capacity, .National Petroleum
Council, Washington,- D. C., 1965.
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discovery of the field; the series represents in the main a temporal re-

allocation of the cumulative proved reserves as estimated by the API.

The NPC series ends at 1958, so that the latter year had six years dev-

elopment history, while the older fields had considerably more.

By comparing the estimates made by the API in the year of dis.

covery with the reallocations made in the NPC series, it is possible to

derive a picture of how the estimate of reserves increases over the

development history of the average well.

Table 4. 2 shows the ratio of reserves estimated at year of dis-

covery with reserves attributed to that year, estimated between 6 and 17

years later. This can also be seen in Figure 4. 3. There is a steady

upward progression of estimates which show little sign of a decline.

In (act, comparison with the mean value of the ratio of new reserves

from discoveries and new reserves from extensions and revisions

(NRE/NRD) over the period suggests that after 17 years estimates have

only reached half their eventual level. There is no indication of any

trend which would suggest that over time initial discoveries are less

likely to be supplemented by future extensions and revisions.

1. Interstate Oil Compact Commission Data

Five reports by the Interstate Oil Compact Commission (IOCC),

issued at two-year intervals between 1954 and 1962, make estimates
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FIGURE 4. 3
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of oil reserves under differing probability assumptions.

The concepts used i're:

I. Primary reserves, which specifically do not
include secondary recovery methods,

2. Estimated additio.dl recovery by conventional
fluid injection methods under economic
recovery conditions,

3. Estimated reserves physically recoverable
by known methods,

4. Original oil content of known reservoirs.

In definition, it is concepts I and Z taken together which corre.

spond most nearly to the API definition of proved reserves. Compara-

tive figures for January 1, 1962 are:

API Proved Reserves 31.8 biUion barrels

1OCC (1) Primary Reserves 31.4
(2) 16.3
(1) 4 (2) 49. 7 billion barrels
(3) 40. 2 billion barrels
(4) 346. 2 billion barrels

The API estimate of total proved reserves is very similar to the

IOCC estimate of total primary reserves. In detail, the estimates by

states are not so closely related, and the author of the IOCC report

disclaims the similarity as accidental. The two sources are working

under differing definitions and comparison of the two definitions most

closely related in the two sources shows that the IOCC estimate is



higher by some 50% while addition of the physically recoverable reserves

increases the IOCC estimate to more than three times the size of the

API.

Concept 4 is interesting since it is the only available estimate of

oil originally in place in known fields. By adding cumulative production

to date with potential production by known methods which are economical,

a recovery ratio can be derived, giving an indication of the current state

of technology of oil recovery.

Cumulative production to 1962
Primary reserves
Secondary reserves

Crude oil eventually
recoverable under existing
economic and technological
conditions

Oil originally in place

67. 8 billion barrels
31.4 billion barrels
16. 3 billion barrels

115. 5 billion barrels

in known fields 346.2 billion barrels

Recovery rate 32.8%

A recovery rate of 33% is low by comparison with other mineral

industries, but there are confident predictions by engineers within the

industry that this could be doubled, by using known methods of secondary

recovery. This would then double recoverable reserves from known

fields without further exploration.
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2. "Ultimate Reserves"

The size of "ultimate reserves" is only of incidental concern to

this study. If the phrase is taken to mean the original resource base,

the size is in no way responsive to economic or fiscal policy. If by

ultimatee reserves" is meant the amount of the resource base which will

eventually be recoverable, this will depend very largely on technological

improvement, mentioned above. As an indication of orders of magnitude,

the estimates of the resource base fluctuate about a central estimate of

500 billion barrels. At present recovery rates, this would yield about

156 billion barrels of potential reserves; under alternative estimates

of the impact of technology, more would be ultimately recoverable. Of

course, the discovery of these potential reserves will depend on further

exploratory drilling, but the magnitude of the estimates of the resource

base suggests that this study need in no way be concerned with the exis-

tence of further crude oil deposits as a limiting factor. Figure 4. 4

illustrates graphically the general relationship between the actual petro-

leum resources in existence and that portion which are classed *as

reserves.

3. Alternative Sources of Crude Oil

Exploration is only one of many means of expanding potential

supplies of petroleum products. It has been the Amin method in the
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FIGURE 4.4
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past but other methods may prove more profitable in the future.

Allied to the technical progress in recovery methods, discussed

above, is potential progress in the use of crude oil in final products.

Crude oil is not demanded for itself, but as a raw material for the petro-

leum refining industry, and more efficient use of crude oil could effec-

tively increase the supply of petroleum products without exploration.

However, large breakthroughs in this direction do not appear probable

and in this analysis will not be considered in detail.

4. Natural Gas Liquids

Natural gas liquids are to some extent substitutes for crude oil,

as they are used in many of the same final products. Production In-

creased from 1/10 the level of crude oil production in 1947 to 1/5 the

level in 1965. The ratio of API-estimated reserves to production fell

steadily from 20 to 14 in the period. By the end of 1965, the reserves

of natural gas liquids constituted a supplement of 25% to reserves of

crude oil.

5. Shale Oil

It has long been known that the western states contain millions of

tons of oil awaiting an economic method of extraction. It was reported

on April 26, 1967, that a commercial firm had plans for beginning
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production of shale oil at a rate of 58, 000 barrels a day by 1970. * (The

current output of crude oil is approximately 7 million barrels p day.)

Whether this development marks the beginning of a viable shale oil in.

dustry has yet to be seen, but if commercial production proves feasible,

the oil in the shale lands would increase oil reserves at least a hundred-

fold.

6. Canadian Reserves

A fourth source of oil reserves which could be utilized in the event

of strategic necessity are the Canadian reserves. These have increased

rapidly in recent years, the CPA estimating them at 6. 7 billion barrels

in 1965 (see Figure A. 5). With Canadian production at 291 million

barrels for 1965, proved Canadian reserves equal about 2-1/2 times

the total yearly United States and Canadian production, or 22 times the

yearly Canadian production.

Figure A. 5 presents the time trend of the Canadian reserves/

production ratio. Since Canadian crude is not subject to formal import

quota restrictions, and a substantial fraction of Canadian reserves are

owned by United States firms or United States controlled firms, the

increase in Canadian reserves is undoubtedly attributable, at least in

*New York Times, April 26, 1967.
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part, to their treatment by United States firms as a direct substitute for

United States domestic reserves.

7. Significance of the Reserve Level

Although it should be clear from this chapter why the API series

should not be interpreted as a "reserve-life" series or an indication of

"how long reserves will last," it is pertinent to inquire why the ratio of

reserves to production has remained consistently in the region of 12:1.

Secretary of the Interior Udal prefaced some remarks to the National

Petroleum Council with the words, "If we elect to hold to the historic

reserve-to-production ratio of 12:1, we will have to add 83 billion

barrels to our proved reserves by 1980." What forces have been at

work on the historic ratio, and why should we elect to hold to it?

The industry is not forced to keep its ratio at 12:1, That it does

choose to do so can be inferred, for example, from the fact that when

exploration wells reached their peak in 1956, the reserve ratio actually

declined, because of the sudden increase in demand occasioned by the

Suez Crisis, but the ratio of "what the industry might have extrapolated

demand to be" to the end-of-year reserves shows the same ratio as

previous years. It is also true that, in years when demand declined,

the ratio suddenly rose. However, during the same period, the natural

gas ratio has declined consistently, as has the ratio for natural gas
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liquids. Why does crude oil stay constant?

Crude oil and natural gas are bound together, and are generally

joint products of exploration effort. Since crude oil is still the major

output of the crude oil and natural gas producers, it may be assumed

that crude oil reserve holdings have been the policy leaders and that,

so long as reserves of the other minerals are at a satisfactory level,

it is crude holdings which have been optimized. It is possible that with

the increased importance of natural gas, the future may bring a shift

from a policy of optimizing crude to optimizing natural gas holdings.

However, in the period under review, it is assumed that the reserve/

production ratio for natural gas and natural gas liquids has decreased

because production of these minerals has increased relative to crude

oil.

This implies that the oil and gas industry chooses to hold inven-

tories of at least 12 years potential supply. (This figure should be taken

as a minimum estimate. Companies' estimates of reserve holdings

based on alternative probability assumptions must exceed those of the

API. ) Other industries optimize their inventory holdings under several

constraints. The disadvantages to holding inventories are cost of

storage, locked-up capital and the possibility of obsolescence, The

relative importance of these will vary. Obsolescence is very important
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to the garment industry, but not to the crude oil industry. Locked-up

capital is particularly important to industries which depreciate their

investment over many years -- real estate firms hate to hold inventories.

Oil producers are allowed to amortize their investment immediately for

tax purposes, but capital is still locked-up, both in'the form of sunken

exploration costs and in the resulting saleable assets which could be

sold. The third factor, storage costs, may appear to be negligible, for

oil in the ground is not using warehouse space. However, wells require

regular maintenance even when not producing.

The advantages to holding inventories are the possibility of meet-

ing sudden increases in demand without over-much strain on productive

capacity. In the case of oil, there are two elements to "productive

capacity" -- lifting equipment and reserves. The true bottleneck to

production is at the lifting stage, although the present 39% excess

capacity is more than enough to cope with peacetime demands within

historical limits. * Evidently, the industry would want to insure against

a sudden forced push into exploration, but given the costs of holding

inventories, it is difficult to explain why the industry should elect to

hold so large a stock.

*The increase in demand for the Korean War from 1950-1951 was
14%. The estimate of 39% excess capacity is from United States Petro-
leum Through 1980, U.S. Department of the Interior, p. 32. The cal-
culations there are based on NPC estimates of productive capacity.



It may be the case that there is a Maximum Efficient Production

ratio with a constant percentage decline in possible production from each

well, The late A. D. Zapp suggested that it would be possible to calcu-

late reserve figures from estimates of productive capacity using ME P

-and constant percentage decline concepts. * If this is the case, then the

industry is bound to keep its reserve to production ratio at or above a

certain level.

However, the certain level may not be 12:1. First, this ratio is

almost certainly an underestimate of what companies consider their

inventories to be. Second, the effect of the state regulations may lead

to overdevelopment. ** Overdevelopment would tend to create a spurious

increase in reserves, for while it does not increase the recoverable oil

in known fields, it increases the certainty with which the reserves are

known to exist. Thus, a company may feel confident enough of an esti-

mate of reserves in a particular field and would, if it could, extract it

with a minimum of development wells. However, the API criterion of

certainty is more stringent than the company's estimating procedure

*Zapp, A.D., Future Petroleum ProducingCapacityoftheUnited
States, U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey Bulletin
1142-I1, Washington, D.C., 1962.

**This is discussed in Section V. C. 6.
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and as new development wells are drilled in response to the low produc-

tion allowablos, more of the company's estimate falls into the API cate-

gory. If all excess development were to fall off, the API estimate could

fall to a lower reserve-to-production ratio without there having boon any

significant change in company estimates of known reserves.

Thus, although the API estimate shows a considerable stability

over time, It is impossible to tell how far this represents a stability in

"real reserves" in the sense of the real underlying content recoverable

from known fields.

The data in Figure 4. 3, however, strongly suggest that the initial

API estimates of reserves from exploration bear a consistent relation-

ship to later estimates of reserves "really" found. Thus, the API series

Is probably a reasonable proxy for what companies think their reserves

are, particularly on an aggregate basis. The comparative stability of

the reserve-to-production ratio suggests that the primary determinant

of reserves to be held is production.

C. Present Tax Policy

The current tax provisions for the oil industry are based on the

general principles of taxation of corporate income. The special pro-

visions which result in an effectively lower tax rate for the industry
0
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arise out of the special nature of the industry and certain historical inter-

pretations of the general tax laws.

1. General Principles of Tax Liability

In general, corporate income is subject to taxation after the costs

of business have been deducted. Expenses for goods and services which

are used up in the accounting period are generally deductible in that

period: these include labor costs, rents, utilities, raw materials,

transportation, etc., except in cases where these costs are embodied

in resulting capital assets. Losses due to fire, theft, abandonment,

etc., are also deductible.

Money which is spent for capital assets, such as machines and

buildings, has generally to be spread over the life of the asset, or depre.

ciated. The amount of depreciation which can be deducted from corporate

income as a cost of doing business in any one year will be the fractional

value of the machine which is consumed in the current year's production.

However, if at any point the machine becomes obsolete, the remaining

cost becomes deductible as a loss in that year. The depreciation

claimed should represent the extent to which the value of the machine

is reduced by use during the accounting period.
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2. Effect of the Depreciation Allowance

At the present time, there are several alternative methods of

spreading the deductions for capital consumption over the lifetime of the

capital good. Before 1954, deductions had to be spread equally over each

year of the life. In recent years, methods of calculation have been intro-

duced which allow for higher deductions at the beginning of the goods life.

The effect of this has been to shift tax liability into the future and

increase the flow of available funds to corporations. Thie value of alter.

native time pattern of tax liability is a function of the rate of interest:

a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow by virtue of the fact

that a dollar in the bank earns, say, 4%, while a dollar reinvested in a

business can usually earn considerably more. The gain to a corporation

of deferring tax liability may be considered as the present value of the

extra flow of funds over the life of a capital asset discounted at some

suitable rate of interest.

The difference can be computed by use of the standard formula,

Present Value R I R2 +, + Rn
+ ~r) -(Il+r) 0l+rOn

R is the cash flow each year and r is the discount rate, in this case, the

expected return on invested capital. In the case of an asset costing C

dollars, using straight line depreciation over u years, the returns RI,

R2, etc., are equal and all equal to C t where t is the tax rate.n



Then the difference is discounted cash flow, which represents the extra

value to the company of expensing in the current year is:*
n

C. t. C.t Z I
I+r n 1 (l r)

Table 4. 3 shows the present value of alternative methods of depre-

clation with a tax rate of 48%, using a rate of interest of 9% and an asset

life of ten years. The alternative methods are the straight line method,

the double declining balance method, and the sum-of-the-digits methods,

all of which may currently be used. The alternative of expensing in the

first period, although it is not generally available for capital assets,

has also been included because of its relevance to the oil industry. Nine

percent was chosen as a relevant rate of interest since it is the lower

limit to the highest series of estimates** of post-war rates of profit in

the oil industry, It can be readily seen that considerable advantage is

to be gained from accelerating depreciation claims, and that the maxi-

mum advantage is gained by expensing in the first period.

*To provide a fair comparison, assume expenditures are made at
the beginning of the year and all returns accrue at the end. Thus, even
an "expensed" outlay should be discounted one year for comparison
purposes.

**Estimates by the First National City Bank as published in
MacDonald, Stephen, Federal Tax Treatment of Income from Oil and
Gas, Washington, D.C., 1963.
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COMPARISON OF EXPENSING IN CURRENT PERIOD'
WITH THREE METHODS OF DEPRECIATING

OVER 10 YEARS

METHOD OF WRITING-OFF ASSET

Ya1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Present
Value at
9%

ftensin Straight Line

1000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1000

917.43

Present value
of tax concession
at 48% tax rate

440.376

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
31000

641,77
o

308.05

....... I II I l II I I IID oubleI - D ec II ling SumI of. h e!........!...
Double Decliningj

Balance

200

160

128

102

82

66

65.5

_65.5

1000

708,.44

340.05

Value of expenoing as opposed to most advantageous method of
depreciating. 440. 366 - 348.885 per $1000 a 9. 15%.

s"Companies have the option of changing to a more adwn.
tageous method at any point; straight line depreciation becomes more
profitable at 7 years.
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8un of the
Diffits

182

164

145

127

109

91

73

55

36

1000

726,77

348.88

TABLE 4.3



3. Principles of Taxation Applied to

the Gas and Oil Industry

In most industries, the initial value of an asset is its supply price,

and depreciation is usually claimed on this initial cost. However, in oil

and gas extraction, the investment which is sunk into a capital asset,

i. e., the expenditures for exploration and development of an oil well,

may bear little relation to the initial value of a successful well. It will

be argued later in the analysis that all exploration and development

expenditures should be considered as investment, which will be carried

to a point where the discounted net returns which can be expected from

a given exploratory outlay will equal the outlay. However, about 40% of

all wells are dry, and in accordance with the principle that losses are

immediately tax deductible, dry holes are expensed for tax purposes as

soon as they are abandoned. This provision also applies to all geolog-

ical, geophysical, lease acquisitions and other costs attributed to unsuc-

cessful properties. If total exploration and development expenditures

are considered to be the relevant cost of the capital asset, with the

returns from the single successful well compensating for the expend-

itures on all unsuccessful wells, it can be seen that the provision for

expensing dry holes is a form of highly accelerated depreciation, rest-

in on the principle of deductibility of losses, losses being computed by

single property rather than by total assets.
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4. Successful Wells

The exploration expenses on successful wells are subject to

various tax provisions. A substantial portion is considered as invest-

mont in a capital asset and is subject to depreciation allowances.

Expenditures for tangible equipment such as pumps, tanks, and pipes

are classified as tangible costs. These are attributed to a depreciable

assets account and are treated exactly as depreciable assets in other

industries. Geological and geophysical surveys, lease rentals and

bonuses are also considered as expenses to be deducted over the pro-

ductive life of the resulting asset. These, however, are kept in a

separate depletable assets account, and are subject to the depletion

provisions discussed below.

Costs of labor, materials, and other goods incidental to drilling

* are considered intangible costs of drilling and are expensed as soon as

the well is discovered to be productive. * This expensing, which is

claimed for a very largo part of exploration costs, is to be contrasted,

for example, with construction, where labor costs embodied in a capital

asset have to be depreciated. The provision is a means of deferring tax

liability which has evolved by administrative decision rather than by

*This may involve holding expenses undepreciated for a period
of time.



Act of Congress. It is of considerable value to the industry, as can be

seen in Table 4. 3, where different methods of depreciating are com-

pared with expensing.

S. Development Expenditures

When an area has been found to be productive, further drilling is

undertaken. There will be further dry holes found in determining the

boundary of the field, and the costs of these are expensed as

they occur. The expenses on successful development wells are treated

in the same way as expenditures for exploratory wells. The tangible

drilling costs are cumulated and depreciated; the intangible drilling

costs are expensed.

6. Production Expenditures

When a well reaches the productive stage, expenditures are

treated as in other industries: current inputs consumed in use are

expensed, and current inputs with an extended productive life are depre-

ciated. A summary of all tax provisions appears in Table 4.4.

7. Depletion

The depletion provision is a tax deduction claimed by the industry

for the consumption of oil and gas deposits. It is perhaps most easily

understood in the light of its history. Analogous to a depreciation
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TABLE 4.4

TAX ACCOUNTING TREATMENT OF EXPENDITURES IN THE FINDING.
I DEVELOPMENT, AND PRODUCTION OF O1 AND GAS

Expenditure Tax Treatment

1.
2.
I.

Dry hole costs
Lease rentals
Lease acquisition coots
a. Leases later proved unproductive

b. Leases later proved productive

4. Other exploration expense (such as geophycl

geology)

a. Areas later proved unproductive

b. Areas later proved productive

S. Intangible drilling costs of producing vells

6, Tangible equipment on producing wells

7. General lease equipment on producing
properties

S. Production costs

. Expensed as incurred*
I, Expensed as incurred
3. Capitalized upon acquisitions

charged to depletable asset
account,
a. Capitalized %mut charged off

as lo0 s upI- surrss.der of
lease

b. Capitalized cost recoverable
as such only through cost

* • depletion
os, 4. Capitalixd it on an area of

Interest, otherwise expensed ac
itieurred, charged to deplotable
asset account.
a. Capitalized costs charged off

as a lose upon surrender of
property

b. Capitalized cost recoverable
as such only through cost
depletion

S. Option of expensing as incurred
or capitalizing and recovering
through cost depletion"

6. Capitalized charged to
depreciable assets account ard
recovered through depreciation

7. Capitalized charged to
depreciable assets account and
recovered through depreciation

8. Expensed as incurred

aTaxpayers electing to capitalize intAn bible drilling costs have the additional option of
either expensing or capitalizing dry hole costs. The option to capitalize intangibles is
almost never used.

kOr upon final determination of worthlessnesc of mineral rights without Immediate
surrender of the property.

10M area of interest is one in which furiher exploratory work Is at least conditionally
contemplated.

4Capitalised intangible costs incurred in the inetallation of easing and equipment and n the
construction on the premises of deerleho and otlor physical structures are recoverable
through depreciation.
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allowance on capital assets, the depletion allowance was intended to

compensate owners of oil and gas deposits for the investment they had

made resulting in profitable assets. As a manufacturer is allowed to

claim tax relief over the life of the asset on an investment in a machine,

so, it was claimed by the proponents of a depletion allowance, the oil

prospector-taxpayer should be able to claim tax relief on his investment

in oil exploration and development.

It followed then, that a depletion allowance was first introduced

in March 1913, early in the history of corporate and personal taxation.

Tax deductions were permitted in accordance with a formula essentially

similar to depreciation, and based on the estimated value of existing

wells on March 1, 1913, and thereafter on the costs of exploration and

development. Thus, those people who owned wells on or before March 1,

1913 were able to claim considerably more for similar wells than those

who discovered wells after this date, because the embodied costs of

drilling were, in general, considerably lower than the value at discov-

ery.

The lower allowable cost base had wider ramifications when a

proposal was introduced in 1918 to tax excess profits, excess being

defined as more than a reasonable rate of return on assets. Evidently,

those wells with cost base computed on March 1, 1913, value had a

higher asset figure to serve as denominator in rate of return calculations
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than those wells which were costed on embodied exploration and devol.

opment expenditures. so their tax rate was correspondingly lower.

Representatives of the industry argued that the rate of return should be

computed on the total outlays for successful and unsuccessful wells as

representing real investment on which return was earned, a view which

the industry no longer holds and which the Federal government at that

time rejected. *

Eventually, a second provision was introduced in 1918 allowing

"discovery value depletion," by which the estimated discovery value

was substituted for all wells found after March 1, 1913, as the value

which was to be amortized. This was substantially greater than the

total outlay figure the industry had pressed for. It was payable only

to the discoverer, but it increased the annual deductions by a consider-

able amount, since discovery value on a successful well is many times

higher than actual outlays made for that particular well. It also in-

creased the relevant asset base for purposes of the rate of return

excess profits tax.

Discovery value depletion had a brief and unfortunate history,

since estimates of discovery value had continually to be revised, and

*lHearing before the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, 65th
Congress, Znd Session, 1919, p. 356.
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agreed upon; a tax allowance would be made on the value of production

in each year, which would stand proxy for the rate of exhaustion of the

deposit. Production had the virtue of being a reasonably well-attested

figure, whereas a formula based on the estimated site of the deposit

was subject to many errors. The depletion, which was to be allowed

as a tax deduction, was a standard percentage of the gross value of

mineral production, hence, the name, percentage depletion. The

standard rate was decided by a compromise between the House and the

Senate who could not agree on 25% or 30%. The percentage depletion

rate for oil and gas has thus been 27.1/2% of gross income since 1927,

unless this amount exceeds 50% of net income after certain deductions,

in which case only 50% of net income may be claimed.

The depletion provisions operate at various lower rates for other

minerals and for timber, which claim smaller amounts of depletion.

All minerals are subject to the 50% of net income limitation.

S. Current Provisions

The oil and gas producer has basically two options in calculating

his depletion allowance. He may take percentage depletion, as defined

above, or he may take cost depletion which is a "true" depreciation

based on actual expenditure. Depletion is calculated for each property

separately or, in certain cases, on specified aggregations. In almost
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all cases, percentage depletion is preferred and in fact, 88% of deple-

tion claimed is taken as percentage depletion. There is, however, a

net income limitation on the amount which can be claimed.

9. Net Income Limitation

The net income limitation limits percentage depletion (but not

cost depletion, where this is taken) to 50% of net income after gross

income has been reduced by deductions on producing properties. Deduc-

tions for non-producing properties do not figure in this adjustment at

all and are deducted separately after calculation of percentage depletion.

If 27-1/2% of gross income exceeds 50% of net income, it is the latter

which must be taken. It can be seen that this will occur when:

. 5 Net Income (NI) .275 Gross Income (GIN)

Net Income (NI) 55 Gross Income (GIN)

Gross Income Less
Net Income (GIN-NI) .45 Gross Income (GIN)

if e., when deductions for a producing property exceed 45% of gross

income from mineral production on that property. The effect of the

net income limitation will be discussed in more detail below. Approx-

imately 15% of percentage depletion claimed is claimed under the net

income limitation, rather than at the statutory rate.

There are legitimate ways to avoid the net income limitation by

phasing costs so that all expensing is done in one year and the limitation
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is hit only once; thereafter the statutory rate may be claimed in perpe-

tuity for the life of the well. Alternatively, a recent provision (1956)

permits capitalized and accumulated intangible costs to be deferred and

expensed over the five years following the discovery of the well. This

may allow the net income limitation to be avoided altogether. In some

cases, the aggregation of properties which are part of the "same oper-

ating unit" permits the deductions to be spread far enough to avoid the

limit.

However, there are properties for which, at least in the Initial

phases of the production, when production is low and expenses high,

deductions so far exceed 45% of gross income that the allowable per-

centage depletion is considerably reduced and the alternative of cost

depletion is considered. This also may occur late in the production

cycle when the well is no longer free flowing.

10. Cost Depletion

In principle, either cost depletion or percentage depletion, which-

ever is the greater, may be claimed on a property. In practice, as has

been noted, percentage depletion has been claimed. However, cost

depletion has been increasing in importance in recent years for reasons

which will be examined later.

Cost depletion is calculated thus:
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The cost base is the cost remaining in the depletable assets account,

which is generally derived from the capitalized and accumulated expend-

itures for geological and geophysical surveys and lease acquisition.

This account is adjusted downward each year by the amount of depletion

actually claimed. The physical base is the estimated number recover-

able units of mineral remaining in the well, which is adjusted each year

for the units actually removed. The allowable cost depletion is then the

adjusted cost base multiplied by the fraction of the physical base removed

in a year.
Mineral units producedCD t: Adjusted cost base x MnrluispoueMineral units remaining

at beginning of year

Supposing cost depletion were claimed each year over the life of

a property. Then, initial cost C, Initial mineral units M, depletion

claimed in the first year would be:
P1

CDI --- where PI production in year 1.

In the second, CD2 -1 P1  IC R ]

P2

CD 1
P

1
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Thus, if P, a P2 a P3 a P4 , etc., i.e., if equal production is made from

a well over its life, the provisions allow for equal deductions each year.

If, as is more usual, production declines over the life of the well, cost

depletion still being taken, the ratio Pa will diminish and the allowable
P1

cost depletion will follow the declining pattern of production.

It follows, then, that the time when allowable cost depletion is

likely to be highest is also the time when properties are most likely to

hit the net income limitation, that is, at the beginning of the flow of oil.

It is then that cost depletion may prove to be the better option. Gener-

ally, however, the percentage depletion provisions give the better option,

and the depletable asset account or cost base is adjusted by depletion

actually claimed.
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This chapter examines the Justification for the special tax provisions

in terms of both the magnitude of claims and incidence of benefits across

both foreign and domestic operations of the various kinds of firms within

the petroleum industry.

A, Justification for Special Provisions

Depletion can no longer be considered amortization of an investment.

Since the percentage depletion provision was introduced, more and more

exploration and development expenditures have been declared immediately

tax deductible, so that only a very small investment now remains for tax

purposes. As a base for cost depletion, this small remaining investment

is in most cases eroded soon after production begins and percentage deple-

tion is taken. In effect, percentage depletion is a substantial subsidy to

the oil industry, one which takes the form of a reduced tax payment,

based on a percentage of the dollar value of production.

The Justification advanced for the retention of special tax pro.

visions for the oil and gas industry center on the argument that for b me

reason the free market would not offer the domestic industry a return

sufficient to enable it to continue at a level which would ensure adequate

supplies of oil in time of a sudden increase In demand. Presumably,

5 .
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such an increase would occur in the event of war,

The argument in its simplest form runs: National security require

replacement of domestic reserves. Replacement of reserves requires a

high level of exploration. A high level of exploration requires a special

government incentive. Specifically, a tax incentive is required. The

special provisions provide the necessary tax incentive.

This study does not undertake an analysis of the reserves required

by the national security. It does, however, seem pertinent to point out

that, in the event of a sudden increase in demand for finished petroleum

products, pipeline and refinery capacity would be the bottleneck. Crude

oil productive capacity, on the other hand, presently stands at 39% above-

normal production.* Further, the oft-quoted "12 years reserve-life"

figure is not an estimate of what could be recovered by known methods

from known fields. Such a definition would, rather, indicate a reserve

life on the order of 36 years. Moreover, improved recovery methods

are expected to double even this figure.

The second argument, that replacement of reserves requires

exploration, has been discussed in Section IV. B. Exploration has in

the past been the major source of reserve replacement, but will not

necessarily be so in the future.

It is not within the scope of this study to determine whether

*See footnote, p. 4. 25.
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government policy directed at increasing exploration requires a tax incen.

ive rather than, or in addition to, other policy measures. Such would

require analysis of all alternative government policies, while this study

limits itself to the effects of tax provisions.

The question of how responsive is the industry as a whole to tax in-

centives in its exploration activity must be examined in the light of the

determinants of exploration activity. It is quite possible that the industry

can absorb a tax increase by shifting it forward to the consumer or back

to its suppliers, or simply by cutting costs. Tax changes, if they are

not absorbed, have an immediate effect on total profits, but total profits

are not necessarily the major determinants of exploration. These

questions are taken up in Chapter VI.

The fifth part of the national security argument is the concern of

this chapter. If a tax incentive is necessary for exploration to continue

at a high level, how far does the present tax structure succeed in increase

ing domestic exploration? This chapter discusses the magnitude and in-

cidence of the special provisions which is a necessary preliminary to

analyzing what they do.

B. Magnitude of the Benefits

While there are several sources of data for production, reserves,

wells, costs and so on, there is little financial data except that provided

by the Internal Revenue Service. The IRS is also the only direct source
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of data on the depletion allowance and the expensing provision.

It is almost impossible to obtain a ,time series of data showing the

incidence of oil and gas depletion, but evidence may be gleaned from a

momentary cross-section contained in the Treasury survey of depletion

claims for 1958-1960, * and the published Statistics of Income Supple.

mental Report of depletion claims for 1960 only. ** The Depletion

Survey covers major claimants of depletion in all industrial divisions,

but although it covers 99% of depletion claims for the refining industry,

and 80% for the crude industry, it does not cover exploration deductions

to the same extent.

The percentage depletion provision allows deductions over the pro-

ducing life of a well which far exceed the initial investment; and, since

a large part of the investment is written off for tax purposes as soon as

the well begins to produce, percentage depletion exceeds allowable

amortization of the remaining investment by an amount estimated

between 80 and 97. 5 percent of tax relief claimed. These estimates

will be discussed in more detail below. The magnitude of the special

*Depletion Survey 1958-1960, Treasury Department, February 6,
1963 (mimeo).

**Statistics of Income, 1960, Supplemental Report, Depletion
Allowances for Mineral Production Reported on U.S.' Tax Returns,
Washington, D. C., 1966.
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provisions can be indicated thus: If 80% of percentage depletion claimed

for 1960 were "excess depletion" then the size of the excess depletion

claimed would be approximately $2.3 billion, * giving a cash allowance

to the industry of approximately $1.2 billion, against a gross declared

income from oil and gas production of $10. 7 billion.

The value of permission to expense rather than amortise expend.

itures derives from the value of deferring tax liability into the future.

The size of the benefit is partly dependent on the estimated life of a well

and partly on the rate of return used to estimate the present value of

alternative time patterns of cash flows. A low estimate, taking the life

of a well as 10 years and rate of return as 4% and allowing for a three.

year gestation period, gives a present value for the deduction of $101

per $1000. A high estimate, although not at all an unrealistic one,

taking tho life of a well as 25 years and the rate of return as 9%, gives

a present value for the deduction of $277 per $1000. (See Table 5. 1)

If the whole of exploration and development expenditure is consid-

ered an investment, then the relevant source of the benefit is that part

*Tax deduction a $2. 843 billion
Excess deduction a , 80 x $2. 843 billion a $2. 274 billion

Tax rate 52%
Cash allowance a $1. 180 billion
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of exploration and development expenditure which is deducted as a curry

expense. The figures for 1960 are in Table 5. 1. The value of expensin

domestic dry holes is on a low estimate $79 million and on a high esti.

mate $214 million, The value of expensing domestic Intangible drilling

costs Is $119 million or $324 million. The total value of all expensed

exploration and development expenditures, domestic and foreign, is at

a low estimate $211 million and at a high estimate $572 million.

Table 5. 2 shows the major claimants of depletion at the 27.1/2%

rate, that is, oil and gas depletion in 1960. The total for active corpora.

tions, column 9, includes income and deductions for all industries;

although included in this total, agriculture, construction and services

are not shown separately since they account for a small amount of the

income from oil and gas. The table (columns 10 and I1) also shows the

individual and partnership returns with claims for depletion on oil and

gas. The total depletion claimed in 1960 amounted to $2. 8 billion.

Before discussing the implications of these figures, two concepts

used in the discussion of depletion should be clarified. They are excess

depletion, and the net income limitation.

1. Excess Depletion

The extent to which percentage depletion permits tax deductions

to be taken in excess of amortization on original investment has not been
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HIGH & LOW ESTIMATES OF BENEFIT OF EXPENSINO INVESTMENT
IN OIL AND AS., 1960

Tax Rate 52%

High Estimate: Expenditures expensed in year undertaken. Rate of
discount 9%, Average life of well IS years.

Low Estimate: Expenditures expensed 3 years after undertaken. Rate
of discount 4%, Average life of well 10 years.

DISCOUNT VALUES
It Present Value of $1. 000 depreciated

over life of asset
2, Present Valte of $1,000 expensed
3. Difference (A.1.)
4. Tax Benefit at tax rate of 5M% per

$1. 000 Expenditure (52% of 3)

EXPENDITURES
6, Total Domestic & Foreign expensed

investment (Sample)
6. Dry lisle costs, 1960 Domestic
7. Intangible Drilling Costs, 1960 Domestic

DISCOUNTED VALUE OF TAX BENEFITS
8. Value of expensing Exploration &

Development, Domestic & Foreign (S. x4.)
9. Value of Tax provisions, Domestic only:

a. Dry Holes (6. x4.)
b. Intangible Costs (7.x4.)
c. Total Dry holes & Intangible Costs

lb tLow

$917.2 $692.1
$523.0 $195s.0
$276.6 $101. 6

$ Million
2,068e

774*
1,173s

572

214
324
5)8

11

79
119
198

5.?

$ Source: Joint Association Surveys, 1960
C0 Treasury Depletion Survey of Large Companies covers 90% of depletion

claimed and an unknown proportion of expenditures for oil and gas.
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I definitively measured. This is Important, for if percentage depletion
were to be reduced or abolished, cost depletion would presumably be

claimed instead.

The Treasury Depletion Survey gives estimates of excess depletion

(see Table S. 3) derived from responses to the tax form for depletion

claims, which requests estimates for two concepts: adjusted basis deple-

tion and true cost depletion. No estimate of true cost epletion appears

In the survey; the figures in Table S. 3 represent excess depletion over

adjusted basis depletion.

Adjusted basis depletion in any year is the cost depletion which

could have been claimed in that year. This Is calculated as described

in Section IV. C and represents amortization of the remaining cost base,

which may have been adjusted for previous percentage depletion claims.

True cost depletion is the cost depletion which could have been claimed

if only cost depletion had been claimed since the well was drilled.

This distinction does not, however, take into account the acquisition

oosts paid for producing properties, which represent discovery value

rather than amortisable exploration costs. A distinction should be made

between "exploration cost depletion," including acquisition costs for

n-producing properties, and "acquisition cost depletion." Including

acquisition costs for producing properties. For this season, the authors

question the figure presented as "excess depletion over adjusted basis

5.9
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depletion as a percent of total depletion claimed." As an estimate of the

excess over true cost depletion, it is likely to be too high; and, because

of the acquisition costs for producing properties, the excess over adjusted

base is likely to be too low.

To confirm that the global figure of 90. 9% excess depletion is just

such a hybrid, consider the spread between producing industries, where

excess depletion is nearer 95%, and non-producing industries, where

excess depletion is nearer 6%. This shows that cost depletion does in

fact have two different meanings, and that the Treasury figure does not

give a genuine estimate.

The study's estimate of excess of depletion claimed over adjusted

basis depletion based on exploratory costs is 97%, and, over true cost

depletion, is 87%. This compares with the 80% used by Stigler, * and

based on a small sample of companies. McDonald** quotes an estimate

of the "sacrifice of cost depletion" as 2. 9% of gross income, which gives

excess-depletion estimates of 88%. The contexts suggest that the esti-

mates correspond to "true cost depletion," in the Treasury sense.

*Stigler, G., Capital and Rates of Return in Manufacturing Indus-
tr, National Bureau of Economic Research, Princeton, New Jersey,
1963.

**McDonald, Stephen L., Federal Tax Treatment of Income from
Oil and Gas, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1963.
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The following calculation of excess depletion Is based on data

derived from Joint Association Surveys and American Petroleum Institute

publications. No IRS data was used at all.

The ratio of proved reserves to production has remained virtually

constant at 1:12 for 20 years. If 1/12 of remaining reserves (roughly 8%)

is removed each year from each well, there is a declining production

curve for each well, and the well will be reduced to 10% of its original

reserve in place after 30 years.

The 1959 cohort of exploratory wells will be traced through its

expected life assuming:

1) price constant at $2.90 per barrel,

2) depletion rate equals 27-1/2%,

3) % of remaining reserves are drawn from each
well each year.

The domestic geological, geophysical and acquisition costs under.

taken in 1959 equalled $1. 191, 000, 000. * Of all exploratory wells,

19.82% were successful. *e Therefore, the net addition to the depletable

asset account is taken as $236 million. This is the amortizable cost

Joint Association Survey, 1959.

**See Table A. 19.
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base for the expected life of the 1959 cohort of exploratory wells. The

true cost depletion over the life of the well would equal this sum.

It is assumed that, in 1960, the development expenditures on the

1959 exploratory wells were high enough to push percentage depletion

so low (by the net income limitation) that cost depletion was taken.

Thereafter, It is assumed that the net income limitation did not come

into play, and that 27-1/2% was taken throughout the life of the well.

It Is further assumed that development will increase the initial

estimate of reserves discovered in 1960 to 6 times the original figure

(6 x 369, 362, 000 a 2,216s 172, 000 bbls).

This method of derivation gives a picture of a time series for a

single cohort of wells under a constant price; if the price rises during

the life of a well, excess depletion will be higher. Results are shown

in Table 5.4.

2. Net Income Limitation

Figure 5. I shows the effect of the net income limitation. The

upper line shows the effective tax rate for different cost/income levels.

The effective tax rate for a corporation paying tax at 50% with no oper-

ating cost is 36-1/4%. This effective rate declines until its lower level

is set at 25% by the net income limitation. All producers with a high

ratio of deduction/income pay tax at this rate. The lower line shows
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the benefit of the depletion provision in terms of effective cash flow per

$100 gross income from oil and gas. This is constant at $13. 75 up to the

net income limitation, whereafter it declines linearily as costs rise. It

can be seen that those operators whose hgh expenses put them well above

the 50% limitation derive less tax benefit for each barrel of oil they pro-

duce than do the lower-cost producers and the non-operating interests.

It is possible, however, to avoid the net Income limitation by carrying

expensing forward five years or back for two. Despite all these means

of avoiding the limitation, the sample included in the Treasury survey

of the years 1958.60 showed that in 1960, approximately 19% of domestic

percentage depletion was claimed under the net income limitation, while

foreign operators claimed only 3. 5% under the limitation. This reduced

percentage depletion claims to below the standard 27-1/2% level. The

Incidence of the limitation is difficult to measure, * for aggregate mea-

sures of income and .,eductions include figures for companies which

made a loss. Percentage depletion is claimed only on producing

*The 1958-1960 U. S. Treasury Study presents a table showing the
percentage distribution of percentage depletion claimed by the ratio of
percentage depletion to positive net income. This cannot, however, be
used to measure the effect of the net income limitation since it repre-
sents an aggregation of claims for each company, and not a distribution
by individual properties. This can be seen from the fact that the dis-
tribution table shows only 2% of depletion claimed under the net income
limitation whereas other data in the Survey shows 19% claimed in this
way.

5.16
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properties showing a net profit, so that the ratio of aggregate depletion

to aggregais net income may rise above 50%. Further, since cost deple-

tion is an option, it is impossible to tell how much of the depletion loss

from the net income limitation is compensated for by cost depletion

claims.

One rough measure of the distributional effects of the net income

limitation is the change in the ratio of depletion claimed to gross income,

by asset size, as reported in Statistics of Income Source Books. This

suffers from all the deficiencies mentioned above, with the additional

deficiency that not all gross income of all producing companies is

derived from mineral production. In the refining companies, this factor

Is so large that comparison is valueless. In the crude oil industry,

however, it is possible to make a rough comparison.

Table S. 5 shows the ratio of depletion claimed to gross income by

asset size for four years. The ratio increases up to the $100, 000 asset

firms and declines for the two larger groups. This is probably because

the larger firms are diversifying and the gross income figure is there-

fore inflated. The mean figure is well below the figures given in the

Statistics of Income Supplemental Report, which also suggests that the

reported income is from sources other than oil and gas products. The

table is not, however, conclusive.
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1. Foreign Properties

American-based companies producing abroad claim depletion on

foreign properties. Since foreign wellhead prices are lower, depletion

is a smaller sum per barrel but it amounted to a total of $655, 000, 000

in 1960 for the companies covered in the Treasury Depletion Survey.

This represents 23% of all depletion claimed. * (See Table 5. 6)

2. Non-Operating Interests - Royalties

Non-operating interests receive income from production by means

of production payments or in-oil payments from royalties, rentals, lease

bonuses and various other devices. This" income is subject to percentage

depletion. The operating interests who make the payment deduct the

payments from their gross income before calculating depletion allowances.

Although there is no data on royalties, it is generally believed that

royalties on private lands amount to about 1/8 of the value of production.

On Federal lands, they amount to more than this. Some landowners

apparently receive 50% or more. The Joint Association Survey uses

the figure of 15% to adjust production figures for the amount accruing

*Assuming that those companies, partnerships and individuals not
included in the Survey are entirely engaged in domestic production. For
companies included in the Survey, 29% of all depletion is claimed on
foreign properties.

5. 19
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.TABLE 5.6
DOSL T 'AND FOREIGN ACTIVITIES

DEDUCTIONS AND RELATIVE RETURNS TO PRODUCTION
_____,,,________"._______,__ OMESflG PROPENTIES" FOREIGN P EIE'RA£""
.. . .... 1958 1959 1960 1958 1959 196')

LLION DOLLA
of Companies 182 8? 185 60 63 63

as Income from Oi1 and Gas Production 5.571 S. 8 6.073 . 2.373 2 286 2,388
ro: Deduction- o Producing 9S2 1.000 923 Z13 223. 17

Other Deductioab 1.8o4 2.007 2.062 443 .437 47

u Not Income Before DepleUtion .81S 2.802 3.088 1,717 .626 1.749

s:Totm, Depletion Claimed 1.440 1. 06 1.613. 642 613 6SS
Based n 0rose Income Rate 1,139 1.143 1.209 418 SS8 618
Based on Net Income 21£ am 267 10 35 22
Adjusted Basis (Cost Depletin 90 112 137 14 19 I5

." An Nn-prod us Properte 1.125 1. in 1. i8 243 27s S35

20so 1z 287 8- Ala 742
Tax at mean 52% 130 149 433 434 386
Income after tax 120 138 398 34 36
Income after tax

+ 80% Percentage
deplion clameda 11200 1.174 1.318 900 868

.Profatpe" A1let
.Gross Income 21.5% 20.2% .716 37.9%136.2 36.3%

June 30. 1966

a Thie figure slightly understates the total of deductions in this caftgory since 3 percent at the total
deductions were not alocated between producing and non-producing properties in the Treasury Depletimo
Survey. Other deductions are correspondingly overstted.

b Derived &a resI dul from other 4 a the table
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in royalties. Since royalty owners have no operating expenses, they do

not encounter the net income limitation and take the full 27.1/2% allow-

ance.

3. Non-Operating Interests - Cost Depletion

When the depletion figures are examined more closely, a remark.

able discrepancy appears. Table 5. 3 shows excess depletion claimed*

over adjusted cost basis depletion for all properties claiming depletion

of 27-1/2% (this rate applies only to oil and gas). For 1960, it appears

that excess depletion was 90.9% of total depletion claimed. This suggests

that what could have been claimed as adjusted basis depletion was 9. 1%

of total depletion that was claimed, or approximately $200 million.

Now, since allowable adjusted basis depletion represents the

remaining cost base times the fraction of the physical base removed, it

should be possible to estimate the cost base, given that the proportion

removed was somewhere between 1/12 (crude oil) and 1/18 (natural gas).

This gives an adjusted cost base of between $2, 400 million and $3,600

million. However, the 1960 additions to the depletable assets account

*Excess depletion = total depletion claimed - adjusted basis depletion
total depletion claimed

This figure includes claims for domestic and foreign properties,
but as has been discussed, it is a plausible estimate. Figures following
have been adjusted to show only domestic properties. Unless otherwise
indicated, figures are from the Depletion Survey for 1958-60.
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from domestic geological and geophysical, lease bonuses. etc., totalled

$177 million by the Treasury estimate, or $320 million by the Industry

estimate. Of these, about 20% resulted in successful wells, so that the

net addition to the cost base from geological expenditures and rentals for

1960 would have been at the very most $65 million. At that rate, it would

have required more than 40 years without depletion to acquire a cost base

so largo. Further, an exploratory well driller will generally charge

cost depletion only in the initial stage because of the net income limita-

tion. Almost as soon as he begins to charge percentage depletion, the

cost base will be eroded and there will be 100% excess depletion over

most of the life of the well.

How, then, can the apparently large cost base be explained? First,

the depletable assets account also includes acquisition costs, which

amounted to an additional $718 million* in 1960. If these also repre-

sented exploratory expenditures, the net addition to the depletable assets

account would be an extra $145 million, but this still does not account

for the size of the cost base. If the acquisition costs represent both

exploratory and development expenditures, the overall success ratio

of 60% would give an addition of $430 million. Even in the outside limit

VJoint Association Survey estimate $626 million.
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case. the cost base would represent 4.6 years undepleted additions.

Since percentage depletion claimed each year is approximately the same

sixe as the cost base, it is evident that cost and percentage depletion

are taken on different types of property.

Part of the answer appears in Table S. 3. The excess depletion

for the petroleum Industry is considerably higher than 90.9%. In 1960o

it was 94.6% in crude petroleum and 93.0% in refining. But, in the

"holding and other investment companies," it is only 6%, indicating that

almost all depletion taken by the holding companies is taken as cost

depletion.

Again, depletion claimed by holding and investment companies has

risen from 0. 6% of all depletion claimed in 1952, to 3. 9%, or $130

million in 1960. Table S. 3 also shows why cost depletion is taken, since

it has permitted holding and investment companies (which are a major

part of the financial sector) to claim 97. 2% of net income from mineral

properties as a tax deduction. This percentage has been increasing

rapidly; the net Income limitation does not apply to cost depletion.

Evidently, this enormous tax deduction does not arise from the

sudden interest of the holding and investment companies in exploration

for, in 1960 while they claimed 3.9% of all depletion, they expended

less than 0. 19% of exploration expenditures and 0. 25% of development

costs, and were able to deduct more than 93% of these as current
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expenditures. The finance industry as a whole claimed 6.7% of all deple.

tion in 1960.

The curious position of the finance industry derives from a 1958

court ruling* that effectively allowed both cost depletion and percentage

depletion to be taken on the some property by means of a transaction

known as the ABC deal. The apparently large cost base i derived from

acquisition costs for successful wells, which are recouped on a long-

term basis, in addition to percentage depletion.

The implications of this are only incidental to this report, since

3. 9% is perhaps marginal. However, the increasing importance of the

finance companies to the oil industry in the period from 1958 to 1960

leads one to suppose that, in the seven years for which data are not yet

available, this transaction has assumed a greater importance. Further,

in the absence of percentage depletion, the device of realizing the dis.

covery value by inter-company sales of property and thus establishing

a new acquisition base on which to take for cost depletion might com-

pensate for the lost tax benefit. The limiting factors would be the

*Commissioner v P. G. Lake, Inc., 356 U.S. 260 (1958). For a
full discussion of the legal principles and practical effects of various
devices employed for maximizing tax benefits, see Galvin, Charles,
"The I Ought' and 'Is' of Oil and Gas Taxation," Harvard Law Review.
June, 1960.
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expected present value of the tax benefit to be gained over the life of the

well, compared with the capital gains tax to be paid immediately to such

a transaction. This would in turn depend on the expected life of the well

and the relevant discount rate.

Depletion allowed on foreign properties and to non-operating inter-

ests in domestic properties evidently has no direct effect on domestic

exploration, yet accounts for more than half of all depletion claimed.

Attention is now turned to domestic explorer-producers (who claim

depletion) to see how the subsidy is divided among them and to compare,

where possible, the tax benefit with the cost.

4. Distribution of Depletion by Industrial Sector

Table 5. 2 shows income, deduction and depletion items for several

industries claiming depletion. Agriculture, construction and services

are not shown separately, although they are included in the total, since

they account for so small a proportion of all claims.

Table 5. 2 unfortunately gives no figure for deductions related to

exploration: These are presumably included in the development deduc.

tion in the case of successful wells, and in the deductions for non-

producing properties in the case of unsuccessful wells. Taking this

latter figure for deductions on non-producing properties as an indicator

of how far each industrial sector is engaged in exploration, it is possible
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to compare the depletion benefits with the supposed risk of exploration.
6 4

Mp8g claims 25% of gross income from oil and gas as depletion, and

dry-holi costs account for 12. 1% of gross income. In manufacturing,

the percentages are 26. 3% and 17.2%M in finance, $9.8% and 3.6%; and,

in transportation and utilities, 20. 6% and 16. 1%.

Table S. 2 also shows the relative importance of cost depletion to

the industrial sectors. Cost depletion, it will be recalled, may be

claimed by high-cost operators or, more importantly, by non-operating

interests. In manufacturing, which is mainly represented by petroleum

refining, cost depletion is a very small proportion of depletion claimed

(S. 1MY. In mining, it i (6. 5%). It is difficult to know

whether this r cts a higher incidence of a tisation of exploration

costs, or quisition costs for ducking properties but the fact that

deple is a small entag of gr inco

for r explans n s te orrect The f nce indu y claims

6 of its income on, ic it is Ie o do beca e it claims

devtions yvia the C deal.

T sprtat elo ityand a im 21% of depletion s cost

do ac a fracturing r mining.

How r, that 20% of its Incomiscl d as d tion, suggests

the di sity of this r& on of the 1 .1960 Depletion
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Survey, this proves to be the case, with the transportation sector be-

having as the finance industry, and claiming high cost depletion and a

high percentage of gross income, while the gas and electricity industry

behaves more, although not yet entirely, as an operating interest, with

a lower proportion of gross income claimed in depletion, and a small

incidence of cost depletion.

5. Distribution of Depletion by Size of Company

The information on the distribution of depletion by size of company

is derived indirectly. Since percentage depletion is based on production,

it is likely that production figures would be an indication of the amount

of depletion claimed, unless royalties differ systematically or unless

some producers systematically encounter the net income limitation. It

was argued earlier that the net income limitation is likely to affect the

smaller producers. Initially, the effect of the net income limitation

will be ignored and production will be taken as a proxy for depletion.

The data which relates production and exploration expenditures

to companies is sparse but informative. In 1965, the first five com-

panies account for 25% of domestic production of crude oil and natural

gas liquids, the first 20 companies for 50%, and the first 35 companies

for 60%. In 1960, the five largest companies accounted for 23% of
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domestic production; the first 20 again for 50%, and the first 35 for 55%.

There has been a tendency toward concentration which is not uniform,

since it partly represents an increase in market share for the top five

at the expense of the medium.sized organizations. However, the shift

of 5% of market shares into the top 35 firms is a significant loss to the

smaller firms who, in absolute terms, are producing less crude and

natural gas liquids than they did in 1960.

The ranking of firms, by number of wells drilled domestically,

shows a distinct difference. The first 65 companies drilled only 30% of

the wells in 1965 and 28% of them in 1960. In 1963, the 200 largest com.

panies drilled 40% of all wels. *

However, number of wells drilled is perhaps not the best measure

of exploratory effort, since larger companies dig deeper and spend more

per well. There are no indications of individual companys' expenditures,

but it is known, for example, that the share of expenditures accounted

for by the Chase Manhattan group of 30 companies has risen from 52%

to 68%.e*

*See Tables A. 23, A. 28 and A. 29.

**See Table A. 9.
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6. Effects of the Provision to Expense Exploration
and Development Cost

The provision to expense exploration and development costs results,

unlike the depletion provision, in a direct benefit to those who undertake

exploration and development. It is, however, to some extent competitive

with the depletion allowance, since the cash flow from depletion decreases

as soon as expenses on producing properties exceed 45% of gross income.

This may retard developmentexpenditure for those small companies which

are only marginally engaged in production, and who are not able to avoid

the net income limitation.

For the companies which are not in danger of encountering the net

income limitation, the provision to expense most of exploration and dev-

elopment expenditures may encourage over-drilling. For these com-

panies, for every extra dollar of expenditure, half is effectively paid

by the government with no waiting period. However, half is still paid

by the company, so that there is a limit on how much will be risked on

relatively unlikely prospects. The powerful incentive to drill comes

from state regulations which limit production on each well but allow

some production from every well. A development well is more risk-

free than an exploratory well and achieves the required result of

increasing allowable production. Since the incremental cost of a devel-

opment well, taking into account the probability of finding a dry hole and
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the average depth of wells, is relatively small, state regulations are

more likely to encourage over-development than excess exploration. On

the other hand, deductions for unsuccessful exploratory wells are not in-

cluded In computing the net Income limitation, which may encourage

excessive exploration. The depletion allowance on production also adds

to the incentive to over-develop, since It exaggerates the expected return

to production and provides a margin within which wasteful excess expend-

iture can be absorbed.

Of the two factors relevant to domestic over-development, it Is

believed that the state regulations are the greater. The evidence for

this is derived from a comparison of tax deductions for exploration and

for development claimed by United States companies with both domestic

and foreign operations. Assume that there Is some optimum ratio of

development to exploratory wells. Since both domestic and foreign

operations are subject to the same tax provision, the difference in ratio

between development and exploration expenditures should give some

indication of the effect of state regulations. Foreign operations may

be influenced by the tax provisions to over-development but the fields

are generally subject to extremely wide single-company concessions,

with no allowablees" Hence, there is no other incentive to drill more

wells than are strictly necessary.
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Table S. 7 shows that a smaller proportion of gross income is

invested in exploration abroad than domestically, which may reflect

greater ease of finding. However, the ratio of development expenditure

abroad to exploration expenditures is between 1. 3 to 1 and 1. 5 to 1 In

the years 1958-60, while the corresponding domestic ratio is between

2.6 to 1 and 3.2 to 1, suggesting that approximately half of domestic

development expenditure is in excess of basic requirements. Since

development wells are shallower and therefore less costly, it is likely

that more than half of development wells drilled, or some 17, 500 per

year, are in fact supqrfluous to normal production. At the end of 1965,

there were 588, 000 wells in production and an excess capacity of 39%,

so that the order of magnitude of this estimate is plausible. *

A further modification should be made to this argument, for if

there is an optimum ratio between exploration and development, it is

more likely to be the ratio of successful exploratory wells to develop-

ment wells. The domestic and foreign exploration/development ratios

would then have to be divided by the success rate for exploratory wells

to give a true comparison bearing on over-development. The 50% figure

for over-development assumes equal exploratory success rates. However,

*See Table A. 19.
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* TABLE 5.7

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN ACTIVITIES 1969
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Domestic Propezties Fore"Sn Prepeztis

1958 1959 1960 19S8 19S9 1960
Gross Income. Gus (WaLLIOr DO
& Oil Production . 571 S. 809 6.073 2.373 2.286 2138

Explotation
Expenses 892 914 .,918 297 310 269

t. Development
Expenses 1.522u I.632 1.600 374 343 306

Other Acquisitio
Cost. 418 645 718 65 59 34
Percent of Gross
Income Expo

fr oton 16.0 1s.8 1S.1 12.5 13.S 11.3
f". devo 34.7 39.2 38.2 18.5 17.5 14.3
for explomet5o5kdevelopntm SO. 7 S5. 0 S3. 3 31.0 31.0 ZS. 6
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if exploratory drilling had a higher success rate abroad, the estimated

figure for domestic over-development would be higher. The proportion-

ally lower exploration costs and the tendency of large companies to pro-

duce abroad suggest that at least as much success in exploration abroad

as domestically. However, no firm data exist on this point. It has been

argued by Harberger and Steiner* that the special provisions lead to a

wasteful misallocation of capital to the oil and gas industry, a position

which has been disputed by McDonald, '* who holds that a standard rate

of corporation tax is not necessarily neutral in its effects on resource

allocation and that, if the rate of capital turnover in each industry is

taken into account, the depletion allowance may be found to be a neutral-

izing rather than a non-neutralizing factor.

*Tax Revision Compendium, papers presented to the Committee
on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, November, 1959.

**See, for example, "Percentage Depletion and the Allocation of
Resources: The Case of Oil and Gas," National Tax Journal, Vol. XIV.
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VI. MODELS OF THE DETERMINATION
OF RESERVE LEVELS

This chapter discusses the determinants of reserve levels, as

related to incentives to invest in exploration and development. It dis-

cusses possible methods for predicting the effects on reserve levels of

tax policy.

Three basically different approaches are presented. Two of these

are aimed at evaluating industry reactions to policy changes, while the

third is aimed at evaluating the reaction of individual firms.

A. Exploration and Development Expenditures

Reserve levels are a stock which is reduced as crude (or natural

gas) is produced and sold and which is increased by the discovery of new

reserves through exploration and development. This section discusses

the possible determinants of investment in exploration and development

from a theoretical viewpoint, examines their appropriateness in the

present context, and finally considers the recent history of exploration

in the light of the preceding discussion. In order to develop a model

which adequately predicts the levels of reserves in the petroleum indus-

try, it is necessary to consider in detail the determinants of exploration

and development effort.
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I. Theory of Investment

Exploration and development in the petroleum industry is a type of

investment in capital assets. Consequently, it seems appropriate to

investigate classical economic theory related to capital-asset investment

and holding as a starting point for determination of the factors affecting

reserve levels. Much of the literature analyzing the determinants of

investment rests upon the assumption that businessmen try to maximize

their profits. They invest in those projects which promise the best rate

of return.

Alternative to this classical theory is that of the "profit satisfier,"

which holds that investment will take place in an industry as long as

profits are, by some definition, "satisfactory," so that investors do not

continually search for better investment opportunities but, rather,

maintain existing patterns of investment within wide variations in

returns.

Previous empirical work has followed two alternative paths. One

has been to relate changes in such explanatory variables as rate of

return, cash flow, or demand to changes in investment. This approach

is basically empirical In nature, although the explanatory relationships

typically do have some theoretical basis. The other has been to utilize

the conditions of economic equilibrium (primarily marginal conditions)

to determine the relative weights of basic variables in determining the
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levels of capital stock. Both of these are subject to criticism, but, as

yet, no clearly preferable approach has been presented.

The purpose of this study required that the investment hypothesis

chosen meet two criteria - first, that data be available to calibrate it,

and, second, that it include as determining variables the magnitude which

would change with changes in tax provisions.

B. Application to the Oil Industry

Investment analysis, as developed for manufacturing, is best

applied with caution to the oil industry. First, the theoretical background

sketched above applies to the behavior of a single firm in a competitive

industry which is neither growing very rapidly nor declining. The oil

industry, and particularly its exploration sector, has, so far as it is

possible to tell from the sparse financial data available, been passing

from a period of high and increasing demand and high profits to a period

of more stable demand and lower profits. As Marion H. Stekoll,

President of the Stekoll Petroleum Company put it in a 1961 seminar

paper to the International Oil and Gas Education Center:

The basic problem of the U.S. oil industry is the
necessity to realize fully its present status. This is a
difficult problem to comprehend fully, as we have been
in a highly profitable industry a long time: not in terms
of history, but in terms of our own lifetimes. It is hard,
perhaps impossible for many, to realize that the "good
old days" have gone the way of the buggy whip and the
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ravaging of national forests. Like nearly all people
of wealth, many oil operators spent freely in the past,
knowing that more wealth was available by drilling
more wells. A complete realization, from company
owner or president to pumper and roustabout, of the
present and future condition of oil and gas production
is perhaps the most basic requirement of the industry
today. This Is not a suggestion of pessimism, but one
of facing facts fully and boldly, *

In the same seminar, this was underlined by a petroleum consult-

ant, D. M. E. McLarty, who said:

In the post World War II "Golden Age of
Exploration," cost was not a consideration in finding
oil. If an operator found any appreciable amount of
oil it was automatically profitable. Exploration men
knew costs were rising. They knew their rapidly
growing operations were inefficient and wasteful.
But if expansion was halted long enough to eliminate
waste and restore efficiency, then profitable oppor-
tunities would be lost and the operator would fall
behind in the oil-finding race.

In the good years, the object of exploration was
simply to find oil - nothing more. And every effort
was concentrated on achieving this object to the exclu-
sion of all other considerations. **

The immediate past may well have been a period of readjustment

for the industry, during which exploration policies were examined and

costs and technology reconsidered; and extrapolation from this period

*Economics of Petroleum Exploration Development and Property

Evaluation, New Jersey, 1961, p. 130.

**O2, citt., p. 76.
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Bay thus not be entirely relevant to the future of the industry.

Second, the behavior of an entire industry is more difficult to ex-

plain than that of a single firm, particularly since, in dealing with aver-

age figures for a number of firms, little information is usually available

about the distribution. There is evidence that smaller companies have

been leaving the industry or merging. However, there is no reason to

suppose that there has been a net outflow of assets. Both crude oil and

petroleum refining appear to have held their own with manufacturing

industry in asset increase as reported in Corporation Tax Returns,

The overall figure may, however, mask a shift abroad or into refining

rather than domestic oil and gas production.

The third difference between oil and the other industries is that the

oil industry does not invest in quite the same way as other industries do.

Normally, investment is considered to be the purchase of durable assets

which increase productive capacity, with "durable" taken for tax purposes

to mean having a life of more than one year. In this case, the increase

in assets recorded in the balance sheet (net of depreciation) is equal to

the amount of net investment undertaken beyond replacements. The

decisions made in the board room are reflected in the asset account.

In the case of oil and gas production, the decision is made to

explore; and, if oil is found, the asset account may increase by many

times the initial expenditure. Further, a large part of exploration and



development expenditure has, in the period under study, been considered

for tax purposes as current expenditure, which means that it has not tied

up company assets to the same extent as manufacturing investment. This

may be taken to indicate that capital has been relatively more free to

move in and out of exploration and can, therefore, be sensitive to ex-

pected profit; or it may suggest that, since it Is easier to "pull out,"

there is less need to be sensitive to small fluctuations in expected profits,

as measured by realized profits In the previous period.

It must also be recognized that the oil and gas industry Includes

a variety of different.types of operator. Thirty companies account for

60% of domestic crude oil production and 68% of exploration and develop.

meant expenditures. * Typically, these large firms have considerable

investments in oil production abroad, and are integrated from explora-

tion through the final petroleum products. Larger firms dig deeper

wells and find fewer dry holes. ** In other words, they are more effi-

cient than small firms. They are also likely to be subject to different

influences on their investment behavior. Small firms are less likely

to have either free access to capital or to consider foreign exploration

as a relevant alternative to domestic exploration. Consequently,

*See Tables A. I and A. 9.
**See Table A. 23.
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industry aggregate data may obscure some of the underlying behavior of

the individual firms.

It is believed, although the data available again does not prove or

disprove this hypothesis, that the small exploration companies are

largely financed by the large integrated companies, directly or by pur-

chase or by contract. If such is the case, pressures on the integrated

companies will indirectly affect the small exploration companies and it

may be that the latter will be the first to feel the financial pressures.

The large integrated company has not only to consider profits on

oil and gas production. Refineries are expensive but profitable capital

assets, and expenditures for exploration form a small, although not

insignificant, part of the yearly budget. This is not, however, corn.

parable to the chemical Industry's expenditure for research and develop-

ment because a continuing supply of crude oil is the sine gua non of a

large and profitable refining industry. For large companies, it is

probably true that, so long as it is profitable to remain in the industry,

it is also profitable to seek new sources of oil, although not necessarily

through exploration. New oil may also be "sought" through better re-

covery methods or purchase of reserves in the ground.

6.7
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I. Erosion of the Resource lase

The over-riding determinant of domestic exploration activity may

be the expectation of finding oil. This expectation would not, of course,

respond to tax policy, but it should be investigated.

If a rational producer wore faced with a series of investment de.

cisions yielding different expected returns, he would take the prospect

with tho highest expected yield and work his way down the inventory of

prospects. Thus, the more investment he undertakes, the lower the

expected yield on the last project.

Ilow far is thia applicable to the oil Induntrt? Is it true that oil is

becomni more and more difficult to find? If so, what Implications does

this have for the future of exploration, And for the future availability of

reserves?

First, the oil industry is not at any one time in possession of all

relevant knowledge about the ranking of prospective fields. The effective

inventory At any time consists of those areas for which adequate geo-

logical and geophysical preparations have taken place. Taking year-

to-year changes tin the overall success ratio, Fishero found that, in

years when a large increase in% wildcat drilling took place, the success

*Franklin M. Fisher, Spply and Costs in the If. S. Petroleum
Industry: Two Economic Studies, Resources for the Future, Inc.
The John Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1964.
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ratio dropped slightly, a fact which he attributed to working down the list

of prospects. However, since the success rate for wildcat drilling shows

* rentarkable constancy over time, It cannot necessarily be assumed that

sonie overall Inventory of potential possibilities is being systematically

eroded. New possibilities must be joining the Inventory each year as

geological and geophysical surveys cover more potential oil ground.

However, one would expect there to be some ordering in the choices of

areas for geological and geophysical surveying, so that the success rate

should show a tendency to diminish over time, and its consistency for

the past 20 years can presumably be attributed to two effects: One is

the progress made in geological technology, and particularly in geo-

physics; the second is the fact that new techniques permit the drilling

of deeper wells. The inventory of prospects has been expanded so that,

although the easier prospects are gone, there may still be large fields

awaiting discoveries.

The statistics for wildcat drilling, therefore, give no indication

as to whether the resource base has been systematically eroded, 1. e.,

whether the same amount of exploratory effort is producing fewer

reserves. A beginning has been made at estimating the factor. The

series in Table 6. 1 shows estimates of site of fields discovered in

various years, estimated six years from the date of discovery of the

field. The second part of the table shows each sie category as a



TABLE 6. 1
SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF NEW FIELDS

Estimated total ultimate recoverable
reserves after six years of development
history, oil and gas reserves, new field
wildcats. 17 states only.
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percentage of wildcat wells drilled in 17 states in the year. Since this

shows no definite trend, the percentages were averaged over three years

(part 3 of the table). It Is difficult to detect a trend. There Is stability

-in the shape of the distribution, rather than stability of individual param-

stere. The percentage of unprofitable and smaller wells has increased,

although the incidence of the real bonanza wells (over 50 million barrels)

seems as erratic ts it ever was.

A tentative conclusion from this is that the resource base has been

systematically eroded by past exploration. Technological improvements

may keep the success rate high or push it higher, butlthis requires deeper

wells, which are more costly than shallower ones, and the percentage of

smaller size fields may be increasing, reducing the potential yield.

C. The Equilibrium Approach

In applying the equilibrium approach, it is assumed that business-

men, as rational profit maximizers, will maintain stocks of capital

which maximize the overall profitability of their firms. This means

that additional profit earned from buying an additional input of capital

must be at least equal to the return from spending the same amount on

any other input. This leads to the conclusion that the stock of capital

maintained will be such that the marginal productivity of the capital

input will be equal to the quantity:
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"user" cost of capital stock
price of output

The term "user" cost of capital refers to the implicit price the

firm must pay in return for one unit of capital services. Under com-

petitive conditions, a firm %,ill adjust its stock of capital as conditions

change so as to maintain this marginal equality. The relationship

between the stock of capital held at various points and the values of

price, user cost of capital, and production level imply the quantitative

importance of each of the latter factors in influencing the stock of cap.

ital. This approach was here pursued, utilizing the annual figures for

reserve stocks for the United States and Canada, average field prices

in constant dollars, Aaa bond rates, and estimated finding costs. *

The problems in developing quantitative estimates are numerous.

First, and perhaps most important, rational operators are basing de-

cisions not on past values of variables, but on their expectations of

future values. There is considerable evidence, of course, that histor-

ical data is commonly used as the basis for forming expectations of

what future values will be; but, in trying to develop quantitative results,

one must explicitly consider just how these expectations might be

formed.

*Petroleum Outlook, September, 1964, p. 158.
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Another potential problem in utilizing empirical data is that the

observations may represent transient, rather than equilibrium, condi.

tions. This is particularly true if changes in the causal variables have

been frequent, since subsequent changes maj have occurred prior to

restoration of equilibrium following these original changes. Consider,

as a particular example, the case of a change In the field price (in real

terms) of crude. The long-run reaction to a price Increase (that is, a

true price increase, which must represent a permanent shift in the

demand schedule, since otherwise a price increase would cause a

decrease In demand) would be an increase in reserve stocks, due to

increased profitability; but the immediate reaction would be a decrease

in reserves, since a price increase would serve as an incentive to

increase current output.

The final major problem in this approach, one common to all

time-series analyses, is the question of the stability of technology

during the period studied. If, in fact, the quantity of reserves techno.

logically necessary to support a certain level of output has changed

during the period of study, it will cause errors in the quantitative rela-

tionships estimated. While there is evidence that such a change occurred,

there exists some evidence as to the direction and magnitude of that

change, thus making It possible to at least estimate its effect on the

relationships.



I. Data Utilized

The relationships determined here were based on combined United

States and Canadian reserves and production. The justification for this

is based on both logical reasoning and circumstantial evidence.

Figure A. 5 presents part of the circumstantial evidence. Examination

of the United States-only reserve/production ratio indicates that it has

been gradually declining, while the Canada-only ratio has been rising.

For both of these to be due to rational decisions on the part of firms,

either the expectation must be that Canadian production will be rising

much more rapidly than United States production, or the firms involved

consider the United States and Canada as a single market. The latter

seems intuitively more plausible, particularly in light of the fact that

United States firms control much of the Canadian reserves.

The individual producing firm should want to hold its reserves

wherever holding them is least expensive, since the United States

market can be supplied as readily from, say, Venezuelan crude as from

domestic crude. Since the evidence indicates that foreign crude can be

delivered to a United States coastal refinery at about $1. 25 less than

domestic crude, an individual producer might prefer holding foreign

reserves to holding domestic reserves, since (all other things being

equal) the expected return from foreign reserves will exceed that from

domestic reserves. But import restrictions imposed by the Mandatory
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Oil import Control Program on March 10, 159, effectively limit crude

imports to 12.2% of domestic crude production. Thus, a firm with both

domestic and foreign reserve holdings cannot anticipate supplying more

than 12. 2 of its share of United States domestic market demands from

its foreign crude holdings. It is therefore unlikely that producers will

consider foreign reserves as perfect substitutes for domestic reserves,

even though in terms of total operations they may favor development of

foreign reserves to development of domestic reserves because of the

greater profitability associated with the former.

This situation would logically lead to an increase in the relative

importance of the foreign operations of those United States producers

whose size and economic strength permit them to operate freely in

foreign countries. In terms of evaluating reserve levels, however, the

import restrictions effectively prevent foreign reserves from "support.

ing" United States domestic demands. On the other lnd, if domestic

production were to be unavoidably restricted at some point, import

restrictions would probably be eased; and the large producers may

well be considering this possibility in making their decisions as to where

to expend exploration and development effort.

Canadian (and Mexican) crude, however, is exempt from the allo-

cation and licensing requirements of the Oil Import Control Program

and, consequently, can serve as a substitute for domestic reserves for
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the individual producer.

For natural gas, the question of relevant markets seems even

clearer. Canada supplies approximately 3% of United States consumption

and the volume of these imports is growing, while the only other imports

are a small amount from Mexico. Because there are no direct import

restrictions on natural gas, the above-described problem does not arise.

Crude prices were taken from API data published in Petroleum

Facts and Figures* and adjusted to constant 1965 dollars using the whole.

sale price index for all commodities other than farm and food. Natural

gas prices are based on U.S. Bureau of Mines data, adjusted to 1965

dollars.

The basic data on finding costs is that presented in a summary

statement in Petroleum Outlook, September, 1964. The time series

presented here was extended to include 1964 and 1965 by computing the

reserves found per dollar spent for exploration and development from

the JAS survey data and API reserve figures.

The definition of finding cost is perhaps the most ambiguous area

in the data in this study. There are three primary reasons for this.

*"Average Price Per Barrel of Crude Oil at the Well," based,
in turn, on Bureau of Mines reports.
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First is the question discussed in Section IV.B concerning the mea-

surement of reserves actually discovered. Although the API definition

of reserves is used consistently throughout this study, it seems obvious

tuat any producer, in making decisions to explore, is contemplating a

discovery of reserves in excess of the API-defined reserves. In the

type of model here proposed, the relevant variable is the operator's

expectation.

Second is the relatively poor data available on actual costs of

exploration and development activity. Such data have been collected only

sporadically, with little breakdown by category of expenditure.

The third reason is that a discovery is of itself a random event,

and the barrels found per dollar may be expected to fluctuate consider-

ably from period to period in the absence of any real change in the

efficiency or cost of exploration. It is hardly plausible, then, that

operators would use, for example, the most recent experience as the

basis for estimating the finding costs that will be incurred from current

operations. High observed values of finding cost represent, at least

partly, a period of comparative lack of success in exploration activity,

and low observed values represent a period of relative success. Con.

sequently, an operator's expectation of finding costs for his current

operations should be represented by some averaging of recent costs.



Production figures used were obtained from API reports based on

Bureau of Mines summary statistics for United States data and from

Canadian Petroleum Association reports for Canadian data. The raw

data for these values are quite reliable, but there is again some question

as to how the expectations of operators might be related to reported pro.

duction figures. The production level observed in any one year is subjec

to some random fluctuations and is not necessarily a good forecast of

what future production levels will be. The demand for crude in particular

although rising by 40% from 1953 to 1966 (an average annual increase of

2.6%), has risen by as much as 8. 1% and has decreased by as much as

6.8% from one year to the next. In this situation, it seems again rea-

sonable to utilize some sort of averaging to forecast future production

requirements.

D. The Simulation Approach

Another general approach to determination of reserve responses

to tax-policy changes is to (a) identify significant variables which, theory

would indicate, affect reserves and (b) determine the effect of tax-policy

changes on these variables. This approach requires no assumptions

that operators are true profit maximizers but, rather, depends on

empirical observations to determine operators' responses to changes

in the variables. Models of this class take the observed state of the
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world as given, and then develop empirically observed relationships

which indicate expected responses to changes in certain variables. In

contrast to neoclassical economic models, the explanatory variables in

such a model may be those which bring about effects only indirectly,

since no attempt is made to provide a complete theoretical foundation

for the model. Such models have been increasingly popular in recent

years, primarily due to their success in explaining anomalies in observed

behavior which are clearly inconsistent with economic theory.

Previous investment models of this type have frequently used the

preceding year's rate-of-return as a determining variable in explaining

investment. Leaving aside for the moment the question of correctly

measuring a rate of profit, this possibility will be discussed.

For any businessman, it is the expectation of future profits which

guides investment. This suggests that businessmen may be more influ.

enced by their long-term view of the place of their industry in society

than by last year's or the previous years' profit rates. The armaments

manufacturer who sees an armistice approaching will not be guided by

high wartime profit in determining his level of investment in the coming

period of peace. Similarly, if the oil industry becomes convinced that

the long-term prospects in oil are poor, expansion may slow down and

retraction may occur. Since investment involves tying up assets over

a long period, to induce a change in investment policy is likely to require
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a longer-torm trend than would be reflected in a single year's realized

profit rate.

In neoclassical economic theory, the rate of profit is not a deter-

minant of investment, but a result of investment. Thus, any industry

which has a current rate of return higher than that for investment in

general is suffering from under-investment, with the reverse true for

industries offering less than market rates. Under-investment or over-

investment may have resulted from a shift in demand and/or from the

existence of market imperfections which restrict free entry and exit.

On the other hand, there are plausible reasons why the rate of

profit of the previous period could be considered a determining variable

for investment. For an industry which has an established and fairly

stable demand, the present rate of profit is perhaps a good estimate of

the future rate of profit, and It is likely to be the figure on which expec.

tations are based. A good current rate of profit will also indicate that

funds are available for investment, both because outside capital can be

attracted to profitable companies and because high profit generally leads

to high net cash flow. Whether the internally generated cash flow avail-

able to a company through retained earnings and tax allowances is a

significant factor in investment will depend on how far the company is

able to take advantage of the capital market. Very small companies

may find the market unwilling to lend, while very large companies may
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find themselves In a position where the extent of their demand for bor.

rowed funds raises the rate of interest against them. In either of these

cases, internally generated funds would have a lower supply price than

funds borrowed on the market.

Another explanatory variable is change in demand. The techno.

logical rationale for this is that, if demand for a product increases

during any period, increased production may strain plant and equipment

to capacity, and costs may begin to rise. In such a case, investment is

required to bring the labor and capital inputs back into balance, particu.

larly if the higher demand is taken to be permanent. Empirical work

on investment in manufacturing industry suggests that change in demand

may be at least as significant as the rate of profit in determining invest.

ment. Stigler* derives a multiple correlation between investment and

the previous period's profit rate and change in demand, using data for

98 industries and eight years. The results suggest that demand is the

more important variable. However, when there is introduced a correc-

tion factor for price changes, the importance of the profit rate increases,

suggesting that demand and investment are subject to the same Inflation-

ary factors.

*G. J. Stigler, Capital and Rates of Return in Manufacturing
ndus, National Bureau of Economic Research, Princeton, New

Jersey, 1963.



Still another variable suggested as a determinant of investment

is internal cash flow. The rationale for this is the firms' investment

budgets are based on the funds available, and that there is general

"unwillingness on the part of managers to resort to outside financing,

due perhaps both to the effort involved (particularly for the smaller firm)

and to the possibility of sacrifice of control which outside financing en-

tails. A number of studies have been made in which these factors were

significant. *

E. Quantitative Analysis of Expenditures for
Exploration and Development

In order to develop a function to estimate expenditures for explor.

ation and development, it was necessary to examine in as much detail

as possible the patterns of these expenditures over the past years and

to relate these patterns to the patterns of possible determinants of

expenditures such as demand or profit.

The longest series of data on expenditures is published by Chase

Manhattan Bank and is available for consecutive years from 1946-1965.

The data divides the domestic United States petroleum industry into two

groups: The Chase group, which is composed of between 30 and 33

*E. g., W. Heller, "The Anatomy of Investment Decisions,"
Harvard Business Review, 29, No. 2, March, 1951.
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large, integrated companies, and the Other group, which is a hetero-

leneous collection including some large integrated firms as well as

individual operators. The Chase Manhattan data does not give separate

estimates of exploration and development expenditures, nor is it a true

division by size of company. The Chase group varies slightly in com-

position, but it may be assumed to be representative of the largest

companies. The heterogeneous nature of the Other group makes any

generalizations about its behavior subject to several qualifications.

The pattern of expenditure for each group and the total industry will be

considered first, then the related patterns of production and several

rate-of-return measures.

1. Expenditures for Exploration and Development

The expenditures for exploration and development for each group

and for the total industry are shown in Table A. 9 and Figure 6. 1.

Figure 6. 1 gives a clear picture of the pattern of these expenditures

over the past twenty years. The expenditures for exploration and dev-

elopment for each group and for the total rose sharply from 1948 to

1957. At this point in time, there is a definite break and the two groups

diverge to distinctly separate paths. After an initial but sharp drop in

1958, the Chase group continues a general path of rising expenditures

for exploration and development. The Other group, after a similar
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I surp drop in 1958, does not by contrast recover, and enters a steady

but continuing period of decline in exploration and development expend-

itures. The decline in the expenditures for the Other group is severe

enough to affect the total industry, which shows a decrease from 1957

to 1965.

In summary, the annual expenditures by the Chase group started

at $775 million in 1946, rose to a peak of $2673 million in 195?, declined

for the next few years, but finally more than recovered, reaching $2817

and $2847 million in 1964 and 1965, respectively. The Other group had

expenditures of $740 million in 1946; these rose to a peak about 1957

when they reached $2427 million, and then declined steadily to a low in

1965 to $1363 million. The total expenditures for the industry followed

somewhat the same pattern: expenditures of $1515 million in 1946; a

peak of $5100 million in 1957; a decline and partial recovery to $4450

million and $4210 million in 1964 and 1965, respectively. Two points

are obvious from these data. First, the industry structure and pattern

of expenditures changed in 1957 or. thereabouts, with one pattern being

exhibited prior to this time, and a second totally different pattern

between exhibited after 1957. Second, there are at least two distinct

segments of the industry with quite different patterns of expenditures

for exploration and development. These facts will make it hazardous
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to use the past behavior of the total industry (over the last twenty years)

to Judge possible behavior of the Industry in the future.

The relevant patterns of expenditures can be more readily seon in

Figure 6. 2, which is derived from Table A. IS. The expenditures for

each group and for the total industry were summed over an eight-year

period to synthesize an asset base for the industry. From the graph

(Figure 6. 2), it can easily be seen that the assets in exploration and

development increased for both groups from 1953 to approximately 1958

or 1959. After this time, the Other group decreased such expenditures

at a steady rate, while the Chase group continued to increase theirs but

at a slower rate. The total industry reflects the decline experienced by

the Other group.

2. Production and Gross Income

The output and gross income of the groups are shown in Figures 6. 3

and 6.4, and in Tables A. I and A. 8. Again, two distinct patterns occur.

The Chase group begins in 1946 with an annual production of 1270 million

barrels and increases its production to a temporary peak in 1957 of 1637

million. The production then declines for about two years and finally

increases to 1923 million barrels in 1965. The Other group starts at

749 million barrels In 1946, increases to 1004 million in 1956, and then

declines to a low of 925 million barrels in 1965.
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The increased production in 1956 and 1957 are probably duo to the

increase in demand caused by the Sues Crisis. The industry appears to

have successfully met this increased demand without an apparent change

in the pattern of expenditures.

The important pattern to note here is that the Chase group has

absorbed all the increase in demand in the years since 1959, while the

Other group has experienced a steady but (apparently) slowly decreasing

production level, particularly in the last two or three years.

The wellhead value of oil and gas production (minus fifteen percent

for royalties) is used as a measure of gross income for the two groups.

This measure has shown a steady increase for both groups since 1946,

with few exceptions, notably the drops after the Korean War and the

Sues Crisis. Table A. I and Figure 6.4 show a slower rise in gross

income for the Other group than for the Cahse group, especially since

1958. During this latter period, gross income for Chase rose by 29%

while gross income for the Other group rose by 17%.

A more interesting question is how the Other group managed to

increase income while reducing expenditures for exploration and devel-

opment. There appear to be two reasons for this. First, the Other

group has managed to keep production fairly high. While, from 1957

to 1965, the Other group reduced expenditures for exploration and
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development by 44%, production during the same period declined by only

13%. This process is reasonable. While it may be not profitable to

explore or develop more oil, it may well be profitable to continue to pro-

duce from presently owned wells. A producing oil well is an extremely

durable asset, one with an average life of about 25 years, and the initial

estimates of recoverable oil from some wells are still being revised as

long as 40 years after discovery. Thus, production might decline fairly

slowly for some years after exploration and development effort was

reduced.

A second reason may lie in the portion of gross income which does

not come from crude oil production but, rather, from gas production,

lease revenue, and royalty payments received. These sources, partic-

ularly lease and royalty payments, could be forming a larger portion of

the gross income of the Other group.

a

3. Estimates of Rates of Return and Expenditures

In principle, the simulation model aimed to base predictions on

past responses to realized rates of return. This is the function of the

modeling approach, and considerable effort was expended in developing

a workable estimate of rate of return.

The only published source available for estimating rate of return
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to assets is Corporation Tax Returns, * but it does not indicate the

return to assets in domestic production of crude oil and natural gas

because:

(1) No distinction is made between domestic and
foreign activities.

(2) No distinction is made between assets used in
refining and those used in crude oil production;
nor is gross income so divided.

(3) Calculation of an asset base is further confused
because:

(a) Depreciation allowances no longer reflect
in principle the consumption of capital.

(b) Depletable assets reflect not discovery
value, but the remaining depletable assets
account.

(c) The special provision to expense exploration
and development expenditures underestimates
the asset base.

Mr. Simon M. Simon of New York University kindly made avail-

able his calculation of rate of return on assets in the crude oil and petro.

leum refining industries for 1946-1961. These estimates attempt to

correct for all the factors listed under (3), following the practice of

Stigler. 4* These are shown in Table A. 17.

*Statistics of Income, U.S. Treasury Department.

**Stigler, G., Capital and Rates of Return in Manufacturins Indus-
tr National Bureau of Economic Research, Princeton, New Jersey,
1963.
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The table also shows Stigler's own estimates for rate of return to

petroleum refining and estimates prepared from data on a sample of

large firms published by the First National City Bank. These estimates

all include foreign returns. This is not a negligible factor, since there

has been a shift to foreign production which, as far as can be ascertained,

is more profitable than domestic production.

The estimates all follow a roughly similar path, but the disparity

of magnitude is considerable. Table A. 18 gives comparative data from

the same sources for rate of return to various other industries.

It was evident that these rates of return would not serve as pre-

dictors for the model, and it became necessary to develop a variable

to satisfy the needs of this study. The first requisite of such a variable

was that it is predictable, I. e., that it be constructed from other known

or previously predicted measures in the model. Second, it was neces-

sary that it predict expenditures reliably.

A commonly used rate-of-return formulation is gross income

minus operating expenditures divided by assets, as follows:

Gross Income-OperatinS Expenditure
Assets

Not all these variables are known for the portion of the industry

which finds, develops, and produces crude oil. Hence, some had to be

estimated.
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Gross income was defined as gross income from the sale of oil

and gas minus 15% royalties plus small amounts from lease revenue and

royalties received. Operating expenditures were estimated from pro.

duction and the price of crude oil. *

Since assets result from past expenditures, an initial estimate of

the assets committed to crude oil production activity was obtained by

summing three years' expenditures for exploration and development

(the past two years' and the present year's). The data for these vari-

ables is shown in Table A. 2.

Using these variables, a rate of return was computed according

to the following eq~tation:

Rate of Return(t) =Gross Income(t) - aerating Egenditures(t}
Sum of Three Years' Expenditures for
Exploration and Development (t, t-I, t-2)

This rate of return was calculated for the Chase group, the Other

group, and the total industry. The results can be seen in Table A. 3

and in Figure 6. 5.

For both sections of the industry, the rates of return drop sharply

from a high in 1948 to a low point in 1958. However, there are major

differences in the total patterns over the entire twenty years.

*See page C. 15.
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The rate of return for Chase drops to its low in 1958. After this,

it increases again until 1962 when it shows a tendency to increase but

with an ascillating pattern.

The Other group drops from the 1948 high into a low period start-

ing about 1954 and continuing to 1958. After 1958 the rate of return for

the Other group rises sharply. The apparent reason for this is their

reduced expenditures for exploration and development. (This point will

be discussed in more detail below.)

It should be noted that, in the 1948 to 1957 period when both rates

were falling, the rate of return to the Other group was considerably

lower than for the Chase group.

The purpose of computing this rate of return was to determine

whether this measure could be used as a determining variable from

which to estimate expenditures for exploration and development. It can

be seen from the data that these two measures do not follow any similar

pattern. In fact, they appear to follow opposite trends. This can be

seen most clearly in Figures 6. 6, 6. 7, and 6. 8, where this estimate

of rate of return and expenditures for exploration and development are

shown together.

These patterns are open to several interpretations. Since expend-

itures for both groups have risen in the face of falling profit rates, it
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FIGURE 6.7
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is possible that the industry was making excess profits, either' because

of market imperfections and entry restrictions, or because the rate of

return was still tending to long term equilibrium. It would be expected

that the rate of return would continue to fall until it reached an equilib-

rium level in competition with other industries, when marginal produce

would leave the industry or at least not expand. (See Figure 6. 5)

This appears to be the path followed by the Other group. The rate

of return declined for several years until it stabilized at its lowest value

for a period of about five years. At the end of this sustained period, the

Other group began reducing expenditures for exploration and development

but continued to receive income from past expenditures because the

average life of an oil well is fairly long, at least as long as the period

in which the Other group had been reducing investment in exploration

and development.

The Chase group also experienced a decline in the rate of return

from 1948 to 1958, but their rate never reached the low levels that the

Other group experienced. There was also no stabilizing period, since

the rate of return reversed its trend and started to rise from 1958 to

1965.

It could thus tentatively be concluded that for the Other group,

which is heterogeneous group composed of small operators and com-

panies, as well as a few large firms, the industry has already passed
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the point where marginal explorers have preferred to leave. In fact,

this point occurred about ten years ago.
I

These conclusions were stated as tentative because several objec-

tions could be raised. It could be argued, first, that investment is a

function of a lagged rate of return; second, that investment is not a

function of the rate of return but of the absolute return (that is, absolute

profit); or third, that it is not valid to expect expenditures to be a func-

tion of the rate of return when the industry in a period of readjustment

and, therefore, that only a portion of the twenty-year period should be

used. These possibilities were investigated.

The levels of expenditure for exploration and development were

estimated as a function of the lagged rate of return for up to five years.

(The lagged variables were tried individually as well as all five lagged

variables together.) This was done for the Chase group, the Other

group, and the Total. Equations in logs of all the variables were also

calibrated. This effort produced no useful results. When the variables

were used singly, the correlations were either negative or produced

R2's in the neighborhood of . 02. When the lagged variables were used

together, the R2' were in the neighborhood of .40 but the standard

errors of the coefficients were more than twice the values of the co-

efficients, indicating that the latter are not reliable.
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The estimating equations that were tried are listed below:

Let RoR a Rate of Return (as defined above)

TEP a Expenditures for Exploration and
Development

GIN a Gross Income

EPPR a Production Expenditures

STEP z Sum of Three Years Expenditures
for Exploration and Development

RoR(t) n GIN(t) - EPPR(t)
STEP(t)

The equations used in the analysis are:

TEP(t) a aI RoR(t-l)

TEP(t) a al RoR(t-2)

TEP(t) a &I RoR(t-3)

TEP(t) = al RoR(t-4)

TEP(t) = aI RoR(t-5)

TEP(t) a a RoR(t.l) + az RoR(t-2) + a3 RoR(t-3)

+ a4 RoR(t-4) + aS RoR(t-5)

loglO TEP(t) al lOglo RoR(t-l)

logl0 TEP(t) aI logl 0 RoR(t-2)

logl0 TEP(t) u a1 logl0 RoR(t-3)

logl 0 TEP(t) : a1 logl 0 RoR(t-4)

log1 0 TEP(t) aI logl 0 RoR(t-5)
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logl 0 TEP(t) a aI logl 0 RoR(t-l) + aZ lO0 RoR(t-2)

+ a3 1o10 RoR(t-3) + a4 lOl0 RoR(t-4)

+ as 1o810 RoR(t-5)

The next estimating equation analysed was based on the theory

that expenditures for exploration and development were a function of the

absolute profit or return, rather than the rate of profit. Therefore,

the following equation was used:

TEP(t) a a1 (OIN(t-1) - EPPR(t-1))

This equation was estimated using the nineteen-year data for each of

the three groups: Chase, Other, and Total. The results produced,

when the absolute return was used as the determining variable for

exploration and development expenditures, were the same as for the

above equations, that is, either negative or statistically unreliable.

This was true for all three groups.

4. Estimating Equations Based on the Period 1951,1965

Finally, several alternative measures were tried for the Chase

and Total groups for 1957-1965, a period felt to reflect present trends.

(It is obvious that there is no reason to attempt any further analysis

for the Other group for this period.)

For this period (1957-1965), the expenditures were estimated as

a function of rate of return, return only (that is, absolute profit), and
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rate of return based on annual expenditures, as opposed to the sum of

three years expenditures. These profit measures were all lagged by-

one year,

The analysis of the Total group revealed no significant relation-

ships between the level of expenditures for exploration and development

and any of the three return measures. The analysis on the data regard-

ing the Chase group revealed that some weak relationship may exist

between the expenditures for exploration and development and some of

the measures of return. The expenditures estimated from the rate of

return based on the som of three years expenditures yielded an R2

0. 3776; based on return only (absolute profit) R2 a 0. 5420. The logs

of the variable produced R2 's in the same range. The standard errors

of the coefficients of the variables were less than one half their value.

When expenditures are estimated on the basis of a rate of return com-

puted on annual expenditures, the results are improved. The R2 for

this equation is 0. 5685 and the coefficients of the variables are more

reliable.

The equations used were:

TEP(t) = a1 RoR(t.1)

TEP(t) aI (GIN(t-l) - EPPR(t-I))

TEP(t) a a1 RoR(t-1)
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where the rate of return is computed using annual
expenditures for exploration and development rather
than the sum of three years expenditures for expend.
itures for exploration and development.

In summary, the data, graphs, and analysis indicate two major

points:

(1) The industry has undergone major changes in
its pattern of expenditure for exploration and
development and Its rate of return in the past
twenty years.

(2) Over this twenty-year period, there is not a
measurable relationship between the rate of
return and the level of expenditures.

Analysis on the data for the period from 1957 to 1965 shows that

there may be some relationship between the rate of return and expend-

itures for exploration and development for the Chase group. There is

no similar relationship between expenditures and the rate of return for

the entire industry.

An alternative source of data is the annual survey published by the

Joint Association Survey. This organization collected data for the entire

industry on expenditures for domestic exploration, development, and

production separately. This data allows separate estimates to be made

of expenditures for exploration and expenditures for development.

There are two difficulties in using the Joint Association Survey

data. First, the breakout between exploration and development expend-

itures appears not to be precise. All expenditures resulting in successful
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wells are classified as development expenditures. All expenditures

which resulted in dry holes are classified as exploratory costs. Since

approximately twenty percent of development wells result in dry holes,

some of the dry-hole cost should logically be allocated to development

expenditures; a similar proportion of exploratory wells are successful

and their costs should be allocated to exploratory expenditures. However

while the classification of expenditures and their titles (that is, explora.

tion and development) is perhaps unfortunate, it is not a serious problem

if they are to be used as variables in an estimating equation. In other

words, it is not important what the variables are labeled. What is

important for this study is whether the use of the variables yields a

reliable estimate.

The second problem is that the data is available consecutively only

from 1959 to 1965 and for the years 1953, 1955, and 1956. This limits

the number of points that can be used in any function, especially if the

variables are lagged by time period. While this is inconvenient, especi.

ally for the missing years 1957 and 1958, the previous analysis has

shown that it is the more recent years which should be most closely

modeled, because of the apparent period of adjustment during the 1950's

and because the later years are the only period indicating any sensitivity

of expenditures to rate of return.
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The estimating functions developed separately for expenditures for

exploration and for development were based on the theory that continued

expenditures in either exploration or development would depend upon:

(1) The profitability of total expenditures.

(2) The relative profitability of the particular kind
of expenditures, that is, rpainly exploration
or development,

(3) The need to replace previous investment being
currently consumed.

On this basis, the following functions were defined:

(6.1) EPEL(t) a aI .. "'E))a 1) (t- 1))
(6.2) EPDV(t) a &I + a2 EPEL(t) + a3 (NREt-1! PRt-I)

( EPEL(t- ) /

where EPEL = expenditures (mainly exploratory),

EPDV a expenditures (mainly development),

NRE a new reserves from exploration,

PR a price,

TEP7 a seven-year exponential moving average
of total expenditures for exploration
and development,

NP a net profit.

The first term, in both equations, is the ratio of the net profit to

the total expenditures for exploration and development. The second

term, in the case of the exploration equation, is the barrels of new
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reserves discovered through exploratory effort times the current price

of crude oil, or a measure of the return from exploratory effort. This

product is then divided by the expenditures which are mainly for explor.

atory purposes. Thus, the total ratio is a measure of the return from

exploratory effort or the inverse of the finding cost of reserves.

The equation to estimate development expenditures is based on the

best fit found, and bases development expenditure on exploration expend.

iture and the success factor of previous exploration expenditure. The

fit of such an equation was significantly better than one based on the

same factors as the exploration equation. The explanation may be

simply that the availability of developable properties is a function of

exploration. (In the calibration, the lagged exploration success accounts

for R2 = 0. 7159 out of a total R2 of 0. 7329.

As noted previously, the breakout of expenditures between "explor.

ation" and "development" is not to be regarded a precise allocation.

Since expenditures resulting in successful wells are classified as

"development expenditure" and expenditures which resulted in dry holes

are classified as "exploratory expenditure," the ratio of values in the

second terms of the estimating equations cannot be strictly interpreted

as a return from exploration or development expenditures but only as

a return from exploration or development effort if, indeed, any eco-

nomic interpretation should be attached to them at all.
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Net profit is defined as the difference between receipts from oil

(and gas) production and expenditures for finding, developing, and pro-

ducing oil (and gas), divided by the expenditures. The receipts include

income from leases and royalty payments but exclude royalty payments

made to others. The receipts from (oil and gas) production are deter-

mined from the gross value of all production after deducting fifteen per-

cent for royalty payments. This variable is therefore an attempt to

approximate the profit from finding and developing crude oil (and gas)

without using data which involve profits resulting from defining or

foreign properties. It is not, of course, a perfect measure, since not

all costs or expenditures are included in the data available. The expend-

itures do not include income taxes, interest charges, and returns to

investors.

Although it was felt that one of the final set of equations described

above would yield satisfactory estimates, additional estimating functions

were formulated. These were based solely on receipts which approxi-

mate demand.

These functions are:

EPEL(t) m a1 + a2 GIN(t)

EPDV(t) a aI + az GIN(t)

In any of the above functions, the change in expenditures for explor-

ation and development due to changes in the depletion allowance can be
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estimated by reducing the income or receipts by the amount of additional

taxes which must be paid. The effect of changes in royalties can also be

estimated by the same procedure. Thus, these functions could be used

to determine if a change in depletion allowances might be compensated

for by a change in royalty payments.

The operation of the model rests on the assumption that it is neces.

sary to determine the profitability of expenditures in crude oil under

alternative tax policies only with respect to its former conditions and

that it is not necessary to determine its relative profitability with

respect to all other industries.

It would, of course, be useful to determine its position relative

to all industries, but substantial difficulties prevent the making of any

meaningful comparisons. Only the most aggregate comparison between

the entire petroleum industry (including refining and foreign) and other

industries can be made, and even these comparisons are subject to

criticism on several points.

A regression analysis was performed on the last two sets of

investment functions described above, using data, from the Joint

Association Survey for the years, 1955, 1956, and 1959-1963. The

statistical measures of the analysis (F ratios, standard error of the

coefficients, and so forth) are presented in Appendix C. The regression

program used provided a step-wise option which entered the variables
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in order of their explanatory power. In most cases, equations using the

lose of the variables were also calibrated by regression analysis.

As would be expected from the theory discussed earlier, expend-

itures for exploration are more sensitive to the rate of profit than are

expenditures for development, since exploration expenditures are more

"postponable" than development expenditures. This result was true for

all forms of the equations.

In summary, the analysis revealed that, over the twenty-year

period from 1946 to 1965, no statistical evidence was found which would

indicate any significant relationship between the numerous measures of

rate of return calculated and total expenditures for exploration and dev-

elopment for the domestic crude petroleum industry. In addition, no

relationship was found to exist when the industry was analyzed as two

separate groups, namely, the Chase group and all Others.

Analysis over the more recent past (from 1958 to 1965) revealed

no significant relationship between the rate-of-return measures and

expenditures for exploration and development for either the total indus-

try or the Other group. For the Chase group, the analysis showed at

most a weak relationship between the measures of return and expend-

itures.

The analysis based on the breakout of expenditures for exploration

and development into two classes and use of a measure of the value of
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the reserves discovered and a rate-of-return measure yielded no signifi.

cant relationships between these variables and the level of expenditures,
I

Consequently, the development of a model of this type was deter.

mined to be infeasible at the present time.

F. Models of the Individual Firm

As a supplement to the industry models described above, a model

of a "representative" firm was developed. The output of this model is

noA an estimate of industry reaction to policy changes, since no attempt

is made to aggregate the reactions of "representative firms. The objec.

tives of developing this model were (1) to develop a better understanding

of the mechanism by which the aggregate reserve level changes, since

it is the decisions of individual operators which cause any observed

changes, and (2) to permit examination of the time pattern of reactions

to policy changes.

The model is a simulation model in which the profitability of the

firm is determined as a function of the exploration and development

program which it follows over a period of 10 years. The firm is then

assumed to choose that program which maximizes its profitability.

The outputs of this model cannot serve as quantitative estimates

of the effects of tax policy changes on total reserve levels, but can only
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6,S3

serve to support or refute the quantitative estimates generated by the

industry model.

That is, if the industry model predict a 10% reserve decrease as

a function of a certain policy change, the model of the firm would be

expected to show a decrease of, perhaps, 2% to 25%. If the model of

the firm indicated, say, no change or a 50% decrease as a result of the

same policy change, this would tend to refute the results of the industry

model.

The lack of quantitative significance of the firm model is due in

part to the lack of data on which to base it. It consists of a detailed

picture of the actions and decisions of an individual fir,: in exploring,

developing, and producing crude oil. The firm takes Its environment

as fixed in making these decisions, and, in general, attempts to maxi-

mise its long-run profitability. The critical parameters in the model

involve items such as the expected life of a well, the expected reserves

found with a successful well, the success ratios for different types of

wells, the costs of drilling, the costs of well operation, etc. Estimates

of all these quantities are available based in industry aggregate data,

but these industry averages mask considerable variability in individual

values.

The concept of using a "representative" firm to analyse the effects



of economic variables was developed by Marshall. * It would, in print, i.

pie, be possible to extend this model to develop quantitative estimates

of industry reactions, but such an extension is impossible with presently

available data.

The model constructed for this study does have certain desirable

general features, however. Among these are the manner of entering

values of significant parameters and policy variables. The values of

all these can be reset by the analyst at any time. This means that if

better data becomes available in the future, the model can be immedi.

ately modified to utilize it. It also means that the model has potential

for evaluating a number of other policy factors than the changes in

depletion and intangible expensing that were the primary factors in the

present study. For example, the effects of changes in changes in

import policy, or allowable production days, or the combination of

such changes with depletion changes, can be examined.

*Marshall, Alfred, Principles of Economics, 8th edition, New
York, The Macmillan Co., 1924.
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VII, INDUSTRY RESERVE-REACTION
FORECASTING MODEL

This chapter discusses a neoclassical approach to estimating the

effects of certain tax policy changes on the levels of reserves held by the

petroleum industry. The basic approach is to develop equations which

incorporate those variables which should, according to economic theory,

determine the level of reserves; to fit those equations to empirical data,

and then to determine the effects of tax-policy changes on the independent

variables.

The first portion of the chapter develops the theoretical structure

by which reserve levels should be determined.

The latter part of the chapter discusses the problems of obtaining

measurements of the variables in the model and the statistical calibration

of the model.

A. Reserves Viewed as a Capital Stock

The basic approach of the study was to consider reserves as a

capital stock necessary to support the production of liquid petroleum

and natural gas. The optimal level of capital stock for a firm to hold

is that level for which the marginal productivity of the stock is equal to

the ratio:
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user cost of capital stock*
price of output

The "user" cost of capital is the implicit rental price that the capital

stock must earn to pay for itself and is, in general, a function of the

price of the stock, the cost of capital funds to the firm, and any special

tax treatment accorded to capital stock. The price of output is assumed

to equal the after-tax marginal revenue at the specified level of capital

stock, a condition which holds under competitive conditions.

If stocks are any higher than the level specified by this relationship,

the output obtainable with the stock in excess of this level will not pro-

vid, a revenue as large as the user cost of the additional capital, which

means that cost of the excess capital will never be recovered.

If stocks are lower than the level specified by the relationship,

then it would be profitable to add more capital, since the revenue from

the output obtainable with the added capital will more than pay for the

cost of the capital.

*For a complete development, see, e. g., Jorgenson, Dale W.,
"Anticipations and Investment behavior," in J.S. Duesenberry,
0. Fromm, L. R. Klein, and E. Kuh, eds., The Brookings Quarterly
Econometric Model of the United States, Chicago, Illinois, 1965,
pp. 35.95.
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7.3

It is clear that crude petroleum and natural gas reserves are a

type of capital stock, and not simply an inventory, in that there is a

definite technological relationship (represented by the MER) between the

stocks held and the level of production. This limits the amount that can

be produced from a given level of stocks, and requires a producer to

maintain certain levels of stock to meet certain levels of production..

Due to the MER, no more than a certain percentage of the total reserves

can be produced during a year.

In order to utilize this marginal relationship, it is necessary to

specify the production function which governs the relationship between

capital stock and output, or at least determine the marginal productivity

function for capital stock. If, for example, we were to assume a Cobb-

Douglas type production function:

P a A KO La

then the marginal productivity function would be,

aP P

which then gives the optimum quantity of capital stock as
A SP
K a --

A C
where K , optimum quantity of capital stock,

S * price of output,

C - user cost of capital stock,

P = quantity of output.



This relationship indicates that capital stock has a unit elasticity

with respect to each of the independent variables. There are, of course,

an infinite number of possible similar marSinal productivity functions

with other-than-unit elasticity.

1. Possible Production Functions

Considerable work has been published on using econometric models

to evaluate the effects of tax changes on investment. Although there is

certainly a lack of agreement as to the appropriateness of the many

possible forms of production functions, much of the previous empirical

work has been based on an assumption of constant elasticity of substitu.

tion (CES) production functions. It must be noted that a considerable

portion of previous work* has dealt with attempts to determine the lag

function appropriate to investment in capital goods, based on quarterly

investment data. The approach taken here is somewhat different for

two reasons. One is that the data for most of the variables of interest

is available only on an annual basis. The other is that the primary

objective of the study is an estimation of the long run effects of certain

policy changes, and in view of the paucity of data available, it seems

advisable not to attempt the estimation of an excessive number of

*Jorgensen's, in particular.
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7.5

parameters.

Lags have a number of different possible interpretations, ad on

the basis of these variations, there are a variety of ways to treat them.

Jorgensen conceptualizes lags as arising from the physical aspects of

investment in equipment. That is, the decision to invest is made on the

basis of current values of the determining variables, but implementation

of this decision occurs bit by bit over a number of quarters. This con-

cept certainly appears appropriate in many phases of manufacturing,

where the decision to invest may be followed by months of engineering,

drawing, building construction, and machine installation. Such a con-

cept of lags leads naturally to the conclusion that in empirical testing

all independent variables have the same lag.

If the conceptual basis for the lag structure is taken not as the

result of the physical time span of investment in capital goods, but

rather as a resultant of reasonable patterns of expectation formation,

then the variables need not exhibit the same lag structure.

The physical investment process which results in additions to

proved reserves is the drilling of a well. Although this activity must

be preceded by g chain of other activities, such as geological explora-

tion and land acquisition, no change in proved reserves (or productive

capacity) takes place until the well is essentially ready to produce.

The elapsed time required to bring a well into production (once the



decision to drill is made) is quite short -. as little as two months may

be sufficient.

The annual drilling program of a large firm may consist of fifty

wells or more and is typicaUy decided on an annual basis. The program

covers wells in a number of different areas and is subject to alteration

during the year, based on the drilling results as the period progresses.

Thus, the capital expenditure program fox well drilling consists of a

number of separate expenditures which do not have a technologically

invariant relationship to each other, 4s do many capital expenditure

programs in manufacturing industries. It would appear that the industry.

can make significant adjustments in its rate of adding new reserves

within a year, and thus the concept of a rigid lag function when dealing

with annual data seems perhaps unjustifiable.

Consequently, the model is based on the assumption that adjust-

ments in reserves are largely accomplished within each year. *

With this assumption, it is possibloeto determine the relationship

between the stock of reserves at the end of each period and the variables

*Support for such an assumption is given by S. Almon's finding
that capital investment in petroleum and coal showed the shortest lag
of any SIC industry group, with over 95% of investment occurring within
one year of authorization. S. Almon, "The Distributed Lag Between
Capital Appropriations and Expenditure," Ecs. nometrica, 33, 1965,
pp. 178-196.
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which should determine the desired level of stock. The desired stock

level represents, of course, a desired productive capacity, and this

desired productive capacity should be a function of the expected levels

of production, the expected cost of using the capital stock, and the

expected revenue from selling the output produced with the capital stock.

The exact relationship to be expected depends on the form of the

production function which applies to the industry, and on this there is

comparatively little evidence. Due to lack of strong evidence to the

contrary, a first.degree constant elasticity of substitution production

function was assume, where,
A s

(7.1) KUP( )1 P,

With the optimal quantity defined, the problem becomes one of

determining data values for the independent variables, S, C, P.

It should be noted that although the assumption of a CES production

function is common in the literature, and is reasonable on its face, the

implicit assumption of constant returns is not supported (nor made sus-

pect) by any empirical evidence. Consequently, it seemed appropriate

to calibrate a CES function of degree V > 1, which gives a desired stock

level of

*See, e.g., Eisner, R. and Nadiri, M. I., "On Investment
Behavior and Neoclassical Theory," The Review of Economics and
Statistics, 50, No. 3, pp. 369-382.
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A s!YP(7.2) K (

where 6 =Y+IY <1 *

V

Because of the lack of information concerning the form of the

function to be fitted, additional relationships were calibrated during the

study, primarily in such linear forms as
A

(7.3) K a+ az S + a3 P + a4 C

In the final evaluation of the appropriate forms to use for pre-

dicting the effects of tax policy changes, a number of factors were con-

sidered. These included theoretical considerations, the observed

patterns of the residuals from the statistical calibrations, and the sen-

sitivity of the results to errors in the data. Although a linear relation-

ships is a close approximation for any relationship over a relatively

small range, one of the objectives of the study was to predict the effects

of changes which exceeded the range of the calibration data. The resid-

uals for the calibration runs were examined for evidence of auto-

correlation and other unusual patterns, and the multiplicative models

showed no evidence of patterns, whereas many of the linear models did.

*See, e. g., Eisner, P. , "Tax Policy and Investment Behavior:
Comment," American Economic Review (submitted).
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Another possible advantage of the multiplicative models is that

consistent percentage errors in the variables do not affect the estimates.

As will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent section, the mea-

surement problems involved in the study are likely to create percentage

errors in the data.

2. The Single-Equation Model

The choice of a single-equation model over a multiple-equation

model was based on the paucity of data available for model calibration

and on evidence that, due largely to external restrictions on the industry

and market, past values of the independent variables in the uingle-

equation model had not been significantly interacting.

The historical data on reserves and production for the United

States domestic industry are available from 1947 through 1966. Com-

plete data on Canadian reserves and production are available from 1951

for liquids and from 1954 for natural gas. This means that a maximum

of 20 data points are available for calibrating the models. If the models

calibrated contain a large number of parameters to be estimated, the

estimates of these parameters will, ipso facto, have large variances,

thus increasing the uncertainty (or possible error) in projections based

on them.
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The other relevant consideration is whether the parameter esti-

mates based on a multiple-equation model would differ greatly from those

of a single-equation model. For the model here, the question is whether

any of the independent variables in the capital stock equation are in fact

dependent on other variables in the system. It might be proposed, for

example, that the observed production values are functions of price, or

that the current cost of new capital stock is a function of the existing

quantity of capital stock. If this is true, then the single-equation model

will produce biased estimates of the parameters. For example, if the

observed production in t were actually a function of price, say

Pt r al + a2 St + at, then Pt will be correlated with the error term in

the equation determining reserves, and, as a result, the parameter

estimates will be biased. On the other hand, the bias may be small

(e. g., if, in fact, St has a very small effect on Pt) and the variances

of the parameter estimates in the single-equation model will usually be

lower than these determined by other methods.

The qualitative evidence on the variables in the single-equation

model supports the usefulness of this approach. There is clear evidence

that excess capacity existed during the entire period studied and that

the observed production figures were the result of the demands of a

fairly inelastic market. In fact, it has been suggested by some authors

that observed crude petroleum production levels are the result of state

7.10



prorationing controls based on forecasts of industry-wide demand. * Uf

this is the case, then it appears that the industry would be willing to

supply substantial additional production at the current price, so that

price was not a determinant of the observed levels of production.

The production levels of natural gas also appear to be largely

demand determined, and price (at least since 1954) has been regulated

on a public utility basis and so was not demand determined during the

period here examined.

As far as crude oil is concerned, price appears to be an "admin-

istered" price, one not determined by market demand.

The independent (single-equation) variable which might be affected

by other independent variables is the user cost, which is a function of.

finding cost and which does vary inversely with total new reserves added.

This variability, however, is due primarily to the variations in success

rather than to a structural relationship. In other words, discoveries

for a given total level of effort in a "good" year are high and, conse-

quently, average finding cost is low, and the reverse is true in "bad"

years. **

*Lovejoy, Wallace F. and Homan, Paul T., Economic Aspects
of Oil Conservation Resulation, Baltimore, Maryland, The John
Hopkins Press, 1966.

**F. M. Fisher provides evidence regarding the factors which pro-
duce the year-to-year variations in finding cost.
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it, the possible parameter bias it might cause.

B. Data Used for Calibration

The appropriate measurement of the quantities was one of the more

difficult problems in the study. For any economic model such as this,

the appropriate values of the explanatory variables are those represent.

ing the expectations of the individuals making the relevant decisions.

Obtaining data on current expectations is fraught with problems, and

obtaining historical data on expectations was essentially impossible.

Consequently, the approach used here, as in all other studies of this

nature, was to use some variable for which data was available and which

might reasonably be assumed to reflect the expectations which existed

at the time in the past when decisions which determined the values of

the dependent variables were being made.

1. Reserves

For reserves, the official American Petroleum Institute and

Canadian Petroleum Association estimates of proved reserves were

used. Based on a specific and limited definition of reserves recover-

able with present technology from existing wells, these figures have

consistently been lower than actual recovery. These estimates do not

reflect the reasonable expectations of the industry concerning the

?. 12
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amount of oil that may ultimately be recovered from known fields but,

more probably, represent a reasonably stable fraction of this, Although

individual firms typically estimate their own reserves, there are no data

available for these, and the proved reserve figures of the API and CPA

are the only consistent estimates of reserves. These data are available

on an annual basis, nominally the value of reserves as of December 31

of each year, in series beginning in 1947 for United States reserves and

in 1951 for Canadian reserves.

There is a question here as to whether proved reserves are an

appropriate measure of capital stock. It may be that the appropriate

measure of capital stock is not the reserve level but, rather, the pro-

duction capacity that this reverse level "supports." If so, then the

dependent variable in the model should be a measure of capacity. The

results of the analysis, however, would differ only if the relationship

between productive capacity and reserves varies over the time span

studied.

Whether such a variation exists is difficult to determine. The

ratio between reported production capacity and reserves has risen

steadily since 1948. On the other hand, state production restrictions

allowableles) have risen at a comparable rate, so that the effective

production capacity has not risen relative to reserves. The question

is, which concept is in the minds of the producers making decisions to



drill for additional reserves? Since allowables are based on expected

demand, and are well publicized, it seems doubtful that producers are

contemplating that the productive capacity to be obtained from a drilling.

program will be in excess of that currently allowed by state restrictions.

Unfortunately, the state restriction patterns are so complex and varied

that it does not appear practical to construct a time series representing

"effective" productive capacity. The data most closely reflecting effec-

tive productive capacity is production itself, since actual production has

been at the maximum rate possible under the restrictions.

2. Price

For a price measurement, the average field price during the pre-

vious year was used. The average field prices of crude and natural gas

were based on the published Bureau of Mines summaries. These prices

were adjusted to constant 1965 dollars using the wholesale price index

(excluding food and farm products). These constant dollar prices were

then adjusted to reflect the tax adjustment based on the percentage deple-

tion allowance. Table 7. 1 presents the calculation of the series used.

Because of the unique nature of petroleum and natural gas reserves,

the appropriate measure of price is particularly difficult to determine.

Because the relationship between output and this particular type of

capital stock (reserves) is not technologically fixed in the short run
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Year

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

195

1956.

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

7.15

TABLE 7. 1

CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE CRUDE PRICES

Average,
Field Price

2.51

2.53

2.53

2.68

2.78

2.77

2.79

3.09

3.01

2.90

2.88

2.89

2.90

2.89

2.88

2.86

Price in
1965 Dollars

3.10

2.83

2.90

3.05

3.15

3.07

2.96

3.19

3.10

2.93

2.91

2.94

2.95

2.94

2.92

2.86

Price Plus Net
Depletion Allowance
Per Barrel

3.439

3.203

3. 292

3.462

3.576
3.485

3.360

3.621

3.519

3.326

3.303

3.337

3.349

3.337

3.300

3.217



(in particular, production can be reduced rather quickly by shutting down

wells), short-run reactions to price changes may be opposite in direction

to longer-run reactions. For example, a price decline would be expected

in the long run to lead to lower reserve stocks. In the short run, however

it might result in a cutback in production which would increase reserve

stocks above planned levels, since the planned depletion of reserves

would not occur. The reverse could happen in the event of a price

increase, if excess capacity existed.

The other problem with the price variable is that the marginal

model is based on the assumption of competition, so that the price of

output is the after-tax marginal revenue. In using price as the variable

in the regression analysis, the implicit assumption is made that the

after-tax marginal revenue is proportional to price during the period.

In calibrating the model, as was noted previously, a consistent

percentage error in a variable will not affect the values of the param-

eter associated with this variable. On the other hand, in'projecting

changes in the independent variables caused by changes in tax policy,

it is important to determine the correct percentage change in the vari-

able as a result of the tax change. In this event, the distinction between

marginal after-tax treatment revenue and price may be critical.
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3. User Cost

Measurement of user cost presented the most difficult data prob-

lem in the study. User cost is the implicit rental price which must be

earned by the capital stock in order to fully recover its true cost during

its lifetime. Thus, it must take into account the interest charges on the

investment in the asset, the true deterioration of the asset, and any

special tax provisions which affect the net cost to the producer of a unit

of capital stock. The formulation for user cost in this study is that pre.

rented by Coen:*

(7.4) C = q [(r, )I-uB]
-U

where B u the discounted value of depreciation charges
stemming from a current dollar of capital
expenditure,

* a rate of true deterioration per year,

u = tax rate of business income,

r * interest rate,

q = the price df capital stock.

For the oil and gas industry, the formulation here must be extend-

ed, since a substantial portion of the finding cost is recoverable (for tax

*Coen, Robert M., "Effects of Tax Policy on Investment in
Manufacturing, " American Economic Review, 58, No. 2, May, 1968,
PI'. 200-211.
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purposes) immediately, through expensing rather than through deprecia.

tion, and another portion is recoverable only through cost depletion.

The estimates of the percentages of finding cost in each category

(see Table 7. 2) are based on the 1960 Depletion Survey and the 1959 and

1960 JAS surveys. Although there is no more recent comprehensive

data available, the later JAS surveys show no evidence that the mix has

changed appreciably.

TABLE 7.2

COMPONENTS OF FINDING COST

Depreciable Items .121
Depletable Items .223
Intangibles .467
Dry Hole Costs .189

The values for I were obtained from data on discovery-development

cost for the period 1947-1963 presented in Petroleum Outlook, September,

1964. The history of corporate tax rates during the period studied were:

1946-49 38%
1950 42%
1951 50-3/4%
1952-63 52%
1964 56%
1965-67 48%
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For r, the corporate Aaa bond rate was used. The true annual

deterioration was estimated at 0. 04, based on an average well life of
0

twenty-five years. Since most of the expenses which make up finding

cost can be taken as immediate tax deductions, and most of the remainder

is recoverable only through depletion, the depreciable portion amounts

to about 12. 1% of the total, and changes in depreciation methods for tax

purposes permitted only slight changes in finding cost.

The value of B used here is based on the present value of the four

major components of finding cost. The dry hole and intangible drilling

costs are recoverable immediately and consequently their actual value

is also their present value. The present value of the depreciable items

is based on Table S. 1. Three percent of the actual value of the deplet-

able items is taken as present value, since that portion of these items

recovered through cost depletion is typically recovered the year the

expenses are incurred. The remainder is never recovered directly

through cost depletion.,

*A detailed discussion of the significance of this distinction is
presented in Section VI1. D. For example, the value of B for 1960 is
computed as:

0. 121 x 0. 72677 : 0. 088 (depreciable)
0. 656 x 1. 0 a 0. 656 (dry hole and intangible)
0. 030 x 1.0 a 0. 030 (depletable)

0. 774
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The series of finding cost shows considerable year-to-year fluctu.

ation. The primary cause of the fluctuation is not changes in the factor

costs of finding and developing oil and gas fields but, rather, is the

year-to-year variation in the success rate and reserves per well. In

a situation such as this, it would not seem reasonable for producers to

base decisions on the scope of drilling programs on the observed recent

costs of finding new reserves. It would seem reasonable insteaJ for

them to view high cost as the result of a "bad year," and actually expect

their results during the next year to be better (i. e., their discovery-

development costs per barrel to be lower). The reverse would apply to

expectations after observation of a low-cost figure.

Consequently, first-order exponentially weighted moving averages

were used to represent producers' expectations. Such averages reflect

behavior that considers each observation to be composed of a permanent

and a transitory component, where a deviation from the average value

of the variable in the past is given some fractional weighting in computing

the expected future value of that variable. The longer the averaging

period, the lower the weight given to the most recent value of the data. *

*See, e. g., Brown, Robert 0., Statistical Forecasting for Inven-
tory Control, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1959; Cox, D. R., "Predictions
by Exponentially-Weighted Moving Averages and Related Methods,"
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society (Series B), 23, 1961, pp. 414-
422; Winters, Peter R. , "Forecasting Sales by Exponentially-Weighted
Moving Averages," Management Science, 6, April, 1960, pp. 324-342.
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These averages were then considered to be the expectations of

for each time period. To determine C, adjustments were made to reflect

the changes in depreciation which occurred in 1954 and 1962. Since

depreciable assets make up such a small part of this cost, adjustment

is not large. The series was then adjusted by multiplying by the sum

of the interest rate and the deterioration rate and dividing by one minus

the tax rate to determine the user cost.

There are questions as to the accuracy with which this time series

represents the user cost of capital. It is based on the reported proved

reserves which, as noted previously, are very conservative estimates.

If, however, the proved reserves represent a consistent fraction of the

reserves estimated by producers, the C values presented here will be a

constant multiple of the true C values. This would have no affect on the

parameters estimated if the function to be fitted is of the forms shown

in equations (7. 1) and (7. 2), or any form where the independent variables

all appear in a multiplicative relationship.

The relevant changes in depreciation accounting occurred in 1954

and 1962 -- sum-of-the-years digits depreciation in 1954 and investment

credit and guidelines depreciation in 1962. The effect of each of these

was to produce a small reduction in user cost, and this adjustment has

been made in the expectations variables, using Coen's* approach. The

*Coen, Robert M.. pl. cit.
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1954 change in depreciation was estimated on the basis of the comparison

presented in Table 4. 3, which amounts to an approximate 9% increase in

the value of depreciation charges.

The computation of Ct is summarized in Table 7. 3.

4. Production

Output data was based on API annual figures, which are adjusted

estimates of the Bureau of Mines data, and on Canadian Petroleum

Association data. Several data series were tested as representations

of output expectations. The simplest form of expectation is the lagged

value of output, but this value is not particularly reasonable in a situation

where output shows a long-term secular trend, as is evident for both

crude and natural gas. There was thus adopted the variable Pt. +

APt-I' or the output observed the past year plus the change observed

between two years previous and the past year. For a perfect linear

trend, of course, this will provide a perfect prediction. In a uniformly

fluctuating series, an expectation of Pt-I PtI will give a perfect

prediction.

In calibrating simple linear equations of the form of equation (7. 3),

using Pt + A Pt-I as the expectation of output, it was clear that Pt -

& Pt I was a better fit to the data for crude oil, but not for natural gas.

This indicated that the fluctuations in the time series were stronger
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TABLE 7.3

FINDING COSTS AND USER COST OF CAPITAL

Discovery-
Development
Cost per Barrel

Year (Current Dollars)

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
196S
1966

.72

.el

.65

.72

.60
1.08

.98
1.45
1.27
1.23
1.78
1.16

.99

1.36
1.20
1.41
1.14
1.264
1.018

rt-l +6
Ct (Dollars per Barrel)

3year -a yea r " year

Adjustment for
Discovery- Expectation Based on Depreciation
Development Exponential Average Tai, Rate
Cost per Barrel .- a (1-u- k
( 1957-S59 Dollars,95~: 4y-74 r I oa

: 655 48 .332 1.2 69
1.208 . 99 .7619 . 6 1.25 7.9"mw .9404 .9 1.S

1 : *20.'3 1.03.94 1.161.374 1. 79 1.2448

1.79 .3097 6 1.289 1.2448

.977 1358 .3595 3461 1.2448
1.4177 1. 206s5*9 1.

1.198 1. 4 1. 1.24

1.132 1 1.2911 1.24
- 2 213

. 1140 S'T *'1 .l583 Z0444

.068827

.064596

.085551

.092577

.113198

.118240

.115103

. 152413

.131727

.11811

.131365

. 126702

.135477

.123269

. 124949

. 112707

.067882

.065629

.082186
088749

.106559

.113723

.113020

.146265

.131833

.125858

.131983

.127738
.134278
.124369
S125333
.115388

.068704

.081644

.085048
.102273
. 109997
.110638
. 141138
.130534
. 127569
.132150
.128319
.133502
.114955125586
.117189

.0662

.0686

.0696
.0720
.0690
.0706
.0736
.0789
.0779
.0838
.0841
.0835
.083S
.0826
.0840
.0849

"a ---- 8 .... f .....
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than the underlying trend. As an approach to dealing with both these

phenomena, it was assumed that the operators' expectations could be

approximated by a second-order exponential moving average of the

recorded production figures. Calibrations were run using two-, three-,

four-, and five-year moving averages. The four- and five-year averages

gave the best results for liquid reserves, as measured by R2 and standard

errors of parameter estimates, with four-year averages superior by a

very small margin.

C. Calibration Results

The final calibrations were run on three basic models, all for liquid

reserves and natural gas reserves, using combined United States and

Canadian reserves and production, and using three-, four-, and five-

year lags for production and finding cost in various combinations. The

results are tabulated in Tables 7. 4 and 7. 5.

1. Liquid Reserves

There is no significant difference between the correlation coeffi-

cients or the price elasticities of reserves for the various time-lags

when the output-elasticity is allowed to vary (equations 1, 2, 3, 4, 6,

7, 9, and 10 in Table 7.4). The R's range from 0. 9005 to 0. 9312, the

price-elasticities from 0. 020 to 0. 173, and the output-elasticities from



0

TABLE 7.4

RECESSION RESULTS FOR LIQUID RESERVES
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Dependent
Variable

(1) Xt

(2) Kt+Pt-Pt

(3) Kt

(4) Kt+Pt-Pt

(5) lCt

(6)Kt
A(7) Kt Pt-Pt

(8) Kt

(9) Kt
A

(10) Kt,+Pt-Pt

aBy assumption.

Constant
Tern

73. 083

63. 853

68.847

57.366

7.7673

156.10

133.29

6.4405

77.37

64.464

Production
Laf Elasticity

3 yr.

3 yr.

4 yr.

4 yr.

4 yr.

S yr.

S yr.

S yr.

5 yr.

S yr.

.883
(.113)
.891

(. 120)
.870

(.128)
.879
(.114)
1.0

.813
(.109)
.820

(.143)
1.0&

.851
(.118)
.859

(.125)

Relative Price
Laz Elasticity

3 yr. .020
(.063)

3 yr. .028
(.067)

4 yr. .098
(.081)

4 yr. .114
(. 86)

4 yr. .171
(.036)

S yr. .109

(.099)
S yr. .127

(.1o5)
S yr. .229

(.048)
4 yr. .153

(.092)
4 yr. .173

(.097)

Degrees of
Freedom

12

12

12

12

13

11

11

12

11

11

Durbin-
Watson

1.445

1.506

1. 182

1.244

1.32S

1. 136

.8547

1.379

1.296

1.382

RZ

.9309

.9224

.9312

.9205

.6273

.9136

.9005

.•6527

.9232

.9124



TABLE 7. S

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR NATURAL. GAS
UNrTED STATES AND CANADA

RESERVES

Dependent
VaL24JhU-

(1) It

(2) FKt4Pt-Pt

(3) Kt
6

(4) Pt-

(6) Kt

(7) Yt+Pt-Pt

(8) Kt

(9) Kt
A

(I0) luPt-Pt

Constant

3.816

3.819

4. 190

4.208

1.570

4.711

4.753

1.570

4.69961

4.746

-4

N
-4

Production Relative Price
Las Elasticity L"a Elasticity

3 yr. .663 3 yr. -. 134
(.032) (.047)

3 yr. .662 3 yr. -. 131
(.033) (.048)

4 yr. .608 4 yr. -. 107
(.024) (.041)

4 yr. .606 4 yr. -. 101
(.025) (.042)

4 yr. 1.0, 4 yr. -. 421
(.173)

5 yr, .533 5 yr. -. 065
(.020) (.040)

5 yr. .526 5 yr. -. 057
(.021) (.042)

S yr. 1.0& S yr. -. 398
(.258)

5 yr. .534 S yr. -, 053
(.021) (.041)

S yr. .527 4 yr. -. 04S
(.022) (.042)

erees of
Freedom

11

11

11

11

12

11

12

1

11

R?-

.9810

.9801

.9858

* 9849

.3315

.9861

.9846

.1657

•9851

. 9836

Durbin-
Watson

1.0634

1.7738

1.862O

1.9152

.395

1. 8260

1. 3645

.25

1.8176

1.8489



0. 8Z0 to 0. 891. For purposes of this study, the largest elasticity was

chosen, so that the estimates of change derived would be on the high side,

To add a further conservative bias, the elasticity value chosen for com.

putation of reserve changes was set at one standard deviation above the

computed parameter, a value of 0. 270.

2. Natural Gas Reserves

The calibrations for natural gas reserves over the fourteen-year

period from 1953 through 1966 gave somewhat anomalous results, show.

ing a negative price-elasticity of reserves. The probable explanation of

this result is that natural gas changed status during this period, going

from a by-product of crude production to a product developed for its own

value. The reserve level at the beginning of this period existed, not as

a result of the economic decisions of producers, but rather because it

had been created in the process of developing crude reserves. While

the precise point at which "directionality"* became a significant factor

in exploration is difficult to determine, it may be noted that the number

of new gas fields found between 1947 and 1956 was about one-third the

number of new oil fields found, but that, during the period 1957 to 1966,

this proportion increased to one-half.

*The exercise df a distinct choice as to whether to explore for
oil or for gas.
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As a consequence, the reserve figures do not represent desired

reserve levels, and there is no way of factoring the gas reserves to

obtain an independent estimate of desired reserve levels. The natural

gas reserve-production ratio has declined steadily during this period,

sad prices and demand have advanced steadily. The indication is that

actual reserves have not as yet reached the desired level (which may be

as low as the twelve-to-one ratio observed for crude oil).

It is thus impossible at this time and in this way to determine a

valid estimate for the relative price elasticity of natural gas reserves,

and to predict the effect of a tax change.

D. Projection of Reserve Impact

In order to estimate the effects of changes in depletion and expens-

ing provisions on oil reserves, it is necessary to predict the effects of

such changes on the independent variables in the model.

1. Percentage Depletion

Percentage depletion is based on production and is unrelated to the

cost of the exploration and development necessary to attain that produc-

tion. Cost depletion, however, requires establishment, capitalization,

and expensing of the costs of exploration and development.

As percentage depletion is reduced, the amount of cost depletion

tken will rise. Elimination of percentage depletion will force all
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producers to claim cost depletion. The change to cost depletion will

result in a change in the tax deduction created from a given expenditure

on exploration and development.

At present, a number of exploration and development costs, such

as lease-acquisition and geophysical costs, may be recovered (for tax

purposes) only by capitalization and depletion over the life of the asset.

Most of these expenses are effectively non-recoverable under present

tax laws. Under percentage depletion, the allowed deduction is the same

whether these expenses are incurred or not (as it is based on a fixed

percentage of depletion). If these expenditures were recovered through

cost depletion, the allowable deduction would be a function of the funds

actually expended on exploration and development. Thus, the reduction

of percentage depletion and the concomitant switch to cost depletion

would reduce the direct after-tax cost of exploration and development

and, hence, of finding new reserves.

Based on the 1959-1960 JAS surveys, 22.,3% of exploration and

development costs are those items which are capitalized and recovered

through some form of depletion. * The portion of exploration and dev-

elopment expenditure currently being claimed as cost depletion is

874 + 1007*Based on the total of 1959 and 1960 costs, or 8452 0= . 22255.
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estimated as 3.0%. *

As percentage depletion is reduced, the fraction of exploration and

development which is actually claimed and recovered as cost depletion

would rise until all the expenses in this classification would be claimed

as cost depletion. The point at which essentially all depletion is claimed

as cost depletion would be that point at which the allowable deductions

for cost and percentage depletion are equal. Based on an estimate that

percentage depletion at the current rate allows 85.6% excess depletion

over true cost depletion, ** this "break-even point" would occur when

percentage depletion was 14.4% of the current rate or 4% (a 0. 144 x

2?. 5%;).

Assuming a fairly uniform distribution of properties, the fraction

of these depletion expenses on new properties claimed as cost depletion

would vary in linear fashion from the current level to 100% as allowable

percent depletion varied from the current 27-1 /2% to 4%.

*Based on 1960 tax returns, taking the cost depletion claimed by
mining and manufacturing firms (which should represent most of the
cost depletion based on exploration and development, as contrasted
with cost depletion based on acquisition costs of producing properties).
This cost depletion of $122 million represents 3.0% of total exploration
and development costs of $4127 million (JAB survey data).

**See Table 5. 4.
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This, then, gives the percentage of finding cost which is capital.

ised and recovered through cost depletion (PDCDD) as,

PFCDD a 25.6 . 0,82 (PCDEP),

for percent depletion (PCDEP) between 27.1 /2 and 4%.

PFCDD a 22.3, for PCDEP < 4%

With percent depletion below 4%, essentially all expenditures would be

recovered through cost depletion.

Another side of this change is that the number of properties on

which percentage depletion is claimed will drop as the allowable per-

centage is reduced. This means that the average percentage depletion

claimed will diverge more and more from the allowable rate. To eiti-

mate this, it is assumed that the fraction (percentage depletion claimed/

percentage depletion allowable) will vary from its present level to zero

as the percentage depletion rate varies from 27-1/2% to 4%. Using the

1960 depletion survey data, the present fraction is 0. 8986. * Under

these assumptions, the effective percent depletion (EFDEP) is given by

EFDEP = -4.2 + 1. 05 (PCDEP), 4 < PCDEP : 27-1/2

*Based on depletion claimed by mining and manufacturing,
Table 5. 2.1590 + 528. Although these figures include claims on both

1752 + 605
foreign and domestic properties, cross checks based on percentage
depletion actually claimed versus 27-1/2% of gross income for foreign
and domestic properties indicate that the effective percentage depletion
does not differ appreciably between foreign and domestic operations.
See Table 5.6.
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EFDEP:= 0 PCDEP < 4

The effective price per barrel (PRICE) as a function of field price and

tax policy is

PRICE = FPRIC (1. 0 + EFDEP x Tax Rate)

That is, the effective price is the field price plus the tax subsidy.

As noted above, the after-tax finding cost will be reduced by a

reduction in percentage depletion, since the fraction of finding cost

which is actually taken as a deduction against income will increase.

The appropriate treatment of expenses which must be capitalized and

recovered through depletion is identical to that of those which are cap-

italized and recovered through depreciation.

To determine the total effect of a depletion change, then, the

effect of the change on the effective price and the user cost must be

computed, and these revised values then substituted into the equation

for determining the desired reserve level. For the multiplicative

forms of the equation, the ratio of desired reserves under the existing

tax structure to those under a revised structure can be c€mputed

directly as a function of the changed variables only, since all other

variables will cancel if they remained unchanged.

The tax benefit generated by a change to cost depletion is a time

stream of tax savings over the life of the well. For uniform rate of

physical depletion, the present value of this time stream may be computed
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by assuming an interest rate and then discounting each of the future

flows to its present value. For example, at a discount rate of 4%. the

present value of a $1. 00 expenditure to be recovered through cost deple.

tion deductions would be $. 70. Similarly, at a discount rate of 10%,

the same expenditure would be equivalent to a current deduction of

$. 46; and, at 20%, the value would be $. 31. *

The net effect on after-tax finding cost must be determined by

computing a revised value of B in equation (7.4). **

Table 7.6 summarizes a calculation of the projected results of

elimination of percentage depletion using 1966 data as a base.

.2. Expensing of Intangibles

The tax provisions that permit the expensing of intangible drilling

costs provide a benefit by allowing deduction against current income of

certain expenses which, for most taxpayers, must be deducted over the

*These values were computed on the basis of a thirty-year well
life with output each year equal to 8% of remaining reserves.

**As an example, the 1960 value, assuming a 10% discount rate
and elimination of percentage depletion would be

0, 121 x 0. 72677 = 0. 088 (depreciable)
0. 189 x 1.0 a 0. 189 (dry holes)
0. 467 x 1. 0 a 0. 467 (intangibles)
0. 223 x 0. 46 = 0. 103 (depletable)

0. 847
This gives a total tax adjustment factor of 1. 13759, compared to the
actual value of 1. 20444, or a decrease of 5. 6%.
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TABLE 7.6

CALCULATION OF EFFECTS OF A TAX CHANGE

1966 Effective Price 2.93 (1. 0 + 0. 2471 0.48)

: 3. 2775

New Effective Price

Assuming No Percentage Depletion 2.93

1966 Tax Adjustment Factor r 1.20444

Revised Tax Adjustment Factor 1. 13759

1966 User Cost 0. 115388
(4 year exponential average)

New User Cost : 0. 108984

1966 Relative Price 28.404

Revised Relative Price 26.885

New Reserve Level (26. 885) ,270
Present Desired Level 28. 404

0.985
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useful life of the asset. The result of this tax treatment is to lower the

effective finding cost, and the result of eliminating this treatment would

be to increase the effective finding (and user) cost.

The amount of the effective increase must be estimated by deter-

mining the present value of the expense deduction under alternative tax

policies, since the difference is not in the total deduction allowed, as

with percentage depletion, but is only in the timing of the deduction.

Under the assumptions (1) of a 10% discount rate, (2) that the items

presently expensed would be capitalized and recovered over a 25-year

period through depreciation charges and (3) that the tax change would

not apply to the cost of dry holes, the present value of $1. 00 of intang-

ible expense wouid be $. 539. Since these intangibles are approximately

46. 7% of finding cost, this change would increase the effective after-tax

finding cost by decreasing the present value of the tax deductions (the

value of B in equation 7. 4). * This, in turn, would result in an increase

in user cost. Using 1966 as a base, the value of B is 0. 553, compared

*For example, the value of B for 1960 under a policy of not ex-
pensing Intangibles would be 0. 121 x 0. 72677 0. 088 (depreciable)

0. 189 x 1. 0 : 0. 189 (dry holes)
0. 467 x 0. 539 = 0. 252 (intangible)
0. 030 x 1. 0 0.030 (depletable)

0. 559
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7.37

to 0. 768 under current tax laws. The total adjustment for depreciation

and tax rate is then 1. 40131, an increase of 16% over the present value.

To determine the effect on reserves, the revised user cost is

computed and the ratio of now desired reserve level to existing desired

reserve level is computed, in the same manner as was illustrated for

depletion changes.

The evaluation of the effects of the various possible combinations

of changes is summarized in the following chapter.





VIII. RESULTS OF RESERVE REACTION
FORECASTING MODEL

This chapter summarizes the predicted impacts on reserves of

various possible changes in the percentage depletion allowance and in

the option to expense intangibles.

The impacts have intentionally been estimated at maximum levels,

so that probable impacts would, in actual cases, be less than those pre.

sented here.

A. Impact of Tax Policy Changes
on Liquid Reserves

The percentage declines in liquid reserves which would result

from reductions in percentage depletion were calculated for various

levels of that depletion between 25% and zero. The results are pre-

sented in Figure 8. i. The computations were made by the methodology

presented in Section VII. D, utilizing a relative price elasticity of 0. 270.

Inimaking these computations, and in keeping with the objective of de-

riving a pessimistically biased estimate, it was assumed that posted

prices do not represent marginal after-tax revenue, i. e., that produc-

tion Is below the equilibrium level, This means that the marginal pro.

duction has a cost less than its selling price, so that part of the mar-

ginal revenue is subject to tax.
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FIGURE 8. 1 .

PREDICTED RESERVE DECLINES AS A
FUNCTION OF TAX POLICY
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To estimate marginal revenue, the operating costs of marginal

wells from Adelman* were subtracted from the constant dollar price.

Since there is available no time series for lifting costs, Adelman's

estimate, which represents the period around 1960, was used. Again,

the use of such a figure will cause an upward bias, if any, in the impact

estimates, since the higher the lifting cost, the closer are price and

marginal revenue to equality, and since current lifting costs would be,

if anything, higher than the figure used.

At a constant dollar price of $2. 93 and a lifting cost of $. 68, the

marginal after-tax revenue is

Price less income tax plus depletion subsidy
$2.93 - ($2. 93 - $.68) .48 + $. 3775 = $2. 1975

The marginal after-tax revenue subsequent to elimination of depletion

would then be $1.85.

Carrying through the remaining calculations in the manner illus-

trated in Section VIl. D, the estimated percentage declines in liquid

reserves as a function of percentage depletion rates and intangible

expending are summarized in Figure 8. 1.

The result of elimination of percentage depletion would be a 3. 1%

reserve decline. The result of eliminating intangible expensing would

*Adelman, M. A., "Oil Production Costs in Four Areas," Pro-
ceedias, Council of Economics, AIME, 1966.
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be a 4. 0% decline in reserve levels, and the result of both would be a

7. 1% decline. *

B. Impact of Tax Policy Changes
on Natural Gas Reserves

Due to the problems discussed in Section VII. C, no estimate was

made of the impact of tax policy changes on natural gas reserves. It

should be noted that the natural gas situation differs from the crude

situation in a number of ways. As a major difference, the rate-setting

procedures for natural gas would likely result in the passing-on of the

tax increase from any change in depletion rates to consumers as a

price increase.

This would then imply no change in the relative price variable to

the firm and no effect on reserves. The net effect would be the elim-

ination of the subsidization of natural gas consumers by all taxpayers,

which is a reasonable enough change.

In any event, it seems doubtful that the true sensitivity of natural

gas reserves to the tax changes investigated in this study would be appre.

ciably higher than the sensitivity of liquid reserves.

*These results were obtained by calculating the effects of each
change and each combination of changes separately. The apparent
additivity of results is accidental, and results from rounding to the
nearest 0. 1%.
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C. Implications of the Results

8.5

Perhaps the most interesting result of the analysis is the compar-

atively larger effect on reserve levels of the option to expense intangibles.

This is reasonable in that the expensing of intangibles directly reduces

the costs of exploration and development, while the percentage depletion

allowance provides benefits.only to actual production. Extension of this

expensing privilege to all exploration and development costs might, in

fact, more than offset the decline in exploration and development (and,

hence, reserve levels) that would result from elimination of percentage

depletion. As tax revenues gained through elimination of percentage

depletion would exceed those lost through extending the expensing option,

the net result might be increased total revenues witli unchanged (or even

increased) reserve levels.

This trade-off can be estimated only roughly; but, based on the

1959-1960 figures, elimination of percentage depletion would increase

tax revenues (in the long run) by $1200 million per year, while expensing

of all other items would create a one-time tax loss of $720 million. *

*The estimated tax revenue increase is 48% of the estimated
annual excess depletion (85% of $2500 million). The one-time loss is
created by expensing of $1500 million of annual exploration and devel-
opment that are currently capitalized and recovered through depreci-
ation and depletion, based on an estimate that only 5% of this is
currently charged during the year of actual expenditure.



The size of the effect of elimination of intangible expensing depends

critically on what alternative tax treatment will be available for recovery

of this investment, and on what discount rate should be applied to future

flows of funds. The computations in this study were based on the assump.

tion that the available alternative would be recovery over a twenty-five

year period through depreciation on a sum-of-the years digits method,

and on a discount rate of 10%.

A discount rate lower than 10% would decrease the effect of the

tax change, while a larger discount rate would increase it. Since the

funds being discounted are future tax benefits and thus are not "risky"

flows, the 10% rate used is, if anything, high.

If recovery were permitted over, say a ten-year period, rather

than twenty-five years, the impact of the change would be sharply

lowered. The discounted present value of a dollar recovered through

ten year sum-of-the-years digits depreciation is $. 792, compared to

the $. 539 for recovery of the same dollar over a twenty-five year

period. If this were the relevant tax alternative to intangible expensing,

the estimated decline in reserves based on 1966 data would be 1. 9%

rather than 4. 0%. *

*This gives a B value of 0. 671, and a total tax adjustment factor
of 1. 293262, compared to a tax adjustment factor of 1. 401315 for
twenty-five year recovery.
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These predicted impacts are based on the assumption that any loss

of tax benefits would be borne entirely by producers. As noted earlier,

this is unlikely to happen in the case of natural gas. It is also unlikely

to happen in the case of liquid hydrocarbons. To the extent that the loss

in tax benefits is shifted, either forward (as is likely to happen with

natural gas) or backward to landowners, the profitability of production

will remain unchanged and there will be little effect on reserves.

If, for political reasons, the price of crude is hold constant, the

problem of shifting becomes one of reducing costs. It is believed that

this is possible, at least in the long run. Even as wells have gone deeper,

the average drilling cost per foot has remained constant, so that foot for

foot cost has declined. So long as the industry is profit-satisfying,

costs are not reduced as much as possible; but, if it becomes necessary,

the potential for further economies apparently is there.

Perhaps more importantly there is the question of royalty payments

to landowners. A firm which is repeating the full cash flow from per-

centage depletion receives $13. 75 per $100 production, and is paying

between 12-1/2% and IS% of its income as royalties. * Since land is an

absolutely fixed supply, its price is in principle determined by competition

*Some firms operating abroad pay up to approximately 70% in
royalties. The standard domestic royalty is 1/8 although many are
higher.
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among buyers, so that is buyers bid less, the price would have to fall.

Of course, if depletion were removed in a single step, it would not be

possible to reduce royalties simultaneously, since leases are agreed to

for long periods of time; but over a period of 10 years or so, it should

be possible to shift taxes at least In part to owners.

If the depletion allowance were to be removed in a single step, the

impact on profits would be considerable, for it Is generally considered

that tax shifting is very difficult in the short run.

The impact on exploration might not be nearly as large, however,

since as was shown in Section VI. E, the rate of exploration in the past

has shown little relationship to profits.

The efficiency of percentage depletion in encouraging exploration

is questionable as well. The results of the investigation of the incidence

of depletion may be summarized thus:

Approximately 15% accrues to lease owners as royalties,

Approximately 4% accrues to other non-operating
interests,

Approximately 23% accrues to foreign activities,

Approximately 60% of domestic depletion accrues to
the 35 largest firms,

The evidence points to a tendency of all these percentages to

increase over time. Hence, If the subsidy being paid to the Industry

has as its purpose the maintenance of domestic reserves through
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encouragement of the small independent explorer/operator, it seems a

highly inefficient means of support. The amount which actually accrues

to the small explorer directly must be less than one-fifth of the total,

and is likely to be considerably less than that; percentage depletion, it

must be emphasized, applies only to production, and the small explorer

has no production during the critical period when he must finance his

drilling. He has not the benefit of property aggregation to spread his

deductions and avoid the net income limitation, and, as has been shown,

he reaches this limitation and loses his cash flow from depletion very

quickly.

If the small operator benefits from depletion, it is by the courtesy

of the larger firms which finance him, either directly or by bottom-hole

or dry-hole contributions or the practice of "farm-outs. " Evidently, the

larger firms are sharing -these benefits less and less over time, however,

since larger firms account for an increasing share of expenditures on

domestic exploration and development, and yet, at the saine time, pro-

duce more abroad.

In view of these facts, it seems unlikely that the presence or

absence of the depletion allowance would have a significant effect on

exploration. The apparent decline in domestic exploration activity is

almost entirely in the smaller companies, while the leveling off of

exploration expenditures among the larger companies is as likely to
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be attributable to the leveling off of demand, the excess capacity in the

industry, and the greater attraction of foreign operations, as it might be

to the changes in profits. All the measures which the study has examined

suggest that the industry has a very weak response to profit changes,

above a certain minimum level. (That is, as long as sufficient reserves

are found and profits remain above a minimum level, there exists a weak

response to changes in the profit level, ) The decline of the smaller com.

panies as they fall below this minimum level reflects the increasing

dependence on technological changes to offset the costs of drilling deeper.

It may also reflect the increasing difficulty of finding reserves by explor-

ation. Since it is the smaller companies whose profit rate is low enough

to be sensitive to year-to-year changes, a change in the depletion pro-

visions would probably affect these small companies. However, their

income from depletion appears to be very low compared with their explor-

atory outlays, and a subsidy which aidssmall explorers in so erratic a

fashion appears to be unlikely to reverse the trend to concentration of

exploratory expenditures in the industry.

The removal of percentage depletion is likely to have another side

effect, one of which the impact is difficult to measure. There is reason

to suspect that the elimination of percentage depletion as an option may

lead to a decline in posted wellhead prices, since th. integrated major

producers would no longer benefit from high posted prices. This, then,
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would probably lead to the demise of many smaller producers, either

through merger or through being bought out by the large, integrated

firms.

There is another method of tax avoidance which would certainly

occur to some extent If percentage depletion were eliminated, but which

is not related to intangible expensing. This would be the inter-firm sale

of proved properties so that the discovery profit would be taxed at capital-

gains rates instead of as ordinary income. This behavior would reduce

the impact of depletion reductions unless the gains from such sales were

taxed as ordinary income.

In conclusion, it may be estimated that elimination of percentage

depletion and elimination of the option to expense intangibles might result

in a reserve decline of as much as 716. Since the analysis was based on

combined United States-Canada data, the implied reserve decline would

be split between the United States and Canada. The relative decline in

each country would depend on whether the tax changes implemented in

Canada were the same as those implemented in the United States. If

Canada made no changes, then there could be a shift of exploratory

activity to Canada by firms capable of operating in either country,

unless the United States tax laws governing profits of foreign subsidiaries

were modified to eliminate any tax benefit from Cansdian production, or
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the import restrictions were modified to make the United States a totally

closed market.
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IX. A SIMULATION MODEL OF THE FIRM

This chapter presents a detailed simulation model of a single

producer-refiner of crude. The purpose of this model is to provide

supporting information for the industry models and also to provide in-

formation as to the time pattern of reactions to policy changes.

The initial portion of the ch.; ;er provides a flow chart and de-

scription of the operation of the n., del. The latter part is a description

of how the model is used to determine reactions to policy changes.

A. Model Description

The purpose of the model was to simulate the operation of a

crude producer and refiner under alternative tax policies regarding the

rate of percentage depletion and the option to expense intangible drilling

costs. The model simulates three basic decisions of the operator -.

(I) the exploration program, (2) the development program, and (3) the

amount of crude produced. The overall program compares the long-

run profitability of the firm under each of a group of alternative ten-

year exploration and development programs, and selects from among

them the one with the greatest profitability.

To determine the effects of tax policy changes, the program

must first be run with the tax policies currently in effect, and then rerun

with the revised tax policies in effect. The predicted effect of the policy
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change is then determined by comparing the reserve changes during the

ton-year simulation period (for the producer's most profitable program)

under current tax policies to the reserve changes (also for the producer's

most profitable program) under revised tax policies.

B. Model Operation

Figure 9.1 Is a flow chart of the model operation. The program

is initiated by specifying a ten-year program of exploration and develop.

meant expenditures. The program then determines, in sequence, for

the first simulation year:

1. The number of exploratory wells drilled,
Z. The number of these which are successful,
3. The new reserves discovered,
4. The number of development wells drilled,
5. The number of these which are successful,
6. The available output from each group of

existing wells,
7. The cost of operation for each group of wells,
8. The reserves for each group of wells and the

total reserves,
9. The production from existing wells, based on

equating the marginal production cost per
barrel to the cost of purchasing crude,

10. The amount and cost of purchased Imported
and domestic crude,

11. The refinery operating cost,
12. The net profit.

At this point, the simulation for the first year is complete and the same

computations are done for the second simulation year, the third year,

etc., through the tenth year.
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9.5

The interrelationships on which calculations of these quantities

are based are taken primarily from available empirical information on

the petroleum industry. Comparatively few data are available on the

detailed operations of individual firms, making it necessary to use

aggregate industry data for such things as average well production,

drilling costs, etc. The use of such aggregate data obscures differences

in the operations of individual firms.

Before operation of the simulation program, it is necessary to

run an "intialization" program, which creates a "typical" situation for

the firm in terms of its stock of producing wells, development fields,

etc. Only a single initialization run Is required. The Inputs required

for the program are defined by the input data sheets presented in

Appendix D. Appendix E is the output of a sample run of the program

and Appendix F is a complete program listing.

C. The Structure of the Model

The inputs to the model consist of all the items on the left side

of Figure 9. 1. They include:

1. A set of dollar values of exploration expenditure
and development expenditure for each year of a
ten-year period,

Z. A state allowables value specified as a number
of days,

3. The corporate tax rate,
4. The percentage depletion rate,
5. The average posted price of domestic crude,



6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

The price of imported crude,
The quota on crude imports,
The final demand for refined products from
the firm,
The average price of refined products,
A set of tax policies specifying the tax treatment
of each class of exploration and development
expenditures.

I. Exploration and Development Expenditures

The program takes the value specified for exploration and develop.

ment expenditure and computes the number of exploratory wells as,

(9.1) No * 0. 00000590 x E

and the number of development wells as

(9.2) Nh x 0.00001639 x H

where No z number of exploratory wells

Nh x number of development wells,

E z exploration expenditure in dollars,

H a development expenditure in dollars.

These values are based upon the reported industry results for 1959-1963

(See equations 8 and 11, Appendix C.).

The numbers of successful wells of each type are obtained by

multiplying these values by the historical success ratios,

0. 1797 for exploratory wells, and

0. 7517 for development wells.

(The source data are presented in Tables A. 30 and A. 31.)
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The quantity of reserves found by the program is based on the

=mber of successful exploratory wells, utilizing 2, 500, 000 barrels/

well as a basis. This is about 90% greater than the actual average proved

reserves per exploratory well for the period 1958 through 1966, and is

based on estimates that eventual total recovery from a field will be on

the order of twice the proved reserves figure. It is necessary to use

this 'ultimate" reserve figure since the firm in the simulation (contrary

to actual circumstances) cannot revise its reserve estimates during the

course of production from a field. The data used for estimation are in

Tables A. 30 and A. 32. Development activity does not generate new

reserves in the simulation, even though new reserves are attributed

to development activity in published statistics. In reality, development

activity adds to proved reserves not by finding new reserves but by

proving the extent of those already found through exploration activity.

2. Output and Production Cost

All new wells brought in during a year ago into one "&ge class"

of wells and remain together until they are shut down. Thus, all wells

in a given age class have the same production and decline curves. The

daily output of each well in an age class is given by.
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(9.3) qt I "t)* tttqo If t t*

where qo : the flush production rate,

t : total elapsed production days,

t w the flush production period,

c8 s decline rate.

The length of the flush production period, t*, and the decline rate,

e8, are determined by the ratio of development expenditures to a moving

average of exploration expenditures. The exponential smoothing function

is used to approximate the lag between exploration work and development.

Under this approach, the development wells brought in during a simula.

tion year are located in fields discovered in prior years. The following

lag equation is used,
A

(9.4) t .6Et+.4Et.1

where Et a exploration expenditure in year t,

9t a moving average for year t.

The duration of flush production and the decline rate for a given

well class are affected by current development expenditures and explor-

ation expenditures over the previous years. The initial ratio is

defined as the observed ratio in the period from 1955 through 1965,

1. 08573. (The source data are shown in Table A. 33. ) Maintenance
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of this ratio produces a flush period of 180 days and a decline rate of

0.000440 (per day). These functions are shown in Figures 9. 3 and 9. 3.

The functions shown in the figures were tested in trial runs to insure

tht the well production characteristics approximated the reserves. A

larger ratio than 1. 08573 means overdevelopment and will reduce the

flush production period and increase the decline rate. This increases

the output per field in the early years but decreases output per field in

inter years.

The production possible during a simulation year is calculated by

integrating equation (9. 3). The production can be limited by restricting

the number of days to some specified figure for wells producing more

than a stated number of barrels per day. Table A.34 shows the days

allowable by the Texas Railroad Commission for the period 1958 to 1962.

Thus, for certain wells, the production is not as much as would be indi.

cted by the well characteristics. This factor has the effect of deferring

income from an investment in crude oil production. Since future income

Is discounted, production restrictions, ceteris paribus, reduce the

expected profit of the firm from crude oil production.

The actual total production is the output of all wells for which the

cost of producing is less than the cost of purchased crude. Older wells

being more expensive to operate on a per-barrel basis, the effect of a

price decrease is to make wells in older age classes uneconomical.
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This cost equality will be discussed in more detail below.

It is assumed that the expected economic productive life of a well

is thirty (30) years and flush production is 75 barrels per day. The

exponent parameter, a8, is fit by balancing the following two equations:

(9.5) qe qo 0'(8 (t t*)

(9.6) R V' qt* fqo e-0 8 (t -t*) dt]W~ I q

t*

whore qo : 75 barrels (assumed)

qG 0. 206 barrels (determined below)

t x 10950 days (assumed)

t* =180 days (assumed)
A A
No + Nh number of wells

R 2 2,500,000 Ne/N

It should be noted that a8 will vary for each well class depending

on the ratio of development to exploration expenditures (see Figure 9.3).

Therefore, it was necessary to use equation (9. 6) to check if production

capacity equaled new reserves. The model parameters are the result

of balancing the two equations.

The operating costs for wells are based on the data in A Theory

of Crude Oil Prices by Robert L. Karg. * The Karg estimates are

*Karg, Robert L., A Theory of Crude Oil Prices: A Study of
Vertical Integration and Percentage Depletion Allowance, unpublished
thesis, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1962, p. 141.
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averages for 1953. Theso estimates are adjusted to 1963 by the whole-

sale price for industrial commodities. * The price indexes for 1953 and

1963 are 90. 1 and 100. 7, respectively. The adjustment factor is 100. 7/

90.1 a .118.

Using the Karg data and the above adjustment factor, the operating

cost function for crude oil production is

Cr v 0.380(1.118)+0.702(1.118)" q

or Cr %; 0.435+0.785q

where q is the production per day.

The incremental cost for the jth well class is:

Iq r (0.435 + 0. 785 • q) /qj (I - r) - tax subsidy*'*

where q is production per day for well class j and r is
royalty interest.

The incremental cost for purchased crude is:

Irz P

The tax subsidy is

pPR

*Economic Report of the President, United States Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1968, p. 264.

**As discussed earlier, percentage depletion acts as a subsidy

since the producer receives a tax deduction for each barrel produced,
without regard to cost of production or exploration.
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where p is price,

P is percentage depletion allowance, and

R is tax rate.

Using the following estimates

p = 2.90

P z 0. 275

R = 0.52, and

r - 0. 125 (1/8 of production)

A well will be economical as long as

Ir 2 'q or

2.90 (1 4 0.275. 0.52). (0.435 4 0.785 q)/(q (1 0. 125)]

3. 3147 = (0. 435 4 0.785 q) / q (0. 875)

2.900 r 0.435/q+ 0.785

qe " 0.435 - 0.206 barrels/day
2.115

where qe minimum economic production level.

The total crude production costs are obtained by summing the production

costs for all the individual wells that are operated at the current prices

and costs. Crude production is restricted to refinery demand.

Refinery operating costs arc computed by fitting a linear cost

function to the data presented in Tables A. 35, A. 36, and A. 37. The

resulting equation is:
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(9. 7) Daily Refinery Cost * 26,639.96 + 0. 363 x barrels produced.

The representative firm is assumed to operate three such refineries so

that the total refinery operating cost is given by

(9.8) Refinery Costs/Day a 79, 904. 88 + 1. 089 x barrels produced.

The firm is assumed to import the maximum quantity of crude permitted,

and the purchases of domestic crude are taken as the remainder after

subtracting production and imports from the crude required by the refin-

eries.

3. Revenues and Profits

Revenue is based on sales of refined products, computed on the

basis of an average price of refined products (See Tables A. 38, A. 39,

and A. 40. ). Since the prices quoted at the refinery are higher than

actually contracted, $4. 32 per barrel is used.

The gross profit per period is then computed as the revenue from

refined products less the total of all costs or

(9.9) Profit . Dt.Rt.Ct.Wt.Et-Ht.It

where Dt Is revenue from refined products,

Rt is the operating costs of refineries,

Ct is crude oil production costs,

Et is the cost of exploration,

Ht is the cost of development,

9.15
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Wt Is the cost of purchased crude,

It is the cost of imported crude.

The income tax payable each period is computed based on the costs

Incurred and the specified tax treatment of these costs.

The various categories of expenditures in exploration and develop.

meant follow the outline in Table 9. 1. The simulation is designed so that

the tax treatment of each category is read in during each simulation year.

Thus, a category can be changed from one tax treatment to another in the

simulation.

The fraction of the exploration and development costs which are

in each of the eight categories are based on the historical data from

Petroleum Facts and Figures and the JAS Surveys.

The net profit (cash flow basis) after taxes is then computed and

stored in memory. This point marks the completion of one year of the

total simulation period; and, at this point, the entire sequence repeats

for another year. After going through this sequence for the appropriate

number of years, the stored net profit figures are discounted to the

beginning of the simulation period and the value of underground reserves

is computed. These figures represent, then, the discounted value of

the specific exploration and development program undertaken during

the simulation period, given the tax and import policies and the field

prices which existed during that period.
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TABLE 9.1

TAX TREATMENT OF COSTS IN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
FOR SPECIFIED CATEGORIES

DESCRIPTION TREATMENT

Exploration
1

2

3

4

5

Development
6

7

S

Dry Hole Drilling Costs

Other Exploration Costs for Dry
Holes (Includes Lease Acquisition
and Geophysics Costs)

Intangible Drilling Costs for
Producers

Tangible Drilling Costs for
Producers

Other Exploration Costs for
Producers (Includes Lease
Acquisition and Geophysics
Costs)

Dry Hole Drilling Costs

Intangible Drilling Costs for
Producers

Tangible Drilling Costs for
Producers

Expensed

Expensed

Expensed

Capitalized and
Depreciated

Capitalized
and Recovered
Through Per-
centage Depletion

Expensed

Expensed

Capitalized and
Depreciated
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4. Value of Reserves at End of Simulation

The profit during the simulation period is not the sole measure of

the value of a particular exploration and development program. At the

end of the period, the firm has a stock of underground reserves the size

of which is a function of the program followed. The discounted value of

these reserves must be determined as a second measure of the value of

a particular program.

Increasing crude oil reserves should have a depressing effect on

the value of these reserves. Therefore, the value of reserves is altered

by decreasing the number of production-days allowable for evaluating

reserves if the refiner-producer has increased reserves during the

simulation. The following equation is used:

AD if (Rs - Rt) k o
(9.10) AD *if (R.Rt) 10

where AD a days allowable,

Rt a reserves at end of simulation,

Ro a reserves at beginning of simulation.

The valuation of reserves at the end of the simulation is based on

the economic break-even point for keeping a well in production. The
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following equations are used if there are no production restrictions. The

formulation for well class J is:

(911) q * qoe '8 j (tu tJ)

where qe a economic break-even point in
last year of simulation,

as. a decline factor for well class J,

tu end of economic productive life
for well class J,

end of'flush production for well
class J.

Solving for tu for well class J

tu a (In (qO/qe) a$, J) +t

The revenue function for well class J is

tu

f
Tj

p. (1.r) f (qj) dt

where p x price of domestic crude oil in the
last period of the simulation,

r a royalty interest,

f (qj) x production function for well class J,

Tj a production days of well class j which
includes last period of simulation.

The cost function includes operating costs and depletion allowance but

not any depreciation charges. The cost function is,
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tu

f (I + &f (qj)] dt
Tj

The depletion allowance is:

tu

f p. P. (l-r) f (qj) dt
Tj

where P a percentage depletion allowance,

£ (qj) a production function for well class .,

The continuous discount factor for evaluating reserves for the end of the

simulation is:

tu
.f .. It t- Tj) dt
T
j

where I s discount rate.

Using the corporation income tax rate for the last simulation year

and combining the last four equations, the value of reserves for well

class J discounted to the end of the simulation is:

tu
(9.12) j f' I (p.- (b-r) f (qj) -Cal +. &aI (qj))] (l.R)

TJ + p. P. (l.r) f (qj) R . i (t. Tj} dt

where R is the tax rate.
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Multiplying terms within I I, equation (9. 12) becomes,

Vj f Ip (I r)f(qj) (I-R) aI (I-R) azf(qj) (I.R)
T) + p., P.e (Ir) ( (qj) RJ 1@4 (t.- Tj) dt

Collecting the terms into those containing I (qj) and those not containing

f (qj).

tu
(9.13) V f -.a (.,R) + (p (i-r) (.R) - &z (I-R)

Tj +p, P. (l-r) R] f (qj)je (tb Tj) dt

The following substitutions are made:

bI a -aI (I-R)

ad bi a p(l-r)(1-R)-az(l-R)+p. P. (.r) R

It should be noted that these terms have no J subscript and therefore are

the same for all J. Making these substitutions, equation (9. 13) becomes,

tu

(9,14) Vj I b + bz (qj)e (t TJ) dt

Tj

or tu tu

Vj f b, e-i(t- T) dt+Jf bZf(qj) ei(t" T) dt
-T) Tj
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The integral for the prfductlon function is separated into two parts. The

function is

f (qj) ! qo e80 (I. t0-)

The calculations of Vj can be separated into three cases.

Ca s . Tj 4 t <tu

Vi b, .i (t - TJ dt
J

to

+ f

ti

I(

The cases are:

b& qo ,. 0t - Tj) dt

it . *
ba qo 08,J tP s-' (t -TO dt

CA Iaz. tS f Tj .Ct

Tjbl e. (t. TJ) dt

Case 3. Tj tu

The formula used for calculating the first term in cases I and 2 is:

9. 2
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tu

b3 bl *"I (t - rP dt a bl (I. • (Tj - tu))
ji

The second term in case I is:

t
b4u f b2 ' qo *-I(tt Tj) dt ("

The third term in case I is:

tu
bs" kt bZ . qoe'"a81j ttbe-I(t" Tj) dt

tj

ba qO I T +8, r (U +) I(o +i)tu1e I 48, + j 14

The calculation of Vi in case I is:

Vj a b3 +b 4 +bs

The second term in case 2 is calculated in the following way:

t.

b6 b'qo e (t - t5) -I (t - Tj) dt

bz b2qo ei Tj ' S, j t; [e-(.a, 4 1 ) Tj. e-(S,j + i)t
0 (,J, j +

The calculation for Vj in case 2 is:
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The above is done for each well class and summed. The discounted

reserve is then:

V s(I Vj) (I +i

where V , discounted value of reserves to the
beginning of the simulation,

Vj a value of reserves at the end of simulation
discounted back to the end of simulation
for well class J,

1 a discount rate.

m a number of simulated years.

The following equations are used ift here are production restrictions.

Substituting qm, minimum production to which production restrictions

apply in equation (9. 11),

(In (qo/qm) /a8,j) +t

where tm a end of production restriction, and

qm a production level above which production
restrictions apply.

The profit function is the same as above except that the continuous dis.

count factor cannot be used since the well is not operated every day.

Therefore, the annual discount factor is used. The calculations are

done year by year. The algorithm uses the following definitions for

iterating over time:
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tb a Tj year I

to, Tj+AD )

tb at te
t year 2

to th+AD

tb to

.+ year k

The general equation for year k is:

(9.16) Vk 9[/ft {b I+ b f(qj))I dt] (I+ ) k

This equation is basically the same as (9. 14) except that the annual

discount factor is used instead of the continuous discount factor. There

are four cases.

Casel. tb < t

to. to1

Vk f bldt+ I b2 qo dt 11 +1k

e. tbt

CA so 2. tb < t* < to
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Vk [I bj dt+fblq dt I b+ f ea8o j (tt*) dt) (j"ir
tb tht*

Case 3. t* < tb I tm

Vk'f b! dt (l+i)-k

C~g@I tb m
Cae 4. th > tm

tutu
Vk itf bl e-r (t- Tj)dr+ f bZ qo e (t.t*) ear (t.Tj)

tb tb

where r i 1/365

This last case uses the continuous discount factor since production is not

restricted, The formulae used for calculating the above cases are:

Case 1. k" [ 1bl (to. tb)+ bZ. q (to. tb)] (l+i)"k

Case 2. Vkhbl (to -tb)+bZ. qo(t*'tb)

- (bg qo/B8,j) (ea8,j (to - t* 1)] (l+i)k

Case 3. -k sb (to. tb) - (b2 q0/*gj) (..68,j (t* -
- 8,j O(b - t ) (I+,)-k
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case 4. Vk (bj/r) (r (t. - Tj) . O-r (tb -TJ))

" *oe8j t*+ rTj, , r)(e 8.J+ r)tu

.- (68,j + r)tb)

Vk is summed over all years, then summed over all well classes J.

The firm at the end of the simulation has deferred tax credits in

the form of capital expenditures for exploration and development which

have not been fully depreciated. The last step in evaluating reserves is

to add these tax credits to the value of reserves as calculated above. As

in the simulation, the sum-of-the-digits method is used for calculating

depreciation. The following formula is used:

D,, E + Ht)" k. 2/N(N+ 14(li)k(Jl) R
jt M.(N-I) kSJ"

where D a tax credit,
I I

Et Ht a expenditures in period t which have been
capitalized,

k a the year,

N a the number of years for depreciation,

R a tax rate,

J a number of years left for depreciating
capitalized expenditures in period t,

M a number of years simulated, and

i u discount rate.
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The last term, 1 + i, is the discount factor, Finally, the discounted tax

credit is added to the reserve value.

D. The Evaluation of Alternative Programs

In using the simulation to determine refiner-producers' reactions

to policy changes, the approach is to repeat the simulation with current

policies, utilizing a number of alternative exploration and development

programs. The discounted values of profits and underground reserves

for the different programs are then compared, and the producer is

assumed to follow the program which maximized his profitability. The

procedure is then repeated, under a different set of tax policies. The

effect of the policy change is reflected in the producer's choice of a

different exploration and development program when the changed policy

is in effect.
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X. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS OF THE FIRM

A. Inputs for Simulation

The simulation was run eight times (representing two different

firms under four possible tax policies) with nine different expenditure

patterns. The initial conditions were the same in all cases. One firm

was assumed to be able to produce 100% of its domestic crude oil needs

from its own wells; the other 60% of its domestic crude oil needs from

its own wells. The tax treatment for the first simulations of capital

expenditures (TO and TOS) is the same as current law and the percent-

age depletion rate is 27. 5. The production restriction is 120 days for

wells producing more than 50 barrels per day. The other parameters

are the same as those discussed in Chapter IX.. The initial conditions

are shown In Appendix F, reports I and 2. (Each printout has a report

number in the upper right side of the page. )

The capital expenditures were separated into nine patterns. The

expenditure patterns are shown in Figure 10. 1. The following equations

were used for the patterns:

Pattern
(Run Number) Exploration Development

I En Eo(l. 02)n tin v Ho(l. 04)n

2 En Eo(l. 02)n Hn v io(. 02)n

3 En t Eo(l. 02)n in a I10

10. I

1.4?| O -09 - I$



FIGURE 10. 1
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Pattern
(Run Number) Exploration Development

4 Enu Eo Hn a Ho(i. 0Z)n

S En aEo Hn2 a HO

6 En = Eo Hn a He(. 98)n

7 En a E(. 98)n Hn a Ho

8 En a Eo(. 98)n Hn a H(. 98)n

9 En u Eo(. 9 S)n Hn a Ho(. 9 6)n

whore Eo is initial exploration expenditures,

Ho is initial development expenditures, and

n is the simulation year.

The initial capital expenditure values are shown in Appendix E, report 4.

The nine patterns were run for four different tax treatments. The

four cases are:

1. No change in the tax treatment,

2. No percentage depletion,

3. All costs for successful wells are depreciated
and dry holes are expensed,

4. No percentage depletion, and all costs fur
successful wells are depreciated and dry
holes are expensed.

The above four cases were then repeated for each firm.

The input parameter for royalty interest hs bden set at 0. 125,

i.e., 1/8 of physical production loes to the owner of the land. The
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program operates so that the refiner-crude producing company must

purchase this crude oil at the domestic crude oil price.

B. Analysis of Results

The results from the simulations for the model of the firm are

summarized in Tables 10. 1 to 10. 9. The various simulations are iden.

tified by the first line of each report. The identification is:

Code Tax Treatment

Firms Supplying Firms Supplying
100% of its Crude 60% of Its Crude

Tol TOS No changes in present taxes
TOZ TO6 Depletion allowance is

removed
T03 TO? Dry holes are expensed

and successful wells
are depreciated

T04 TOS Depletion allowance is
removed and dry holes
are expensed and
successful wells are
depreciated

Thr. run number on the left in Tables 10. 2 to 10.9 identify the expenditure

patterns shown in Figure 10. 1. The summary of the discounted value of

profits and reserves are shown in Table 10. 1.

The interpretation of these results indicate that given present con*

ditions, the firm is encouraged to increase development expenditures

relative to exploration expenditures. The changes in the policy, i.e.,
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changes in depletion allowance and in tax treatment of capital expenditures,

would likely cause a decrease in development expenditures relative to

exploration expenditures. For the case where the firm supplies 100%

of its domestic crude oil requirements from its own wells, i.e., cases

TOl, TOZ, T03, and T04, the simulation results indicate no changes in

exploration expenditures. If the firm is limited to a total less than or

equal to 100% of its refinery demand in the beginning of the simulation,

then the results indicate that there will be very little change in reserves

for different tax policies if other economic factors do not change. In

the other case, where the firm starts at 60%, the "beet" position implies

that the firm increases exploration expenditures and also increases dev-

elopment expenditures under present tax treatments. However, Expend.

iture Pattern 4 is not significantly different from Expenditure Pattern I

for the 60% firm, i. e., the profitability of not increasing exploration is

only slightly less than that of increasing exploration. Therefore, the

economic pressure under present tax treatments is to increase develop-

ment expenditures relative to exploration expenditures and the profit.

ability of increasing exploration expenditures is slight.

The differences in the results shown in Tables 10. 2 to 10. 9

between various tax treatments indicates the interrelationship of the

Federal regulations. The following comparisons are of interest:
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TOl with T03
TOZ with T04
TOS with TO7
T06 with TO8

In each comparison, the significant difference is that, in the latter, the

cost of successful wells are depreciated. The firm for each comparison

has a greater discounted value for profits and reserves when successful

wells are depreciated. The reason for this result is that the decrease

in discounted profits is less than the discounted tax credit which is in-

cluded in evaluation of reserves. This indicates that by changing the

depreciation regulations, tax payments could be increased while actual

worth of the firm is increased if the assumed discount rate a'nd the dis.

tribution of drilling costs as shown in Appendix E report 1 are reasonable.

It should be noted that "other exploration" costs are the same for success.

ful as unsuccessful exploratory wells. Since these parameters plus the

success ratio are set in the initialization phase, it would be necessary

to make separate runs for testing variation in these parameters. This

example shows how various input parameters can be analysed by using

the simulation model.

The above Interpretations of the figures in Table 10. 1 have been

made in the context of the parameters shown in Appendix E, report 1.

None of these parameters were changed for any of the runs shown in

Table 10. 1. Three basic economic factors (refining demand, prices

and royalty interest) were held constant. Also, in the case of the 100%
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firm, the firm was not allowed to increase its share of the market. In

the "real world," one would expect these ceteris Paribus conditions to be

altered by the effect on profits of increased taxes for the refining-

producing company. I one were to assume either an inelastic demand

for refinery output or an inelastic supply of oil property, then it would

be expected that the refining-producing firm would exert pressure in

either or both markets to offset his loss in profits. Thus, although the

results of the simulation show that there will be a slight decrease in

reserves for the 100% firm by changing the tax laws, the results do not

imply that there would not be significant changes in prices.

The average production from a well decreases as the productive

age of the well increases. This factor has been expressed In the simu-

lation model as an exponential decay function. The decline parameter

is shown in Figure 9.3. The initial conditions for the simulation runs

give an annual decline of about 15% and an economic production life of

approximately 30 years. However, by the introduction of production

restrictions as shown in Appendix E, report 2, the effective decline

rate is approximately 8% instead of 15%. If there were no production

restrictions, the firm would hold approximately six years of reserves

for the steady state (Expenditure Pattern 5). However, the production

restriction used for the simulations have caused reserves to be about
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12 times annual production. The production restrictions cause the dis.

counted value of the reserves and thus the value of the reserves to be

less than if there were no restrictions. The production restrictions

were, however, held constant for the simulations shown in Table 10. 1

and no evaluation of the effect of production restrictions on the discounted

value of profits and reserves was made.

To summarize the results of the simulation, present tax regulations

are causing development expenditures to increase relative to exploration

expenditures. For the 100% firm, the investigated changes in depletion

and depreciation regulations would cause the optimal allocation to shift

from Expenditure Pattern 4 to Expenditure Pattern 5. Thus, exploration

expenditures would remain the same, development expenditures would

decrease, and reserves would decline from +0. 13% to +0. 04%. For the

60% firm, such changes would cause the optimum to shift from Expend-

iture Pattern I to Expenditure Pattern 5. Thus, both exploration and

development expenditures would decrease, with the percentage decline

for development exceeding that for exploration, as for the 100% firm.

This decrease in expenditures would cause reserves to decrease from

+7. 38% to +0. 04%. The initial shock of decreased reserves should

affect production restrictions. When productive capacity is decreased

by the decline in expenditures, the number of days allowable should

ultimately be increased, increasing, in time, the discounted profits

10.8
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and reserves of producing wells. This increase in discounted profits and

reserves should make investment more attractive. Therefore, the long

run effect of the tax regulation changes on the reserve level would not

be as drastic as implied by the original decline from +7. 38% to +0. 04%.

Thus, assuming that the refining-producing firm can pass along (either

forward or backward) a part of the tax increase caused by the changes,

the simulation results would indicate a relative decrease in development

expenditures and a decrease in reserves, with exploration expenditures

remaining constant for the 100% firm and decreasing for the 60% firm.
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TABLE A. I

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
Well-Head Value of Oil and Gas Production

'GIN)

Year Chase Bank Group All Other U. S Total
I __. MILLION LLA RS

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1353

1977

2899

2560

2660

3112

3244

3695

3752

3930

4231

4759

4377

4540

4660

4803

4960

5277

5372

5652
Sources: Factors Affecting U.S. Exploration,. Development and Production

1"6-1965; National Petroleum Council$ 1967. Some data may be derived
from original data.

A.5

905

1298

1844

1722

1905

2187

2204

2340

2460

2741

2897

3134

3011

3127

3163

3339

3464

3466

3487

3513
!

2258

3275

4743

4282

4565

5299

5448

6035

6212

6671

7128

7893

7388

7667

7823

8142

8424

8743

8859

9165



TABLE A. 2

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
Exploration and Development Expenditures

Summed Over Three Years
.. . .... .... .. (S T E P ) *

ear Chase Bank Group Al Other U.S. Total
... .. . .......... .. M I-.LLION DOLLARS ....

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

3084

3526

3692

3994

4632

5489

6049

6577

7383

7677

7535

7369

7108

7284

7677

7717

8117

8116

2681

2030

3148

3521

4293

5086

5851

6373

6866

7173

6865

6306

5667

5266

4948

4833

4883

4669

5765

6465

6840

7515

8925

10575

11900

12950

14050

14850

34400

13675

32775

12550

12625

32550

13000

32785
Sources: Factors Affecting U.S. Exploration. Development And

Production 1946-1965; National Petroleum Council, 1967. Some data
may be derived from original data.
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TAB/IE A. 3

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
Rate of Returna(.ON.EPPR3

__ _STEP ,
Year Chase Bank Oroup J All Other jU. . Total

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1*59

1960

1961

1962

. 7911

. 6554

.6414

. 6522

. 5840

.5245

.4723

.4479

. 4346

.4231

. 4123

. 4496

.4844

.4861

. 4711

EA A

iYOJ) , 3U&U , DOU7 , *'4

1964 .4852 . $622 .5140

' 1.26 120 . SQ . - QR .443&ate pf Return: (Well-Head Value of Oil and Gas minus production expenditures)

divided by the summed three years exploration and development expenditures.
Sources Factors Affecting U.S. Exploration. Development and Production 1946-1965;

National Petroleum Council, 1967. Some data may be derived from original data.

-A. 7

* 5871

.5335

. 5419

. 5254

. 4312

.3697

.3283

• 3325

* 3213

* 3110

3237

. 3771

.4314

. 4922

. 5487

I

I

.6963

.6000

.5956

.5928

*5105

.4499

.4015

.3911

• 3792

.3690

.3701

.4162

.4609

• 4887

5015



TABLE A. 4

U.S, Crude Petroleum Industry
Return

(GIN.EPPR)

Year Chase Bank Group All Other U. S. TotalII

__________ MILLION DOL16ARS
1946

1947

1948 2440 1574 4014

1949 2311 1568 3879

1950 2368 1706 4074

1951 2605 1850 4455

1952 2705 1851 4556

1953 2879 1879 4758

1 954 2857 1921 4778

1955 2946 2119 5065

1956 3122 2206 5328

1957 3248 2231 5479

1958 3107 2222 5329

1959 3313 2378 5691

1960 3443 2445 5888

1961 3541 2592 6133

1962 3617 2715 6332

1963 3874 2711 6585

1964 3938 2745 6682

1965 4163 2796 -6959

A. 8

. I

aReturn: Well-Head Value of Oil and Gas Production minus production expenditures.

Sources: Factors Affecting US. Exploration, Development and Production 1946-1965L
National Poetroleum Council, 1967. Some data may be derived from original data.



TABLE A. 5

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
Production Expenditures a

(-6907 + (. 00114)PROD + (2051)PR)

Year Chase Bank Oroup Al UOther S. . Total

__________ MILLION DOLLARS ....... ...
1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

459

249

292

507

539

816

895

984

1109

1511

1270

1227

1217

1262

1343

1403

1434

1430

270

154

199

337

353

461

539

622

691

903

789

749

718

747

749

755

742

717

729

403

491

844

892

1277

1434

1606

1800

2414

2059

1976

1935

2009

2092

2158

2177

102W.

production expenditures are estimated by the following equation: -607 (. 00114)
production + (2051) Price of Crude Oil.

Sources: Factors Affecting U.S. Exploration, Development and Pr.oduction 1946-1965
National Petroleum Council, 1967. Some data may be derived from original data.

A. 9
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TABLE A. 6

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
Rate of Returna
GIN-EPPR |

'rro

YChase Bak Group j All Other U. S. Total
1946

1947

1948 .8210 1.602' .745

1949 1.8989 I.5711 1.7512

1950 2.0467 1.4581 1.7523

3951 1.6080 1.3653 1.4975

1952 1.4582 1.0458 1.2568

1953 1,4295 .9582 1.1970

1954 1.3105 .9061 1.1111

1955 1.2363 .9245 1.0834

1956 1.1911 .5989 1. 0499

1957 1.2153 .9192 1.0743

1958 1.3864 1.1200 1.2613

1959 1.3495 I.2549 1.3083

1960 1.4274 1.3674 1. 4190

1961 1.4650 1.6374 1.5333

1962 1.2700 I.7216 1.4310

1963 1. 5799 1.6204 1.5964

1964 1.3979 1.6810 .5016

.... ... t _.. .... . 4 22 2 051

agate of return: (Well-Head Value O Oil and Gas Production minus production

expenditures) divided by t, annual expeditures for exploraton and development.
Sources: Factor- Affectmni U.S. 9x1riJ90. OvelIPmbntq and production 1"-4.1%

National Petroleuu Council, 1967. Some d"a may be derived from orisinsl data.

A. 10



TABLZ A.?

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
Rate of Growth of Recelptsa

Year Chase Bank Group All Other U.8 Total

1946

1948

1949 . 9471 - .9962 .9663

1950 1.0247 1.0880 1.0503

1951 1.1001 1.0844 1.0935

1952 1.0383 1.0005 1.0227

1953 1.0643 1.0151 1.0443

1954 .9924 1.0224 1. 0042

1955 1.0312 1. 1031 1.0601

1956 .059 1.0411 1.0519

1957 1.0404 1.0113 1.0283

1958 .9565 .9959 .9726

1959 I. 063 1.0702 1.0679

1960 1.0392 1.0281 1.0346

1961 1. 0385 1.0601 1. 0416

1962 1.0315 1.0475 1. 034

1963 1.0711 .9985 1.0400

1964 1.0165 1.01*5 1.0147

14AS _ 01"7 1- film UA4
Rliat. of Growth of Recemipts: Preseut amasal, well-head wale ofoil and Sa

prodctiom divided by the previous year's vale.
Sources: Factors Affecting- U.S, E, is ZQoatio, Development and Proth k,,. 1965;

National Petroleum Comacil 14?. Some, daa may be derived frorn original
A.11
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TABLE A. I

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
ANNUAL CRUDE PRODUCTION

(PROD)

44141 Price Cus asm Group All Other U.S. Total

THOUSAND OF IARRELS
3946

1947

1948 2.60 1,370,7S 749,S68 2,020,320

1949 3.54 1,138,070 703,720 1,841,790

19t4 2.51 1,174,205 799,350 1,973,555

1951 3.53 1,3S1,230 $96,448 2,247,676

1952 2.53 1.383,114 906,S82 2,289,696

1953 ;1.68 1,506,353 $50.81S 2,357,170

1954 2.78 1,443,S7S 871,255 2,314,830

195S 2.77 1,SZ3,145 961,410 2,484,SSS

1956 2.79 1,612,596 1,004,670 2,617,266

1957 3.09 1,637,75S 979,29S 2,617,050

1958 3.01 IS11,465 937,685 2,449,150

1959 3.90 1,598,335 976,375 ,S74,710

1960 2.84 1,618,818 9SS,992 2,574,810

1961 2.89 1,646.150 975,645 2,621,795

3962 2.90 1,717,690 956,490 2,676,180

1963 2.89 1, 790.32S 962,505 2,75,830

1964 1.8 1,836,222 90,5S02 2,786,714

19£5s 2,I A& 1-2-1_115 1 lS - 2-279 2_ Jt41t "Al

Sources: Factoss M,.'tuza U.S, Exploration. Develomest and Production 1946-1%5
Nelpoal Petroleum Council, 1967. Same data may be derived from original data.
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TABLE A. 9

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry

EXPENDITURES FOR EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT
(TEP)

Year Chase Bank Group -" All Other U.S.' Total.

.. Ban MILLION DOLLARS
1946 775 740 1515

1947 991 959 1950

1948 1318 982 2300

1949 1217 998 2215

1950 1157 1168 2325

1951 1620 1355 2975

1952 1855 1770 3625

1953 2014 1961 3975

19S4 2180 2120 4300

1955 2383 2292 4675

1956 2621 2454 5075

1957 2673 2427 5100

1958 2241 1984 4225

1959 245S 1895 4350

1960 3412 1788 4200

1961 2417 1583 4000

1962 2848 1577 4425

1963 2452 1673 4125

1964 2817 1633 4450

14&q 2UlA7 I UIt_ ______ 1
Sources: Factors Affecting U. S. Exploration. Develorent and Pruction

1946 -1%6S National Petroleum Council, 1967. Same data may no derived
from orilinal data.

A. 13



TABLE A. 10

Sources:Income and expenditures Joint Association
Reserve data and prices from Facts and Figures,
Institute.

Annual Surveys;
American Petroleum

A. 14

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
RATE OF RETURN FROM RECEIPTS

GIN = Gross income from mineral production excluding royalties
(well-head value of production) (Million dollars)

TEP a Expenditures for exploration and development (Million dollars)

TEPTz Expenditures for exploration, development and
production (Million dollars)

GIN- TEP
Year GIN TEP GIN- TEP TEP
1955 6872 4246 2626 .61846
1956 7320 4553 2767 .60773
1959 7930 4375 3605 .83353
1960 8090 4127 3963 1.04853
1961 8412 3921 4491 1.14537
1962 8724 4590 4134 .90065
1963 9073 3884 5189 1.3 599
1964 9161 4302 4859 1.12948
1965 9367 414 5263 1.28241...

GIN- TEPT
GIN TEPT GIN- TEPT TEPT

1955 6872 5853 1010 .17410
1956 7320 6331 989 .15622
1959 7930 6283 1644 .26166
1960 8090 6055 2035 .33609
1961 8412 5917 2495 .42167
1962 8724 6681 2043 .30579
1963 9073 6036 3037 .50315
1964 9161 6512 2649 .40679
1965 9367 642966 .46337 __j



TABLE A. I I

U.S. Crude Petroleum Industry
RATE OF RETURN FROM NEW RESERVES

EPEL Expenditure for exploration (Million dollars)

EPDV Expenditures for development (Million dollars)

NRE w New reserves from exploration (Thousands of Barrels)

NRD = New resorves from development (Thousands of Barrels)

PR : Price (Dollars)

Year NRE NRD PR NREPR P
1955 476,957 2,393,767 2.77 1,321,170 6,630,735
1956 467,222 2,507, 114 2.79 l,274,049 6,994,848
1959 369,362 3,217,383 2.90 I, 071,150 9,562,411
1960 253,856 2.111,472 2.88 731,105 6,081,039
1961 361,374 2.296,193 2.89 1,044,371 6,635,998
1962 380,586 1,800,310 2.90 1,103,699 5,220,899
1963 349,891 1,824,219 2.89 1,011, 185 5,271,993
1964 346,293 2,318,474 2.88 997,324 6,677,205
1965 471.)47 2.576.132 2.86 1. 349.7Zi 7.367.738

EPEL EPDV NREPR NRD'PR
EPEL EPDV

1955 1,944 2,252 .67961 2.9444
1956 2,117 2,436 .61126 2.8714
1959 2,012 2,313 .53238 4.1342
1960 2,045 2,082 .35751 2.9208
1961 1,851 2,070 .56422 3.2058
1962 2,324 2,266 .47491 2.3040
1963 1,845 2,039 .54807 2.5856
1964 2,109 2,193 .47289 3.0448
1965 1,971 2, 133 ,68481 3.4542

Sources: Income
Reserve data and
lastitute.

and expenditure Joint Association Annual Surveys-
prices froms Facts and Figures, American Petroleum

A. 15



TABLE A. 12

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION BY RATIO OF PERCENTAGE

DEPLETION TO POSITIVE NET INCOMES
FOR DOMESTIC PROPERTIES

CPNIL (. 6, . 275, t)i

Percentage Depletion
Claimed as a Percent J Cumulative Distributionlof Net Incom e ...... .i..... .. 1 .. . . 1959 ... .. 1960

0 0 .000 ,00 ..000

0 < .099 .1 .000 .000 .002

.100 < .199 .2 .001 .001 .004

.200...299 .3 .012 .017 .013

.300 < .399' .4 .715 .532 .497

.400 < .499 .5 .987 .984 .984

.500+ .6 1.000 1.000 1.000

A. 16
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TABLE A. 13

I

/MATED TOTAL DOMESTIC
DEPLETION CLAIMED

I

1953

1954

1955-56

1956-57

1957-48

1958,59

1959-60

1960-61

1961-62

1962-63

1963

$7&v 7W7

1,010, 589

1,064,213

1,265,940

I, 374, 548

1, 595, 563

1, 522, 549

1, 527, 908

1,644, 951

1,694, 327

1, 836, 647

'ovu U5.

514, 214

406, 088

473, 728

474,607

526, 729

510, 743

526,403

569, 382

624, 846

625,833

SS .Y15 Our#

1,524,803

1,470,301

1,739,668

1, 849,155

2,122,292

2,033,292

2, 054, 311

2,213, 333

2, 319,173

2,462,480

1,435, Sl8

1,375,319

1, 389, 536

1, 497, 775

1, 568. 669

1,665,621

1, 757, 650

Source: Corporate Statistics of Income.

A. 17

£82S

Depletion Clai m ed: Foreign an Domestic Estimated Domestic
Year In u . ota D lotion Total

( ousands of Doi are) PPD(t)

1951 891,723 432,152 1, 323, 875

1642 /IA OGA AA IA



TABLE A. 14

ESTIMATED DOMESTIC COST DEPLETION AS A PERCENT
OF TOTAL DOMESTIC DEPLETION

CD(t)

Year . 15% o 25

1957

1958

'1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

71 776

68,766

69,477

74,889

78,435

83,281

87, 882

(Thousandslof Dollars)

143,552

137,532

138o954

149,778

156,869

166, 562

175,765

215, 328

206,720

208,431

224,667

235, 304

249,843

263, 647

287,104

275. 064

277,908

299,556

313,738

333,124

351, 530

358,880

342, 830

347, 385

374, 445

392,173

416,405

439,412

Source: Derived from Table A. 13.

A. 18



TABLE A. 15

1953 30,947 9.933 20,880

1954 12,352 1.313 23,665

1955 13,744 12,646 26,390

1956 15,074 14,3 18 29,165

1957 16,503 15,547 32,050

1958 37,587 16.363 33,950

1959 38,422 16.903 35,325

1960 18,979 16,921 35,900

1961 19,382 16,524 35,925

1962 20,050 16,000 36,050

1963 20,119 15, 381 3,s500

1964 20,315 14,560 34,875

1965 20,489 13,496 33,985

Sources: Factors Affectina U. S. Exploratlon. Development and
Production 1946-1965: National Petroleum Council, 1967. Some data
may be derived from original data.

A.19

I.

U.S. CRUDE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
SUM OF EIGHT YEARS EXPENDITURES FOR

EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Y ear Chase Bank Groupi All Other U. S. Total



TABLE A. 16

aRate of Return: (Well-Head Value of Oil and Gas minus production expendituo
divided by the summed eight years exploration and development

expenditures.

Sources: Factors Affecting' U. S. Exploration, Development, and
and Production 1946-1965; National Petroleum Council, 1967.

A. 20
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NOTE ON COMPUTATION OF COMPARATIVE RATES OF RETURN
PREPARED BY SIMON M. SIMON

The Rates of Return are not absolute but rather computed to serve

for comparative purposes. They are based on balance sheets and profit

and loss statements compiled by IRS in the Source Book for respective

years.

The data in Source Books were further adjusted so as to eliminate

certain factors or privileSes in one industry, and make the data more

comparable. For instance, the rate of return is figured on gross assets

invested in the business and as such rented assets should be included.

Thus, some adjustments were made to convert rentals paid to respective

value of the asset rented.

Similar adjustments were made for depreciation and depletion.

For the years 1954 and over, depreciation was normalized to reflect

the straightline method, and the excess depreciation was added back to

profits. Similarly, excess depletion based on the Treasury survey of

1958, 1959, and 1960 was added back to income.

A. 22
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TABLE A. 19

U.S. DOMTC DILN

Ya 4A

1944' 23.028

1945 14.297
194 15.851
19,7 117.961
14122. 340.

194- 121.90S1
195 24.416
19SI 23.437
195 23.448
IS3 25.748
I S4 29.776
ISS 31.S40
1954 31.19
19S7 28.272
1958 2S.Z70
1959 25.80n
1960 ra1.214

1962 21.38S
1063 120.70
!020,930

Wells Completed

1. 782
3.067
2.895
3.090

3.307
2.904
2.886
2.837
3.027
3.246
3.801
3.974
3.614
4.115
3.914
3.679
S.030
5.ZSS
5.667
S.85
4.758
4. 871

6.385 19.431
7.009 25.260
7.471 26.875
8. 04729. ZZ5
9.6Z5133.173

12. 112 39.428
12.842
14.786
16.704
17.714
18. 509
1. 2S
20. 742
21. 871
20.762
18.823
19.277
17. 588
17.803
16.753j
16.318
17.533

39.015
43.287
44. S4S

49.32S
54.051
56.664
58. 251
154. 01"7

49.1421
51. 812

46.810
47.018

.422
44. 078

5 727

EXploratory Well
S. .I E.CueICmE LJIL iLLE I

New Field Wildcats
. ..__ . ' . .... • En .. f.. I

4.30
69.44
49.71
70.18
48.84
67.58
65.88

64.83
61.30
40.11
61.49
63.64
62.89
61.75
60. 88
60.69
61.54

60.08
61. 10
61.92
60.94
50.54

714
944

1.214
1.137
1. 378
1.463
1.830
2.014
2.217
2. 335
2.680

2.708
3.105
3.096
2.810
2.567
2.614
Z. 189
1.970
1.982
1,978
!.794

3.294 4.008
3.852 4.796
4.399 5.613
4.622 5.759
5.397 6.775
6.5 8.013
7.22 9.058
8.292 10.306
9. S39 11.756

10.09 1Z.425
10.433 13. 313
10. 389 13.097
11.832 14.937
13.0 16.173
11.897 14.707
10.632 13.19
10. 577 13. 191
9.51 11.704
9.O22 10.92
8.815 10.797
8.686 10.44
8 110, 747

P "5T%. -- Z--- i r I'11 -,ecesil

Sore.*- Petroleumn Facts & Figures. 1965.

I
I End of Year i

It

I17.8
19.6
21.6
14.7
20.3
18.2
20.2
19.5
18.8
18.7
20.1
20.6
20.7
19.1
19.1
19.4
19.8
18.7
17.9
18.3
18.5
16.7

342
352
333
394
501
S06
592
684
741
774
902
918
868
872
786
.72
745
745
7i.
761
701

2. 7SZ
2.485
2.800
3.086
3.795
3.943
4.698
S.505
5.957
6.151
6.478
7.186
7.841
7.14Z
6. 14
6.259
6.S7S
4.164
6.007
S.801
5-31

3.094

3.133
3.480
4.296
4.449,
S.29
6.189
6.69
6.925
7.380
8.104
8.709
8.014
6.950
7.031
7. 320
6.909
6.794
4.S70
1 432

11.0
11.S
10.6
11.3
11.6
11.3
11.1
11.0
11.0
11.1
12. 2
11.3
9.9

10.8
11.3
10.9
10.1
10.7
11.S
11.7
lO.S

407.170
412.220
41S.750
421.460
426.280
437.880
448.680
465.870
474.990
488.520
498. 940
511. 200
S24.010
551.170
569. 273
574.905
583.141
"91.158
594.917
596.385
588. 657
588. 225

t

I

II

I w-MA 4 W64" C*Zw w

4IS Y .. ...... .... s nn ml1 796SO.S4--- 727

It



.TABI.F A. 20

COMPARATIVE FOOTAGE DRILLED
EXPLORATORY AND WILDCAT WELLS

1943-1964

All Exploratory Wells Wildcat Wals
Footage Percent of Footage Percent of

'Footage Successful Footage in Footage ISuccessful Footage in

|ll in 0 r Successful W. Successful Well

1-943 15,719 2,936 1 . N A. N.A. N.A.
194 20,225 4,382 4.6 12.997 1,640 6.94
945 23.030 5,501 4.2 13,368 1,789 6.50

1946 22,197 5,286 4.2 12,555 1,692 6.45
947 26,393 6,166 4.3 14,617 2,096 6.00

.948 32,741 7,179 4.6 18,740 2,69,0 6.00p949  34,798 8,359 4.2 18,159 2,786 5.53
J950 40,17S 9,217 4.4 22,118 3,146 6.06

1951 49,343 10,621 4.6 27,948 3,831 6.34k952 55,615 11,884 4.7 32,501 4,433 6.37
953 60,702 13,422 4.5 33,855 4, 53i 6.49

1954 59,581 13,789 4.3 35,484 5,339 5,65
955 69,173 15,953 4.3 38.970 5,316 6.37

1956 73,981 16,284 4.5 41,922 5,482 6.67
957 69,136 15,761 4.4 39,050 5,503 6.10
958 61.483 14,184 4.3 34,202 5,041 5.81
959 63,252 14,576 4.3 35,459 4,824 6.37

1960 55,830 12,259 4.5 35,881 4,750 6.57
1961 54,472 11,149 4.9 35,410 4,677 6.57
1962 i 53,574 11.392 4.7 34,884 5,051 5.91
963 i 53,485 10,638 S.0 33,551 4,180 7.04

3964 | $5,496 10,918 5. 134.585 4,587 6.57

Source: Petroleun 1jtcto anti Fibres. 1965. p. l3 1959, p. 17.

A.25



TAB LE A. 2 I

U. S. DOMESTIC DRILLING
MEAN DEPTH OF WELLS

All Wells.-Averaxe Deprth
Year oil Gas Dry Total Exploratory New FieldWell$ Wildcats

( Average Average
(1) (a) (3' _ Depth(S) Depth 6

1944 • 4,217 4,200
194S 4,103 4,402
1946 3,854 4,007
1947 3,896 4,200
1948 4,086 4,362
1949 3,842 4,08
1950 3,898 4,177
1951 4,197 .4,516
1952 4,476 4,852
1953 4,560 4,889
1954 4,549 4,808
1955 4,010 4,010 4,050 4,030 4,631 4,809
1956 4,070 4,070 4,050 4,065 4,574 4,814
1957 4,701 4,873
1958 4,658 4,921
1959 3,814 S,464 4,240 4,146 4,795 S,043
1960 3,946 S,526 4,168 4,223 4,770 4,902
961 3,911 S,366 4,284 4,244 4,953 5,125
962 4,041 S,366 4,533 4,405 4,967 S,135
963 3,922 S,373 4,556 4,336 5,016 5,108
-964 -1- -. 5, 5 $ ..

Sources: 1,2, 3, 4 Joint Association Surveys
5,6 Petroleum Facts & Figures 1905, p. 13, From

American Association of Petroleum Geologists.

A. 26
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TAIII.,. A. 22
FOMPARATIVE U.S. DOMESTIC DRILUNO COSTS AND EXPENDITURES

1953 AND 1963

Depth Range Number of
Wells Coat Per Total Expenditures

.3,250 . 1 5 1963 1953 1 3 953 * 9A 1 --

-1,2.0 5,001 $,931 $6. 3 8.19 $28. 1417 40, 526
1,251,500 10,219 0,419 7.99 0.39 46,368 30.204

0501.3,750 12,603 8 0,705 9.10 8046 3 357,996 228,803

3,751-5,000 7,442 5,469 10,09 0.07 322,182 23,150

5,001-7,500 0,624 6,622 12.51 10.00 658,545 416,357

,501-10,000 3,496 3.720 14.86 13,44 440,441 435.623

101001.12600 1,434 2,004 20,83 I,oo 326.363 402,3)2

12,601.16,000 447 719 37,15 27,42 16, .399 266,365

o .tvr$000 $ 1..264 40.20 30.67 .71.7 .o. 03

l°ls
$""t* ,olat A8o60elati survy* 1953; 1963.

A. 27



TAL4.2,[T

DRILLING STATISTICS FOR OIL, GAS, DRY AND SERVICE WELLS
200 LARGEST COMPANIES AND ALL OTHER COMPANIES
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TABLE A. 26

THE EIFCT OP THE PERCENTAGES DEPLE fl0 P1OWIROM
AT D F ERDET LEVELS OF COST/GROSS DCO.ME TAX RATE 50

(1) Gross Income 100 100 1 oo 100 100 100 100 0p 51oo

(2) Costs ad dewpea e 0 10 20 30 40 4S so 60 90
(3) Net income bedo depatioa(1)-(Z) 1O0 9 o 80 70 60 Ss so 40 10
(4) Deplatiam a12asae 127.5 27.S 27.S ZT.S Z7.s Z7.S 25 20 2s
(S) Taxable Inmern (3)4) 72.S S SZ.5 4Z. S 3Z.S Z7. S ZS 20 S
(6) Toz at 50% 36.25 31.25 26.25 21.2S 16.2 13.75 12.5 10 2.S
(7) After tax set fmme , tax retan. 36.25 31.ZS 26.ZS 21.25 16.25 13.7S 1. 10 Z.5S
(8) Real txrate(6)(3) 36.ZS 34.72 32.81 30.35S Z7.0 a5.00 22.00 ZS.00al 00
(9) After tax profit (7)(*4) 63.7S 58.7S 53.7S 48.7S 43.7 41.25 37.5 30 I22,,
(10) Tax payable an net incem slam SO 4S 40 35 30 2?. S 2s 20 S1 5

5O% (3)
(11) Not benefit of deIw*t10)-(6) 13.7S 13.7% 13.TS 13.7S 13.? 13.?s 12.5 10 [.s

(12) After tax net Income (4) + (7) 63.75 58. 7S 53.75 48. 7S 43.75 41.ZS 37. 0.00 150.00
(book value) I -

1~
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TABLE A. 28

U.S. CRUDE AND NATURAl. GAS LIQUIDS PRODUCTION BY LARGER COMPANIES

1960 1964 1965
Total . S. I% ot Company

Coispany Total U.S, Total U.S. World U.S. Total
Prod. Prod Prod. ProS. Prod. Prod.

Crude Oil and 11,000 (1,000 11,000 11.000 11.000 (1.000
natural ( iIUeds bod) ba odb) -bpd od) bod) 190 1%4 I5S

I. Stanrd Oil Co.(N ... 8.19 439 3.204 1,4S) 639 10 All

8. Gulf Oil Corp. I.S06 386 1.933 457 2.082 489 26 24 23
3. Teixaro 1.34 418 1,661 S83 1,8 604 39 3S 31
4. Standard Oil Co. (Cali.) 983 896 1.239 398 1,428 416 30 2 29
S. Nocnny Mobil Oil.. Inc. $13 26 1.076 347 1.211 37) 31 $S 31
4. Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) 339 86 405 36S 4S6 390 90 90 8s
1. ShOl Oil Co. 3S4 3S4 407 401 431 431 .00 lo t00
3. Continental Oil Co. 210 .173 323 184 380 16 82 S? 49
9. Phillips Petroleum Co. 938 23 318 232 339 242 79 73 40

10, Marathon Oil Co. III lOS 23S I3 290 111 95, 49 39
II. Sinclair Oil Corp. 113 I39 215 ISS 245 167 74 72 47
It. Anierada Petroleum Corp. 83 33 180 60 240 13 100 45 34
I1. Union Oil Co. (Calif.) 308 98 210 IS 231 131 94 65 S7
14. Sun Ol Company IS0 114 223 123 227 133 76 SS s8
IS. Atlantic Refining Co. IS) 98 190 307 800 i1S 56 56 57
14. Co,,,s Service Co. 130 330 IS0' IS0 IS IS3 100 100 100
17. ltilewater 114 114 130 121 149 140 100 93 94
IN. Signal Oil 6, Gas Co. 34 45 96 S3 103 48 54 54 46
19. Sunray D. X Oil Co. 39 118 93 83 95 84 92 89 14
80. Sk'lly Oil Co. s Is 87 87 69 89 300 300 100
If. Brltish American Oil Co. 63 26 85 24 87 23 41 a8 26
82. Rirhfild Oil Corp 84 78 8 63 84 59 86 72 45
8). Superior Oil Co. 302 No 0? 67 63 63 76 100 100
84. Tvnneco 4? 36 54 44 S5 44 81 81 81
IS. Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) 39 87 40 27 4 27 69 66 9
26. I.ouisiana I-and L Expl. Co. 30 30 40 40 43 41 100 100 100
87. clame IChaupi..n) 81 as 27 87 89 89 300 100 100
It. Ashland Oil & Refiinng .... 6 is 41 19 .... 39 41

0'. (.ne'ral American Oil Co. 24 81 24 22 22 20 92 90 91
Ill. P. aa East.rn 16 16 19 19 19 19 100 t00 300
II. hlorphy Oil (:urp 14 9 16 9 Is II 6? 60 So
I8. Union Producing (United Gas) 37 It 37 7 17 37 1 00 100 100
If. 64.rr.-M1;.. 41 6 14 II Is 38 70 77 76
t4. Ci 61-ilal (8at,3 (;M l'raet. I 9 5 S 3 II 300 100 300

. .n.-ral Cre.,, Oil Co.. . . j 9 Jj, j , 300 100 100
Tosial 1i c( ,ipani.s 9,672 4,371 1.919 S.3$? 34. 396 5,41 45 40 S11
.. ... .,nt of U.S.) SS S 60 ........ __

Source: IData (rim WORtLD OIl. Survey$ and Company Annual Rvports

A.33.



TAILE A. Z4

WELIS COMPllETED IN UNITED STATES BY LARGER COMPANIFSA IVE yrAR CO6APJISON

Company and 1%9 R1ank tI1.
w III Dilld 3ol

".' a ~ c 1 .1 t O 0 6 8

8. staldard Oil Co. 4INdmanat .640 1,31 8.088
1. Oulf Oil Cot *0 161 18
4. "umable S01 tr d. N. 1.| 1,160 gll 11

. Shell l Co. 13 14

. Standard oil Co. COiI. 1 1411 ) 814
1. Seacor Mobd Oil Co. 490 419 303
0. Se Oil Co. $41 33 381
9. Suaeay D-X Chil Co. 0 3so )48

to. Penneoil Co. ask 898 330

It$ Union Oil Co. of Calif. 93 8 81
It. Phillipo Petroleum C.. 1i1 161 88,
i3. Contlnetl Oil Co. 418 388 913
14. TIdewater oil Co. 89 t* 8o0

I. Ciies Service CO. s 818
1*, .- eo 3 t 884

I. SMilair Oi Corp. M48 818 891
i0. Chevira Oil C. all ITI all
it. Skelly oil Co. I9 IT1 19
so. ildwest Oil Corp. is 141 33
8t. Atlantic Rffnin Co. I9 oi9 Il8
it8. Coastal States Gas Prod. Co. 43 39 333
1). Marathon Oil Co. Is 89) 834
14. ChMAalr.Weltera Ol Ad Doi. C'. 30 14 its
18. Ashland oi and Reftnsig Co. 3411 M0 III
14. Arnerada Petroleum Corp. i 198 308
s?. UV.a Tons* (Allied Chemical) 83 338 9.
Io. Ssadard Oil Co. Ma.ss.) 883 Is 91
s89. Shamrock 0i 8 Gas Corp. 144 9 * 36
36. United Gas Corp. Unioo Prod. ) 49 31 a
It. Monsanto 43 $11 10

1. Tones Pacific Oil Co. t9 141 Is
it. Choesso Western Divieioo S 44 is

14. J.M. Huber Corp 94 is9 13
:3. Livinlson 041 to. 38 19 13
38. Standard Oil Co. (Ohie) 16 93 18
I. Union Producis #I 39 10

34. Kenteeky.West Vs. Go$ Co. 1 9 61
19. Kewanee Oil Co. 4 94 H 89
40. Quaker State 8 18 6
41. Signal Oil and Gas 40 68 80
48. Cabot Corportion a, 48 13
43. Anclievta Oil CO. is H
44. Krr.McGeo 80 i3 s
41. British American 13 4S 49
46. Irndwell Oil Co. 9 so 49
41. Lene Star Prodecln 83 99 40
40. Cooperative Refinery Assot 0 34 39
49. l:ldorado Oil I Gs 16 36
So. Contolidated Gat Supply 84 34 36
91. "asIN Oil Company 89 18 s
98. Texas Flatemn 19 If $4
93. General Crude Oil 34 98 33
S4. Great Expectations to 1
S. oxford Oil Co. 41 is
36. An.Son Petroleum Corp. 16 89 30
S?. Indana Farm bureau 311 30
I$. Preston Oil Company 14 39 9
S9. Southern Natural Gas 1t I9
to. Peoples Natural Gas Co. $3 16 80
61. Alpine Oil & Royalty Co. 41 as 88
88. Colorado Oil &ad Gas Corp. 98 10 86
83. Oeneral American 8 90 18
84. InteraIoal Oil and Gas Corp. 9 49 8.
LI. AsIer Oil 1 Gs CO . 14 i I I .

Company Annual ReportsSource: Data from WORLD 011 Surveys 'and

TCota Smpanie
fPecent of U.S.) _______I__ 2f,4___________________



Number of Dry
Exploratory Hole a€1)

8, 705

8,005

8,951

8,686

8, 803

9,022

9,515

10,577

82,896

Total Exploratory
Wells

10,313

9,466

10,747

10,664

.10,785

10, 992

11, 704

13, 191

.13, 199

101,061

Total
ProducersP_() (1)

1,608

1,461

1,796

1,978

1,982

1,970

2, 189

2,614

18, 165

Source:

Petroleum Facts and ligurcs, 1967 edition, American Petroleum
Institute, New York, p. 16.
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Year

1966

1965

1964

1963

1962

1961

1960

1959

1958

All Years

TABLE A. 30

DRY HOLE, TOTAL WELIS AND PRODUCING WELLS
FOR GAS AND CRUDE OIL FROM EXPLORATION DRILLING

IN THE UNITED STATES - 1958 to 1966



TABLE A. 31

DRY HOLE. TOTAL WELLS AND PRODUCING WELLS
FOR GAS AND CRUDE OIL FROM DEVELOPENT DRILLCG

IN THE UNITED STATES - 1958-1966

Oila

(I)

16,780

18.761

20.620

20, 288

21;249

21, 101

21, 186

25, 800

24,578

(2)

4,377

4.724

4.855

4.751

5.848

5.664

5.258

5, 029

4.803

DRY HOLES
Totala a De'

(6) (7)Year

1966

-1965

1964

1963

1962

1961

1960

1959"

1958

Tote

relopment
(6

PRODUCERS
Total Exploratora

(1)+(2)=,(3) (4)

21.157 1.608

23,485 1,461

25.475 1,796.

25.039 1,978

27,097 1.982

26.765 1.970

26.444 2.189

30.829 2.614

29.381 2.567

Development
(3)-(4)=(5)

19.549

Z2.024

23,679

23,061

Z5. 115

24.795

Z4. 255

28, z15

Z6, 814

217,507

LevLpmentWells
(5)+(S)

26,071

30.044 NO

32,216 <

30, 722

32,994

3Z. 879

32,314

36,903

35,225

;Z89.368

"aP.et=olem Facts and 7iju=es, 1967 edition. Ame-ican Potroleum InstitUe, N w York, p. 16.

15,227

16,025

17,488

16,347

16,682

17, 106

17,574

19,265

19. 043

8.705

8.005

8.951

8,.86

8,.803

9022

9,515

10.577

10.632

Gas a

6,522

8,020

8,537

7,661

7,879

8,084

8,059

8,688

8.411



TABLE A. 32

• CRUDE OIL DISCOVERIES
. UNITED STATES, 1958-1966

(Thousands of Barrels)

Year Discoveries

1966 2,963,978

1965 3,048,079

1964 2,664,767

1963 2,174,110

1962 2,380,896

1961 • Z,657,567

1960 2,365,328.

1959 3,666,745

1958 2, 608,242

Total 24, 329, 712

Bource: Petroleum Facts and Figures, 1967 edition, American
Petroleum Institute, Now York, p. 57.
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TABLE A. 33

EXPENDITURES FOR EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT
CRUDE OIL INDUSTRY

UNITED STATES - 1955-1965
(Millions of Dollars)

Expenditures
Exploration

I,944

2, 117

2,012

2,045

1, 85i

2, 324

1. 845

2,209

, 971

)8, Z8

Development

2, 252

2,432

2,313

2,082

2,070

2,266

2,039

2, 193

2, 133

19,780

Source: Joint Association Annual Surveys.
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Year

1955

1956

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Total



TABLE A. 34

* DAYS ALLOWABLE IN TEXAS
UNITED STATES

1958 - 1962

Year

1958

1959

1960

.1961

1962

Total

Average 5 Years

Days Allowable

122

123

104

101

97

$47.

109.4

Source: A. E. Kahn, "The Depletion Allowance and Cartelization," The
American Economic Review, American Economic Association, June, 1964,
p. 300.
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TABLE A. 3S

NUMR AND CAPACITY OF OPERATING RE7NERIS
AND AVERAGE CRUDE OI., RUN PER DAY

UNITED STATES (1938-1967)

* Capacity Barrel&
Per Day (As of
Januarv I)

10.412.447
10. 171.159
10.161.311
10. 063. 164
9.814.791
9.812.248
9.629. 685
9.543.329
9.450.741
8.939.907
8.808.841
8.380.801
8.069. 154
7.782. 103
7.481.701
5.825,566
4.409.013
3.970,196

Average
Capacity Per
Refintezr

40.048
38.094
37.221
3S. 685
34. 198
34. 189
33.321
32.908
32.477
30.934
29.560
28.506
27.261
25.267
Z4. 509
16.5S0"
11.4ZZ
9.212

Average Crude
Oil Runs

9.444. 364
9.043.403
8.806.910
8. 686.718
8.409.947
8. 183.994
8.067.032
7.993.591
7.605.737
7.919, 003
7.937.448
7.480.049
6. 957. 710
6. 999. 630
S.596.583
3.917.090
3. 191.82Z

Average Crude .
Oil Runs Per Day
Per Rener

35. 372
33. 126
31.230
30.267
29.303
28. 318
27.817
27.469
Z6. 137
27. 120.
Z6.816
25.356
23.039
2.2.435
16. 269
10. 174
7.371

*Rerds.4

Source: Karg. Robert X. "A Theory of Crude Oil Prices: A Study of Vertical Iftegration." u b
thesis. University of Pittsburgh. 196Z. Table A-2. p. 130. and Petroleum Facts and Fifures. 1967.
Ei:ion. New York; American Petroleum Institute. p. 77.

Year

1967
1966
1965
1964'
1963&

* 1962
1961

. 1960
t 1959

1958
19S7
19S6
19SS
1954
1953
1948
1943
1938

Number of

260
267
273
282
287
287
289
290
291
289
298
294
296
308
315
352
386
431

I

Y ar Refluerv Per new Per Refinerv



TASILE A.36

AVERAGE OPERATNG COSTS OF RFNR
UNITED STATES (1938-1967)

(CENTS PR BARREL)

Average Variable Costs.
Year Purchased Puxchased Cemicals

el ]Power TZL &Ad
Supplies

Average Fixed Costs
T44al
Variable
Costs

Total Maintenance Insurance Royalties
Labor M arials and Taxes or

Research

ObsolescWce
&Ad
Improvee=ns

1967a
1966

1965.
1964
1963
1962
1961

"1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
1955
1954
1953
1948
1943
1938

15.8
14.5
13.2
12.0
11.1
9.2
8.8
6.7
6.0
5.7
7.3
6.0
5.3
5.3
6.3
8.4
4.8
5.1

3.1
3.3
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.1
2.8
2.7
2.6

.2.1

1.9
1.7
1.6
1.2
1.4
0.9

26.8
26.8
Z4.5
23.2
21.8
19.8
21.2
22.9
22.0
21.4
20. 9
20. S
17.9
16.8
16.1
10.4
6.6
3.2

.45.7
47.6
41.2'
38.7
36.$
32.4
33.4
32.7
30.8
29.8
30.8
28.6
25. 1
23.8
24. 0'

* 20.0
12.8
10.8

5oszimated dat for other years are final.
)

Source: Petroleum Fat asd F gures. 1967 Edit~o0

43.9
44.0
44.3
44.7
45.3
46.0
49.0
SO.3
S.Z
52.?
53.2
SO z
4S.5
45.7
47.0
42. 6
26. 1
17. 1

7. 1
7.0
6.9
6.9
6.8
6.6
6.4
6.0
6.7
6.7
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.7
5.6
4.10
3.1

5.2
5.2
S.1
S.0
S.0

.4.6
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.2
4.0
3.8
3.6

.3.33. 1
2.2
1.7
1.5

5.0
4.8
4.6
4.3
4.1
4.3
3.9
3.8
3.8
3.5
3.2

-3.0

2.6
2.5
2.4
1.7
1.00
0.9

New York, American Petroleum IasMzVtei 117.

Interest
on Capital-

Total
Fixed
Costs

Total
Cos:

11.4
11.3
11.0
12. 1
1S. 1
17.3.
17.0
17.8
17.3
17.9
17.1
16.2
15.3
20.2
18.7
11.'
12.4
10.3

10.9
10.8
9.4
9.8

11.7
13.5
13.2
12.0
11.7
11.3
10.8
10.3
9.5
8.8
8.2
6.-0
4.6
3.0

83.5
83. 1
81.3
82.8
".. 0

92.3
94.0
94.4
95. 1

96.3
94.8
90. 1
83.2
87.3
86. 1
69.8
49.9
35.9

329.2
127.7
122.5
121.5
124.3
124.7
127.4
127. 1

125.9
126. 1
123.6
118.7

108.3
111.1
110. 1
89.8
62.7
46.7

I I I





TAMT.Z A. 37

AVERAGE R.TL 'E-Y CAPACITY, AVrEAGE DAILY CRUDE RUNS
A.D AVERAGE VARIABLE A.MD FIXED COST

0 TED STATES (1938-1967)

Average Refinery
CavaciyaYear

Average Dailay
Crude R uns

Average Variable
Costs b

Average FixedCostsb

(a:-re-s /Day)

35.372
33. 126
3'!. Z30
30. Z67
Z9. 303
28. 318
Z7. 817
Z7. 469
Z6. 137
27, lz
Z6, 8:6
Z5. 356
Z3. 039
ZZ. 435
:6,269
10. 174
7.371

(DoLtars/3arzc2J

Sou :rce: a Table A. 3
b--Table A. 3

1967
1966
4965
1964
1963
1962
1961
1960

1959
1958
1957

1956
:955

1954
1953
1948
1943
1938

40. 048
38. 094
37. 2:
35. 685
34. 198
34. :89
33. 32
32.09C8
32. 477
30,934
Z0, 560
28, 506
27. 261
25, 267
24. 509
16,550
11, 422
9,22

45.7
47.6
41. 2
38.7
36.3
3Z.4
33.4
32.7
30.8
29.8
30.8
28.6
Z5. I
23.8
24.0
ZO. 0
12.8

10.8

83.5.
83. 1
81.3
8z. 8

88.0
92.3
94.0
94.4
95.1
96.3
94.8
90.1
83.2
87.3
86. 1
69.8
49.9
35.9



TA BLE A. 38

SIMPLE AVERAGE" OF SELECTED REFINIERY PRODUCTS PRICES
UNITED STATES

1958 - 3966
(per barrel)

Regular-Grade
(Gasoline)

5.3970
5.3298
5.0610
5.4138
5.5608
5.6532
5.6364
5. 6658
5. 7372

.. 2 FUoQl Oil
Kerosene (Distillate)

4.7040
4.5528
4.4940
4. 7366
4.7712
4.8804
4. 5444
4.6074
4.5444

4.2042
4. 0992
4.0110
4. 2630
4.2924
4. 3806
4.1 454
4.3470
4.72714

16 Fuel Oil
(Residual)

2.43
2.46
2.45
2.47
2.58
2.61
2.54
2.50
2.55

Calculated by Simple Average of Refinery Prices for all States listed in
Petroleum Facts and Figt!!'es, 1967 edition, American Petroleum
Institute, New York.

Regular-Grade Gasoline, p. 261
Kerosene, p. 255
12 Fuel Oil, p. 256
16 Fuel Oil, p. 259

A.44

Year

1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
1963
1960
1959
1958



S.TABL. A. 39
SwE T FOR FOA MA.TOR. PRODUCTS A' RTINERY

ITIMTZD STATES. 1958-1966

Ref!ne-y Yield' Weights

Yea. GzSc-lne Kerosene. Distillate Residual Total Gasoline Kerosene Dis-ellate Rae-dl "0,ot

81.9

82.0

81. 2

81.7

82.7

83.1

83.4

83.6

84.4

. 5532

.5475

. 5542

.5398

.5418

.5380

•5420

•5371

.5356

.0794 .2747

.0744 .2793

.0640 .2808

.0624 .2926

.0616 .2806

.0565 . .2792

.0551 .2686

.0454 .2764

.0462 .2654

* 0927

.0988

. 1010

.1052

.1160

..1263

•2343

.141-

. 1528

1.00

1.00

1.00

"i. 00

:. o

o.0

2.00

1.00

-Petolem Facts aad Fia.s. .967 .tom Amezicaa Peto*t Insst e.. New YoA. p. .114."

1966

1965

1964

1963

>. 1962

u, 1961

1960

.1959

1958

45.3

44:9

45.0

44. 1

44.8

44.7

.- 45.2

44.9

45.2

6.5

5.2

5.1

5. 1

'..4.7

4.6

3.8

3.9

22. 5

22. 8

23.9

23.2

23.2

22.4

23. 1

22.4

7.6

8. 1

8.2

8..6

9.6

10.5

• . 11.2

11.8

12. 9
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'COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF RATE OF RETURN JNPETROLEUM
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN OPERATIONS
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FIGURE A. 2
COMPARISON OF RATES OF RETURN IN
PETROLEUM AND OTHER INDUSTRIES
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PRODUCTION

I
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9
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7
6
S
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- . I

a) Crude Petroleum
b) Total Manufacturing
c) Petroleum Refining
d) Electric and Gas
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FIGURE A. 3

U.8. CRUDE OIL PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY AND PRODUCTION (1945.1965)
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FIGURE A. 4
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FIGURIW A. 5
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A. l)ata Collection

Throughout this study there have been substantial difficulties in

obtaining data which would have broadened the analysis undertaken.

There are so many missing links In the quantitative evidence available

that it is difficult to know which one to rank first.

The ideal Information required would relate: (I) the benefits

derived from the special tax provisions to expenditures for exploration

and development, and (2) the expenditures for exploration and develop-

mnat to reserves discovered. That Is, there is a need for Information

by cross-matching categories about the benefits obtained from the

special provisions, the expenditures undertaken for exploration and

development and the amount of now reserves discovered. This would

allow the sets of information to be related to each other, or linked

together, so that the impact of changes in one set can be traced to

effects on the other sets.

The availability of this data for the total domestic United States

crude petroleum industry will be discussed first and then comments

will be made on the availability of the data by size of firm.

1 1
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1. Data for United States Domestic
Crude Petroleum Industry .

All information concerning the amounts and types of benefits

derived from the special tax provisions must be obtained from U.S.

Treasury sources. The three sources used for this survey were:

Statistics of Income, Corporation Tax Returns
(annually), 1960

Statistics of Income, Supplemental Report,
Depletion Allowance, Washington, 1965

Depletion Study 1958-60, Office of Tax Analysis
1963 (mimeo)

The information published by the Internal Revenue Service which

is the only source of tax data and a major source of other financial data

have two disadvantages: there is no distinction made between foreign

and domestic operations; there is a division into industries based on the

majo output of each firm. This is true of data on receipts, assets,

depletion, etc. This means that it is impossible to measure a return

to domestic oil and gas producing operations using this data, and it is

also impossible to tell from published data the incidence of the depletion

allowance.

The lack of domestic/foreign data is the most serious and corrected

to a limited extent in the 1958-60 Treasury Depletion Study. Some, but

by no means all, the relevant data was broken out by foreign and domestic

operations. However, the usefulness of the study was limited because



it was a sample of mainly large companies covering a known proportion

of depletion claims but an unknown proportion of income expenditures

and deductions. Thus, even the information that was available by foreign

and domestic breakouts could not be cross-matched with other data be-

cause it was relevant only to the sample and was not adjusted to the

total industry.

There is more useful quantitative data on expenditures for explora-

tion and development than there is on the benefits of the special provis-

ions. Data on expenditures for exploration and development are available

from two sources, the annual reports published by the Joint Association

Survey and the series developed by Chase Manhattan Bank. Both of

these series present domestic activities only, which is extremely

helpful.

The Joint Association Surveys are the most complete and detailed

authoritative sources. (They contain a considerable amount of additional

data on other aspects which were highly useful throughout this study.)

The series is annual from 1959 to 1965 with some years available prior

to this; it is a continuing survey so that future years will be available.

Expenditures for exploration and development are provided separately,

but there are some problems about the allocation of exploration and

development expenditures to those divisions. The Chase Manhattan data

B. 3



is available from 1946 to 1965 but does not provide as many categories

of data as the Joint Association Survey does.

Information relating to reserves discovered and other topics, such

as wells drilled, is available from several different sources. Since there

are a number of problems concerning the definition of reserves, the

number of wells drilled is often used to derive approximate measure of

new reserves discovered.

The American Petroleum Institute publishes data on new reserves

discovered. The National Petroleum Council and the Interstate Oil

Compact Commission also publish reserve data.

The Joint Association Survey collects and publishes information on

the number and costs of wells drilled. Information on exploratory wells

drilled as well as an estimate of the size of new discoveries is obtained

annually by the American Association of Petroleum Geologists. In the

future, this survey will also collect information on development wells.

For the total domestic petroleum industry, the most serious lack

of information is a series of data on the benefits of the special provisions,

which, as already indicated, is available only on combined foreign and

domestic operations; what is available by domestic only is for a sample

of large companies which may not be representative of the total United

States domestic oil producing industry. The industrial classification

B. 4



B. 5

which classifies firms once by major product rather than dividing the

product and assets of largo diversified firms into different industrial

groups, makes the derivation of a series of relevant financial data almost

impossible. For these reasons, the division by asset size which is avail-

able in the Statistics of Income source books, is only of marginal value,

although it could be very important if the additional information were

available. While the correction of the division by major product would

require a complete revision of categories, the divisibility of information

by foreign and domestic operations is much less of a task, since it has

already been done but only for some types of data.

2. Data by Size of Firm

The information on the benefits of the special provisions is not

available by size and if it were available, it would probably be based on

foreign as well as domestic assets or gross receipts, besides including

in the benefits the amounts derived from foreign and domestic operations.

The lack of this information is surprising since it obviously is important

to the Federal government. Thus, it is even more surprising that the

special 1958-1960 Treasury Depletion Survey limited itself to a rela.

tively small sample of firms, by type or size of firm.

Expenditures for exploration and development are not available in

published form by size of company. The Joint Association Survey



TABLE B. 1

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE BY S7ZE OF FIRM

5oxce Sit. Measure Years P'hroti DilingluXnbr Avra. I Exploiaion &
-cn- -Forelga ,Costs ot We Fooage Cost per . :to Delopate"

.. . . . . . . .. , . . . . . . , j nEv lo ,tu r e 8
chase Mahattan

C"s"s Of MIaral
Industries

World Ot1

TreauTry Depletioc
Survey

"13 larze Gompanies"
"All Others"

"240 largest-
iasset six*)

S largest domestic
,reducers. individually

S largest *Xplc4uift

:ompani es individually

"Companios claiming

1945-6S

1963

19)61.4. S

1961.4.S

lqS8.19S1
1960

4

(j)

J

C
14)

a .1

4

4 4.

~1

4,,

I
IVaaue of productions



apparently stratifies the expenditure data they collect by size of company

according to a special tabulation of receipts reported for the 1958 census,

size of company being measured by producer's receipts. The Joint

Association Survey does not make this material available.

If the Joint Association Survey information stratified by size of

company were available, and, if the benefits from the special provisions

for domestic operations could be stratified by the same categories (and

there is apparently no reason why this could not be done), these two

items of information would then cross-match and would provide a sub-

stantially better quantitative base upon which to build an econometric

study than the data which now exists.

The importance of this point cannot be over-emphasized, for while

it is known that both the benefits for the special provisions and the explor-

ation and development effort is now uniformly distributed across the

industry, this is far from knowing what the form and nature of the dis-

tribution is. These factors can only be derived or guessed at indirectly.

The availability of the above two items would improve this, or any future

study's ability to estimate the incidence of the benefits of the special

provisions.

However, there would still be the problem of relating these benefits

to exploration and development effort as measured by reserves discov-

ered rather than expenditures; for it is, in the end, reserves which are

B.?



the focus of the study. This problem of measurement of reserves is

partly one of the petroleum engineers. Estimates of reserves are made

at various probability levels; even at the same probability level, estimates

are revised each year over a considerable period of time and reserves

are only finally known through production. However, companies must

make estimates and with uniform treatment of probability, data could

be collected by size of company and depth of reserves.

The number of wells drilled by company size (as defined by pro.

ducers' receipts) may be obtainable from the information collected by

the American Association of Petroleum Geologists which will collect in

the future the number of wells drilled by both exploratory and develop-

ment classifications. Since their annual report indicates that the initial

collection of this information is by company, possibly the information on

wells could be obtained by the same category of company size as the in-

formation concerning benefits and expenditures. This should provide a

satisfactory quantitative base upon which a new and more detailed econo-

metric study could be based.

If now data collection procedures are to be designed, consideration

should be given to collecting data which would allow the various proposed

theories to be subjected to empirical testing.

B. 8



APPENDIX C

STATISTICAL. ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION EQUATIONS
TESTED FOR INDUSTRY SIMULATION MODEL
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C. I

I. EXPLORATION EXPENDITURES

logl1 EPEL a, + a2 log NP(t-,) + aZ log NRE(t-1) PR(t.I-)
TEP7 EPEL(t. 1)

a v 3.43077 a2 a 0. 342 a3 r 0. 072

Standard Error : 0. 144 Standard Error x 0. 095

R2 r 0. 5847

Standard Error = 0. 0280

FRatio= 2.816



Z. EXPLORATION EXPENDITURES

EPEL(t) + a + a GIN(t)

&I x 86,176 a:=.2 2 507

Standard Error .03877

R2 2.8081

Standard Error 2 246,533

F Ratio a 33



C. 3

3. EXPLORATION EXPENDITURES

log 10 EPEL(t) 1.a 1o810 (GINMt - TEP(t))

TEP(t)

a3 u -28.68414

Standard Error a 26.19167

A .2307

Standard Error * 6. 1852

F Ratio m 1.0



4. DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

al 1 a2 FI'E"() , 3 .

I 1349000 a 0. 1504 a3 101Z500

Standard Error = 0. 2978 Standard Error :, 505300

R r Cl. 73 9

Standard Error Pr 883000

F Ratio : 5.487

C. 4



C. 5

t. .5al

5. DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

EPDV(t) v a + a 0IN(t)
12

a1  77,Z6Z a2 :.20173

Standard Error u , 04373

2Q

R2 .7268

Standard Frror r 278, 046

F Ratio c 21



6. DEVELOPMENT WEj6LS'

logl 0DVW(t)=allog 10EPDV(t)

aIu .71822

Standard Error a 00198

R' = .9999

Standard Error u'. 0376

F Ratio = 131, 352

C.6

t



7. DEVELOPMENT WELLS

DVW(t) = a EPDV(t} + a ELW(t-I)SEW(t-1)

a, . 01025 a2 a 5.5256

Standard Error =.00304 Standard Error .= .27048

2

R x .9951

Standard Error * 2801

F Ratio a 706

C.?7



8. DEVELOPMENT WELLS

DVW(t) a EPDV(t)

a 01639

Standard Error =. 0005Z

R 2 v .9921

Standard Error u 3311

F Ratio a 1008

C.8



9. EXPLORATORY WELLS

log10ELW(t) alIogloEPEL(t)

a u. 64620

Standard Error u. 00524

R •9997

Standard Error a.0739

F Ratio a 15, 202

C. 9



10. EXPLORATORY WELLS

ELW(t) a aIEPEL(t) + a2EPEL(t-1)

I.00463 a2 a .00129

Standard Error =.00371 Standard Error . 00372

R u.9714

Standard Error 2 2674

F Ratio: 57

C. 10



C. 11

11. EXPLORATORY WELLS

ELW(t) = alEPEL(t)

a u.00590

Standard Error = .00052

R a .9702

Standard Error = 2362

F Ratio = 130



R =c .9830

Standard Error v .0270

F Ratio a 461

C. 12



GROSS INCOME

GIN(t) a aI + a2 PR(t)PROD(t)

aI a 81279 a = 1.12187

Standard Error =. 07456

R U .9659

Standard Error : 415, 316

F Ratio a 225

C. 13

13.



14. PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES

EPPR(t) . a + a PROD(t) + a PR(t)1 2 3

aI r -6907 a2 u . 00114 a3 =2051

Standard Error r. .00006 Standard Error : 90

R u .9981

Standard Error = 87

F Ratio = 1025

C. 14
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15. PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES

EPPR(t) a aI + a PR(t}

a, a -6754 aZ =3036

Standard Error 644

R 38165

Standard Error = 87

F Ratio u 22

C, is



16. PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES

log10EPPR(t) = aI + a2log10PR(t)

.I=1.15485 a2  4.6656

Standard Error =. 93257

R2 3. 8335

Standard Error ..0194

F Ratio = 25

C. 16

!



17. PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES

lOgl 0 EPPR(t) = aI + a2 logl0 PROD

a = -13.70469 a2 a 2.64733

Standard Error . 70951

R =.7358

Standard Error =. 0244

F Ratio a 14

C. 17



18. PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES

EPPR(t) a + a a PROD(t)

a -3029 a . 001950

Standard Error . 0005

R .7453

Standard Error t 103

F Ratio a 15

C. 18



The limited amount of time series data that the economic analysis

revealed to be useful, prevents the full application of known statistical

methods. A clear explanation of this situation is given by Herman Wald

in Demand Analysis: A Study of Econometrics:

"The refined methods of modern statistics have largely
been devised for the purpose of experimental applications,
and there they have won great triumphs, but it is by no means
a straightforward matter to extend their application to non-
experimental data. For small-sample tests, in particular,
the accuracy attained will, as a rule, be illusory, since such
tests require a full specification of the distribution of regression
residuals and other erratic elements. For the analysis of non-
experimental data we may accordingly state the conclusion, at
first sight paradoxical, that when dealing with a small sample
we must as a rule rest content with the rough inference drawn
by the use of large-sample methods, whereas in the analysis
of a large sample we may sometimes be in a position to apply
more refined methods, making use of the sample to estimate
the auxiliary parameters involved in the method. "*

*Wald, Herman, Demand Analysis: A Study in Econometrics,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1953.

C. 19



CUMULATIVE F DISTRIBUTION

(m degrees of freedom in the numerator;

n in the denominator: n a 3)

Significance Level m 1 i 2

.900 5.54 5.46

.950 10.10 9.55

.975 17.40 16.00

.990 34.10 30.80

.995 55.60 49.80

C. 20



APPENDIX D

INPUT FORMS FOR
FIRM SIMULATION

24-47 0- 06 - 23
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INITIALIZATION - PARAMETERS
CONSAD MICRO MODEL OF CRUDE OIL MARKET OF UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

SHEET I LI
I

Identification I I I t I I I j I I I I Date Month Day Year
2 12 1 1 I .1 1 1 1 1 1

13 14 1516 17 Z0
Initialization Run (1: print results and stop; 11: print results and continue) L I

21 22
Simulation Print-Out (1: print only best solution; 1I: print all simulation runs) I

Z3 24
Simulation Year Print-Out (1: do not print each year; 11: print each year) IJ

25 26
Number of Simulation Runs L.LJ

27 28
Number of Years Per Simulation I, I.|

S z9 30
- Exploratory Wells Drilling Costs Per Foot

Dry Hole Intangible Tangible Other Exploratory Costs
Success Ratio (1) (Z) (3) (Ratio to drilling costs)
I I t t II I _! I I I I I I I I I I I I I J

A31 34 35 A 38 39 A 4Z 43 A 46 4"L so

Development Wells Drilling Costs Per Foot
Dry Hole Intangible Tangible

Success Ratio (6) (7) (8)
I I I t I I I I I I I I6 1 I II
A51 S4 55 A 58 59 "-6Z 63 A 66

Well Characteristics Dependent on InitialExploration and Develoyment Expenditure.
Flush Producrion

Minimum Number of Days (Maximum Development) Average Economic Life of Wells (Years)

67 70 71 7Z.
Average Number of Days Production Per Day (Barrels)

I I I I. I I I I I
73 76 77 80



IITIALIZATION - PARAMETERS
CONSAD MICRO MODEL OF CRUDE OIL MARKET OF UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Operating Cost Per Day Per Well Roy
Fixed Variable (per barrel) M

t~~~ I f I t i1 I i

S 5 6 P. 9 10
Ave

Percentage of Domestic Crude Oil Dol
Supplied by Own Production Dow

13 liA 16

Operating Cost Per Day Per Refinery Cri
Fixed Variable (per barrel)

I t I I A / I I t L I
z Z 6A 27A £ 0 31

Refinery Demand

Crude Runs to Stiln Per Day
Number of Refineries Per Refinery (barrels)

35 36 40A

Linear Parameters for Nun-Aber of Wells and Reserves for Given Expenditures
I

Exploration Development
I I I I I I I I I f i i I I I I I 1 I
A44 51 a5Z 59

Average of the Ratio of Development Expenditures to Exploration Expenditures

Interest Rate for Discunting Future Income

Leserves

Per ExapL

60

Crude Oil Production
(excludes capital costs).

iT/ 7 8 a

alty Interests
f Production)

rage Crude Oil Price -

Jar Per Barrel
nestic Foreign
r 18 19A 21

ide Oil Transportation Costs
(per barrel)

I i I

Average Refinery Price
Dollars Per Barrel

41 43

in Barrels
oratory Well

I I I I I t669

Refinery Production
(excludes crude oil and
includes capital costs)

SHEET 1 2 1
1

Moving Average Coefficient for Exploration Expenditares



INITIALIZATION - GOVERNMENT POLICY SHEET 1 3 1
CONSAD MICRO MODEL OF CRUDE OIL MARKET OF UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Imoort Quota for Crude Oil Ratio of Crude Runs to Still.

Production Restriction Days Allowable Per Year Applies to Wells with Production Per Day
(Between 0 and 365) Greater Than Barrels Listed Below

S 7 A z
Tax Treatmment of Capital Expenditures (1: depreciated; 2: expensed; 3: included in depletion allowance)

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exploration Category L_J U - L_.J L.J

13 14 1s 16 17
(6) (7) (8)

Development Category Lj L.J U__
18 19 20

Depletion Allowance Per Dollar of Income From Crude Oil Production I
A21 23

Corporation Income Tax Rate Per Dollar of Taxable Income f I I J

Number of Years for Depreciation I I 1
Z7 28



SIMULATION DATA
CONSAD MICRO MODEL OF CRUDE OIL MARKET OF UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

SHEET 4
1

Simulation YearLt 4

Prices (per barrel) Average Refinery Yield
Change Price

4 4 5 -J

Refinery Demand (per refinelry)

Expenditures Change

26
Government Policy

Import Quota for Crude Oil

Explor-aton
I I t !I 1!
27

Domestic
change

9
Cha ge
LJ
19

38

Change

Crude Oil Foreign Crude (
Price Change Price
I I I Lr I- I 1 I
104 13 14 15A

Barrels
! t I I I I
20. 25

Develojtrnen

39 50

Ratio of Crude Oil Runs to Stills

L5sZ 54

X18

v.

Tax

Luction Restrictions Applies to Wells with Production
Days Allowable Per Year Per Day Greater Than Barrels

C ange (Between 0 and 365) Listed Below
U.._ L ", J 1L W 4 ti
55 56 58 59 .4 63

Treatment of Capital Expnditures (1: depreciated; 2: expenses; 3: included in depletion allowance)
Exploration Change Category (1) (2) (3) (4) (S)

Development Change category (6) (7) (8)

70 71 72 73
Depletion Allowance Per Dollar of Income from Crude Oil Production Change Ratio

Corpo o Income Tax Rate

. (Change: blank (,) do not change. oe (1) do change)

Change

78

L-J
74

Rate

I I ItW 7777



APPENDIX E

PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR
FIRM SIMULATION
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APPENDIX F

OPERATING PROCEDURES
AND

PROGRAM LISTING

I. Deck Set-Up for the Micro-Model

1. The FORTRAN II program deck including one subroutine,

2. Card signifying that data follows (may vary with the computer
system employed for processing program),

3. Data card number I punched as described in Appendix H,
sheet 1,

4. Data card number 2 punched as described in Appendix H,
sheet 2,

5. Data card number 3 punched as described in Appendix H,
sheet 3,

6. Data deck number I consisting of N (where N is number
of years to be simulated; I N _520) cards punched as
described in Appendix H, sheet 4,

.7. Data decks 2 through NSIM (where NSIM is the number of
runs; 1 : NSIM 9 9) set up as data deck number I above,

8. The number of years to be simulated must be constant
in runs I-NSIM



FIGURE F. 1

CARD SEQUENCE

CONSAD MICRO MODEL OF CRUDE OIL
MARKET OF UNITED STATES

a

Data
Deck

a I SNSIMS9
b ISNS20

F. a



11. Programmed Error Messages

I. "Input card error -- card numbered Y read for card X"

a) Cause -- one of first three data cards out of order
b) Correction .- set up data card in correct sequence

2. "Economic Production = X is greater than maximum
allowable production - Y1

a) Cause -- input parameters for crude oil production
are unrealistic

b) Correction -. must change data on one or more of
the first three data cards

3. "Input card error-card for year X read for year Y1

a) Cause -- one or more of the cards in the data decks
are out bf order

b) Correction -. arrange data cards within data decks
in ascending order, e.g., year 1, year 2,..., year N

F. 3
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